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IN PEKING
The trial of the so-called
gang of tour by the counterrevolutionary clique in Peking
should be condemned by the
world's workers' movement led
by the Soviet Union. The tact
that there has been very little
intervention by the workers'
movement on this trial is due to
the general lack of comprehension of the causes and reasons
for the present process in China.
The central issue is that this
is a trial of revolutionaries who
participated in the taking of
power in China and the effort to
develop the Chinese Workers
state.
The fact that, for exam·-ple, these leaders associated
with the cultural revolution
pursued erroneous or I imited
policies is no justification for
placing tbem on trial. On the
contrary, it is a justification for
a full populat discussion of
where China is going. If there
we1e mistakes, what was the
origin of these mistak:es and
what is the basis for the policy
of the present leadership? This
is the way to discuss policies
in the workers movement, not
set ting up a trial which has no
value whatsoever and is being
conducted on the level not of
politics - although it is a
political trial - but m the level
of personal accusations and
calumny. The trial is a cynical,
contemptible frame-up of the
Stalinist variety but without the
perspectives of Stalin or the
basis or the same effect. The
trial of the old Bolsheviks by
Stalin was a major counterrevolutionary blow at the world
Communist vanguard.
In the
circumstances of today, with
many Workers and Revolutionary
States, the trial cannot have
these consequences; but it is a
shameful' event aimed to repress
the masses of China and an
attempted guarantee to imperialism that the Chinese leadership
is concerned to stop revolution
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abroad and repress the progress
of the Chinese Workers State.
This trial is not a question of
one rotten clique trying another,
a question of six of one and halt
a dozen of the other. No! It is
a trial of revolutionaries who
participated with Mao Tse Tung
in the taking of power and proposed changes in the cultural
revolution designed to stimulate
the social progress of the Workers State. These revolutionaries
attacked the Right and Chen Po
Ta made specific reference to the
need to return to the policies of
the Paris Commune - revocability of mandates and limitation
of the wages of functionaries to
the average worker's wage. The
fact that there were many limitations, such as externally
under-rating the proletariat etc.
and internally also limiting the
levels of the intervention ot the
proletariat, does not alter the
fact that the comrades on trial
were of the Left and wanted
China to advance to Socialism
whereas the present layer want
to go backwards to collaborate
withworld capitalism.
The origins of this present
leadership have been discussed
by Posadas in various articles
already published and to be
published, and also in many
articles of Trotsky in the Thirties where he analysed the lack
of Bolshevik functioning and
lack of proletarian weight in the
origins of the Chinese Communist Party.
We appeal to the Left in the
Labour Party and the trade
unions and the Communist Party
to discuss the process in China,
to call meetings and to condemn
without hesitation the line of the
present leadership of the CCP
of putting revolutionaries on
trial, eliminating political discussion and collaborating with
world capitalism against the
Soviet Unionr
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Editorial
The Labour Party must
intervene on all the problems
of the economy and society
The historic experience of the
Polish masses in intervening on
the functioning of the Workers
State, overcoming at least in part
the resistance ot much of the
bureaucracy and receiving the
support of the Soviet Union, has
and wi 11 continue to have important
consequences tot the
workers' organisations in Britain.
The e::eperience of Poland is not
concluded.
It poses the revitalisation of all the structures
of the Workers States: that is,
the need for Soviet democracy;
and is a stimulus for the expansion of independent class organs
in the countries still functioning
under capitalism: that is, factory
committees, popular committees
in the workers' areas, to discuss
all the problems of the masses.
The Labour Party and the trade
unions are going to be influenced
by alI this. Through Poland the
Workers States have augmented
their weight and influence in
Britain and thereby deepened all
the crises of the capitalist
system.
The Conservative government
is the example of a complete
empiricism on the part of the
capitalist system. Its policies
have entered into conflict with
fundamental sectors of capitalism
itself, quite apart from ruining
the smaller capitalists. Although
unemployment has soared and
production has failed, it has
failed to overcome the res is.:..
tance of the masses and cannot
guarantee better conditions for
British capitalism to compete on
the world market. But the capitalist class as a whole has no
solution. They are not able to
eliminate unemployment pay, nor
take away all the gains of the
masses from a past period.
They cannot go back to the
nineteenth century, because now

there is a world structure led by
the Soviet Union which prevents
capitalism Imposing its will on
the masses, although capitalism
may impese unemployment. and
reduce the standard of living.
As Foot himself has said, this
is not the thirties and the working population has the confidence
to confront capitalism.
The Thatcher government has
shown itself to be very weak.
There is no empire to prop it up,
no imperial prestige to sustain
it, and no policies to defend
capitalism which work.
The
Labour Left has to draw all the
conclusions from the empiricism
and incompetence of this government. The latter is disastrous
because the system has no solution to its problems. Thus it is
necessary to proceed not just on
the basis that the government is
responsible for a multiplication
of social evils, but that it can
be routed and routed soon on the
basis of mobilisations and a
consistent discussion of Socialist policies.

slogans which give a clear per.
spect~ve and do not remain at
applymg pressure.
THE LABOUR PARTY MUST
RELATE MORE TO THE NEEDS
THE MASSES.
OF
Not only does there have to
be a cleser co-ordination between unions and the . Labour
Party but the Left has tb intervene on a whole range of problems of the masses as they
arise - in other words, a consistent life of Party and masses
facilitates
particular
which
campaigns.
Thus it is absurd that, in the
middle of the continuous st111ggles at Leyland where the
managers utilise public money
for workers to be sacked and
wages held down, and now shop
stewards are sacked in a regime
of provocation, the Labour Party
takes no clear position.
The
Labour Party should be seen as
a force constantly intervening
and encouraging the activity and
discussions of the masses. It is
true that the Labour Party was
educat fJd to act as a purely
electoral party, but its own
development towards calling
demonstrations is going to stimulate a different conception the need tor cadres in regular
contact with the masses not just
at election time. This is the
basis for a consistent, as
opposed to an occasional, purely
parliament-oriented Left.

In part this is happening. In
1979 the Labour Party called for
demonstrations
against
the
public sector cuts, and last year
against nuclear disarmament
followed by the demonstration
~~~--~~~-~-~-~--~~-~----against unemployment. Foot has
TELEGRAM SENT TO M. YE JIAN-YING - HEAD OF
promised more of this, but it is
STATE - PEKIN, CHINA.
necessary that all such campaigns are given a programmatic
We denounce trial revolutionary leaders. We
orientation and linked to a much
demand life saved and liberty Chiang Ching,
more profound relation between
and others.
the Labour Party and the working
The one-day special conferpopulation. At the present moPOLITICAL BUREAU, BRITISH SECTION OF THE
ment mobilisations tend to take ence of January 24 is hardly
P 0 S A D I S T IV INTERNATIONAL,
on a very generalised and purely designed to develop ideas,
Joe MARINO, General Secretary of the Bakers
protest character. This is also except proposals of a very orgatrue of the trade union interven- nisational character, but the
Food & Allied Worker~~n. _§~!~!281,!_
tions.
Protest and 'reflating' conclusion has to be that a
the economy is not enough. It is better re-allocation of forces in
turn to page4
necessary to intervene with
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POLAND, THE USSR ...... 0 THE DEFEAT OF CAPITALISM.
Now it is necessary to unite
Breznev with Poland, because the
events there have a very great
transcendence united to the agreement made with the Soviets! The
old Trotskyism measures its
development in accordance with the
influence and the sucess of intervention in the Communist movement
through the criticism of the Soviet
bureaucracy.
o,ur intervention
today is to criticise the bureaucracy
but to underline the progress of the
positions of the agreements, of the
political programme of the Soviet
leadershipthough it continues to be
bureaucratic; to emphasise progress
with the objective of seeing that
this is the instrument for the transformation of history and, conseauentlv. the
leadership.
has to change.
The attitude of Breznev
to
Poland indicates now
that the Soviet leadership has gone
further than at the beginning of the
strike. It is further in the sense of
yielding to the right of a functioning closer to Socialism, i.e. that
the union has to have an autonomous
fu_nctioning, and that this does not
clash with the leadership of the
state. Before they would not have
ceded. The ~ure~ucracy would ha~e
opposed saymg autonomy, n?, this
me~~s ,that they want to give an
opinion, Now they do not fear.
Although the bure~ucracy limits the
au~ono~ous function of the. tr.ade
un1on, 1t now ac~epts the prmc1ple
that the trade uni?n mu~t be autonomous and can udg t I ad
Th t dJ e ! s e er-t
.
e ra e union canno
sh1p.
decide in the name of the country,
b t •t
. d
t d
.
u 1 can J~ ge as a ra eHu~ion
th~ 17adershtp of. the state. ·• is a
principle of Sovie.t ~emocracy not
complet~, but a principle •. The old
Trotskyism was educated m a conception opposed to the process of
Poland: that is, to see how to throw
out the bureaucracy because then
was no way of changing things there.
But this is another stage of history.
.
.
. •
This is ~~other stage m which
all the dec1s1ons are concentrated
· f th
· ·
h" h
on th e bas1s o e pnncip 1e w ic
• th d" h
b'
r
·ty
f
th
is e 1ap a~ous 0 1ec IVI 0 • e
pro~res.s of history• of the cen~rahsatlon ·~ human love. The action of
the Polish masses leads to the love
for Socialism and elevates the
authority of Socialism immensely.
There was no confrontation in
Poland, but a conclusion was
reached by means of discussion in
which it was shown that there can
be a discussion, must be a discussion, but based on principles.
Poland is teaching humanity how to
discuss and how there must be
discussion, but based on principles.
Although not reach :ing
the complete conclusioR on what the unions
want - the autonomous function conquests are made nn the basis of
a very elevated functioning. There
is the expression of the interna I
struggle in the bureaucratic leadership in which the sector has prevailed which wants to maintain the
relation with the working class to
influence the rest of the world.
These are also preparations for war.
The Yanks do not have a public
in the United States in the elections
(referring to the abstention of 48%
in the United States), while the
Soviets have a public in the world
which listens to them in the discussion with the Poles. People see

that Poland went to the USSR to
seek orientation, and they have
received a very good one

s u so

property of history.

very clear and flexible conception; defending the Socialist state. 1ms
because it is not a conclusion in is not in question. But what we
THE NECESSITY FOR SOVIET general. We say that it is a defeat want is our right to intervene.'
of the capitalist system, because That is, they are proposing Soviet
DEMOCRACY
The Soviets did not say, 'Do not
we measure globally the Workers democracy. This is not convenient
These are the problems of
yield, maintain yourselves, the
Statesand the capitalist system, for the bureaucracy which is the
state is above the rest'. On the intellectual, cultural and scientific
and thus there is an assessment the obstacle and which is now
contrary, they said, 'Yield'. That
life
because they are the and confrontation.
beginning to be identified as an
is the leadership of the Soviet Union problems which are now proposed in
obstacle. The Polish workers are
accepts that there are contradictory the construction of Socialism in the
This process in Poland animates throwing it out, but before there
actions within the Soviet function- more advanced phases. The situthe internal struggle of the appara- were the movements of Germany and
ing which do not correspond to the ation in Italy is important, or in tuses of the bureaucracy of the
construction of Socialism. Hence France etc., but it is inferior to Workers States and those who Hungary. In 1953 there was the
they yield and incorporate the everything which is happening in oppose changes lose out. Hence the builders' strike in the German Worworking class as a sector of society Poland.
This is what decides stupidity of the O'hinese leadership kers State which made all the rest
which thinks, gives an opinion, afterwards what is going to happen because they develop the belief come to light; three years after
which analyses, which reasons, and in Italy. But there are leaders of that they can lead in the form of there was Hungary and then Poland.
which tends to develop relations the Left in Italy who believe that the apparatus.Thisis not an errone- Thus now, there is a movement
on the principle of Soviet democra- they are the ones who are going to ous conception, nor mistaken. It is with the confidence of the proletariat, the security that it is posscy. That is to say, in the stage decide what is going to happen in stupid and without reasoning,
ible to move without entering into
Poland.
of transition of capita !ism to
otherwise it would see that there is
conflict with the Socialist state,
Socialism, the principle of Soviet
a process of elevation, of extension
democracy means democratic right
Through the nature of the prob- and of the maturation of the inter- but understands that it is necessary
to give a more progressive
based on the construction of Social- !ems, it is necessary to discuss vention of the masses of the world
form:
like
equality in wages and
ism - while in capitalism, it is ideas and principles now on the in constructing Socialist society
the
Soviet
right to decide, not
democratic right based on respect basis of the progress of the Socia- themselves with the differences of
limiting
oneself
to conservative
and submission to private property. list conception and the progress of levels of understanding but the will
forms
of
the
bureaucracy.
The
There is the difference in the base
Soviet democracy. One says that to construct Socialism. Any child
Polish
workers
have
shown
that
it
objective and historic resolution of Soviet democracy is spoken about of any backward country gets up
democracy.
and not Socialist democracy, be- and says, 'In order to progress is possible to go much further. The
It is necessary to take into cause this is the democracy of a Socialism is necessary'. Before function of Soviet democracy is not
account that the apparatuses of the stage of transition from capitalism Socialism was a word, but now it is to get wages respected, but to give
Workers States were made by Stalin. to Socialism. In Socialism demo- an existing relation. This is the ideas of progress which the workers
can give. This elevates the conThe first apparatuses which were cracy has no sense as Socialism cultural level of history.
Any
sciousness
and the scientific
made after the war were made by includes everything which is meant country of the world now does not
capacity
of
humanity
to understand
Stalin. In the Workers State there by rights. Thus, there are no rights pose this in the form, 'Ah, if only
that
the
Workers
State
is an inis a process in which the
r- in Socialism. Rightsexist when we had machines, technology,
strument
of
progress
which
has to
ments of leve for Socialism d:::i!p there is a motive to have a right, ~ntrepreneurs'. Now they say, 'It
be
protected
and
improved,
but
and of Socialist relations to be able when there are restrictions, oppo- 1s necessary to have Socialism'.
which
remains
the
instrument.
to exchange ideas, to discuss, to sition or difference. In Socialism Now they understand that it is
concentrate the ability to think of this is not the case; and thus, why social relations which allow
The trade union of sma II peasant
rights? The Communist or Socialist
progress.
all the population in accordance leaders speak of 'Socialist rights'
proprietors
who ask to organise in
with the most
I t b" t• "t
'
Poland is not incorrect. This trade
co~p e e 0 ~ec ivi y. that is, the right of water to be
This process in the world is
Hence the necessity of Soviet demo- moist
union cannot present proprietor's
cracy. The population is learning
•
very beautiful because it is the
demands
but can , suggest pric~s.
in the Workers States not in a free
This process in Poland united expression that, even in the greatbecause
although
they may be proform but with the apparatuses which to the Soviet Union is changing the est difficulties of history, these are
prietors
it
is
the
state
which unifies
the
ideas
which
lead
the
road
make the functioning of thought thought of very great layers of inproduction.
This
allows
the small
towards
the
light.
This
is
an
old
difficult Polish society is learning tellectuals and of soldiers, of
•
.
.
form of expression, but this time and medium proprietor to produce
to reason~ to discuss, to resist and technicians of the capitalist coun- it is a rea I light, the light of more than he sells to the state, at
to co-o~dm~te that people wa?t the tries, and now one can see the Socialism and the lamp is Marxism. another price •
But
same ob1ect~ve,1"1ley are learn mg. to formation of a current which under- At the same time, one sees how the the small proprietor does not deterconduct a d1.alogue •.In t.he workmg stands that Socialism is a con- principle objectives of Trotsky mine
price. It is the state which
class there 1s the objective neces- struction of humanity in which the
fixes
price,
and buys at this price.
have
been
developing.Nowis
another
sity of improving the conditions of
Party is the temporary representa- situa.tion of history, but the prin- The peasant produces only a part
life
wh· h
b d
,
1c can e one. tive of a stage of history. But it is cipfes continue to be valid. They for the state and the rest of the
This wlWl•ld be
· t t th
.....
conven1en o e humanity which constructs history. cannot be applied as before, but other production he sells at a
bureaucracy but, as there are shortages, it means to deprive them of At a certain stage the Party ceases they have to be re-ordered to the better price in the black market part of their income and power to have the primacy of function and form in which the process is given which also exists in the Soviet
But the old Trotskyism Union. In China there is no black
• it is humanity which intervenes, today.
Hence they are opposed. This educated now through the Party - which has no ideas, which remained market, it is open and public,
movement in Poland tends to show otherwise it remains subject in dead, only wants 'political revo- because the leadership stimulates
that it is possible to co-ordinate every way to thtt restriction which lution or nothing, permanent revo- this with its politics.
the principles which determine this comes from the leaderships, because lution or nothing'. This is another
discussion, and that difficulties do the construction of Socialism is a stage of history in which to f dis- THE PROGRESS OF POLAND IS A
WORLD PROGRESS.
not arise through shortages but lack problem of education, of culture, cuss very elevated problems of the
of discussion. If there were a of humanity. Advancing culture and construction of Socialism, like the
leadership which increased the the experience of humanity, the strikes of Poland. These are the
Humanity now intervenes in the
political, cultural and scientific parties are necessary still as a strikes of history to construct probl-'ms of construction of Socialife, this discussion would not centre but not as an instrument to history. They are not occasional lisim but does not substitute for or
occur; the trade union continues to construct. The Party is a centre strikes to improve transitory con- eliminate the Party. In the near
be autonomous, but there is no such which publicises and communicates, ditions of life, but to construct future humanity is going to interAnd the instrument is vene much more in the same function
discussion because it is a simple but now the execution of policies history.
Poland.
In
this case it is more as the Party. The Party will not
problem of understanding.
For lies with the population which
example: the bureaucrat, instead of carries. them out in the workers' important than the USSR, because have limits; every inhabitant of
having two cars and a chauffeur, areas and in the factories. Then it is in Poland that this movement every place is a member of the
should have only one and a son who the consciousness of humanity will arises which was afterwards publi- Party. In this sense, the Party is
the organising leadership, not now
drives. Thus the chauffeur could be Socialist, then humanity will see cised everywhere.
as a Party which has to organise,
work at something else, and instead everything from the Socia list point
The workers of Italy, of France, to conquer resistances or defend
of having two houses the bureau- of view.
of Germany, of Britain and, in less itself from resistances. This will
crat would have only one.
The historic conclusion of the proportion,the workers of the United not exist. Then humanity as such
But there is a Ceaucescu in strikes of Poland are already ex- States, the masses of the world are will be the whole Party and, as a
Rumania who has fourteen houses. pressed in our articles made at the learning from this process in consequence, the functioning and
In every place he has a house and a end of August, in which we posed Poland
in the Workers States. the conclusions will be very agile
car. This is burdensome, on the that the strikes in Poland are a
It is true that there is a layer and flexible, because then human
country on account of the in- defeat of capitalism and progress of of Catholic workers in Poland, but discussion is not going to be deterjustice and because it indicates the Socialism. This is the historic Walesa, leader of the new trade mined by the 'I' or the 'you, me or
thought of privilege which is not conclusion, and it· is a historic union, at no time speaks of religion the other' that associates, but the
Socialist. It is the thought of pri- definition which requires a very as a centre, nor of the Pope, nor interest of each unites and develops
vate appropriation of the public deep understanding, and having a of Christ, but proposes that 'we are the common general interest of
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humanity, and thinks in this way.
From this, thought develops; this is
going to be the level of reasoning.
Humanity will think as a unity and
thus it will elevate infinitely the
capacity of reasoning and conclusions. Every reasoning leads
to a conclusion and application,
that is, the dialectical form of
thinking which observes, reasons,
and appli"<>; and
in the application leads to a more advanced
phase. This is going to be the
incessant dynamic of the growth,
functioning and extension of thought
- in the application itse If the
qualities and conditions to go
further and better are created and
developed; not better in the sense
that the previous was bad, but
better to unify the elements which
constitute
thought with
more
extensive and flexible utilisation.
In consequence, it will give rise to
superior forms of thought, but they
will be made en route.
Today
stages are required: rest, delay to
act so that experience is assimilated for a later stage. In Socialism
the experience and resolution will
be made en route. Humanity is
prepared for th is.
The Intervention of the workers
in Poland to correct their leadership without damaging their state,
identifying with their state, shows
a base of this form of reasoning.
It is the objective reasoning of the
incessant progress of humanity.
This is one of the conclusions of
Poland which arises from the
existence of the Soviet Union. The
Soviet Union shows the uncontainable progress in making the experience of the birth of the child
under the water, the birth in space,
of the construction of cities in
Siberia, or supporting the Polish
strikes.

In the development of our
analysis we do not remain strictly·
in the field of political, economic or
trade union analysis. We extend it,
because there are principles which
suri)ass all particular aspects and
more and more the principles will
be of a general character. Today
there exist a series of principles
on 1 the relations of life, but in
unifying the human being with nature
the principle is created of going to
the cosmos, because thought is a
function of humanity. In this form
the thought of the human being will
acquire an uncontainable flexibility
because then it wi II not see the
problem directly in front of it, but
will see the world and will see that
the immediate problem is insignificant, and as a consequence the
magnitude of thought will be indescribable. Thought will acquire
the magnitude of the cosmos because
human thought is the cosmos reduced; everything, because we come
from the cosmos. The human being
is the child of history, and history
is the cosmos; the history of the
earth is a small part.

fJN/11 THE STliflfifilES 01 THE Iii/SH INIJ
Iii/TISH MISSES
The concessions given to the
Republican hunger-strikers is a
defeat for British Imperialism. No
amount of saying that 'political
status' was not conceded can hide
the fact that British Imperialism has
given concessions and that they
negotiated with them in prison. The
reason that British imperialism
gave these concessions is to prevent the development of support
which the hunger-strikers were
receiving In Ireland and Britain,
and on a wider scale. No doubt
these concessl15ns were agreed
between British imperialism and the
Irish bourgeoisie during the meeting
in Dublin. The fact that a team of
top ministers of British imperialism
went to discuss with the Irish
bourgeoisie, which is very small and
comparatively weak, ls a measure
of the tear that they have that the
struggle in Ireland is affecting the
masses in the whole of the British
Isles.
The extent of the actual
agreements which were made between British imperialism and the
Irish bourgeoisie have not been
revealed, and the very faci that they
have not been revealed indicates
their significance.

Thatcher and her team, as representatives of British imperialism, went
to Dublin to discuss means of containing the struggle of the masses,
but they went from a position of
weakness.
The weakness of British imperialism Is determined by the
world balance of forces. It will be
willing to give concessions, maybe
in the form of some sort of federation in order to draw the Irish
bourgeoisie, which stands outside
NATO, closer to the imperialist
war alliance. It is not something
that the Irish bourgeoisie wit I find
easy to concede openly in front of
the anti-imperialist tradition of the
Irish masses. The fate of the Irish
bourgeoisie is tied to that of the
whole of the capitalist system and,
for its part, British imperialism has
to make concessions because the
struggle in Ireland is danger to its
interests. The primary concern of
this meeting in Dubliq was to contain the struggle of the Irish masses.
At the same time, British imperialism has a particular interest In
retaining the Six Counties of Northern Ireland as the training ground
for the repressive forces of imperialism in preparation to use against
the working class and masses of
Britain. The Ulster Unionists are
no longer a firm social support for
British imperialism.
They follow
their own sectional interests, they
are divided amongst themselves and
no longer carry the same social
weight as they did in the past. Also
the six counties are no longer of any
great political importance or interest
to British imperialism. The prime
importance of the six counties for
it is as a base and training ground
for repression, for 'special squads'
of imperialism. It is also true that
withdrawal from the Six Counties
would mean a blow to what little
social authority imperialism still
has.

a

The Irish bourgeoisie have as
much interest as British imperialism
in containing the struggle of the
masses in the North. In drawing
into closer agreement with British
imperialism, the Irish bourgeoisie
is reacting to the demonstration of
tens of thousands in Dublin in
support of the Republicans to the
strik.e~ which were .called in their
support in the Irish Republic by
sectors of the working class, and to
the mobilisations of the Irish wor·king class against the policies of the
Dublin government. However, it is
British imperialism which took the
initiative tor the Dublin meeting,
and It is British imperialism which
is giving, or proposing to give,
concessions to the Irish bourgeoisie
The hunger-strike, the courageover the heads of the Unionists Jn
the North who are a certain social ous and dignified struggle of men
support for British Imperialism. of the SAS and for terrorists' groups

and women of the Republican prisoners in Ireland has been a focus
of attention which emphasises the
bankrupt and repressive nature of
British imperialism.
Thatcher's
government made concessions to end
the hunger-strike because of the
support they were having. Also, the
government did this to limit the
development of the dlscusslm In
Labour Party and trade unions.
The discussion in the Labour Party
is still limited, but the action of the
hunger-strikers was stimulating a
discussion there.
The fact that
Labour MPs and trade unionists
went on the demonstration in support of the hunger-strikers
In
London indicates the development
of a discussion in the Labour movement. This discussion, this support
in the Labour Party tor the Irish
RepubUcans forms part of the
development of the anti-capitalist
Left In the Labour Party and the
bourgeoisie is particularly concerned to stop this.
There are
bourgeois
and
petty bourgeois
sectors, well represented in the
Labour Party, which would like to
isolate Ireland from the rest of the
British Isles. The Irish bourgeoisie
would like a complete political
control over Ireland, but it is weak
and can only confront the Irish
masses in agreement with British
imperiallsm. We are not now in the
stage of the creation of bourgeois
republics.

When a leader of the Labour
Party (Benn) is movecj to raise
publica/fy the question of the experience of Chile, it is because
there is a discussion. It is not a
discussion about Chile in a previous period, but a discussion about
today and the nature of British
imperialism today, of which Ireland
is a part.
However, we don't
speculate on the reactions of imperialism to the advance of ant/capitalist struggle or to a Labour
government trying to implement

anti-capitalist measures, such as
the removal of all nuclear bases:
Ireland demonstrates that imperialism ls prepared to confront the
masses violently. Indeed, through
the SPC and the murder of Blair
Perach, with the 'Prevention of
Terrorism Act' British Imperialism
Is seen to confront the masses of
Britain In that way.
ANTI-CAPITALIST
AN
PROGRAMME FOR THE BRITISH
ISLES

It is not a question of an Independent Ireland, or a United Ireland
in abstract. There Is a basis for
the unity of the whole of the British
Isles and that lies In the common
interest of the masses. It Is not
logical for the Labour Party to
propose the removal of the Yankee
bases from Britain and to accept
the tact that Ireland Is used as a
Imperialism.
base
for British
Clearly, the demand for the removal
of this base, of British troops from
Ireland, is a just demand. However,
this demand needs to be combined
with a discussion of a common programme to unify the masses of the
British Isles, to confront the problem posed by the final and total
crisis of capitalism. All the masses
of Britain and .Ireland suffer from
the problems of unemployment,
of living standards,
lowering
decline in social services, housing
and transport.
By their actions,
courage and dedication, the Republican militants have stimulated the
: anti-imperialist spfrJt whlah exists
in all the British Isles. But their
perspectives and policies are from
a previous stage of history. The
fact that they struggle at the level
of hunger-strikes is the result
of the failure of the Labour and
Trade Union leaderships to (ink the
struggle of the British working
class with that of the masses of
Ireland, and to propose a common
anti-capitalist programme. This is
what needs to be discussed in the
Labour Party and trade ~nlons.

Afghanistan and Poland voted in Portugal

The electoral majority for Eanes,
the Portuguese president, against
the Sa Carneiro faction of the army
right wing linked to the previous
Caetano regime, shows that despite the fact that some land and
enterprises have been returned to
private hands - Portugal still
retains the structure of a revolutionary state. It is the development
of the Workers States and the advance of the world revolution, of
which the process in Poland is a
part, which has created the conditions to a!low Portuga I to retain
its structure. At the same time,
the victory of Eanes shows that
when th e masses of Port uga I ar e
consulted they vote to maintain the
advances of the 1974 revolution, of
which the constitution is a part.
The right wing has a majority in
· IY becaus e the
par I.1amen t main
· are ma de ·rn a
eIec t ora I boun daries
capitalism.
1. Refers to Kania Breznev meeting form. which favours
I
h
th t e
in which the USSR supported the Th 1s process a so s ows e r mendous
limitations
of
the
bourgemeasures of the Polish govern ois
electoral
system
because,
even
ment.
·in th e case of th e pres1'dent1'al
.
th
that they
eIec t 10ns, e masses see
could
stop
the
advance
of
the
right,
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but th at eIec t .ions d1'd not prov'ide
the instrument to defeat the right.

This is a conclusion for all those
who idealise the electora I system,
even when it is based on universal
suffrage.
The role of Soares leader of the
Socia list Party ,has to be discussed.
In common with most leaders of the
Socia list mov.ement in this stage,
his function was to block the advance of the Communists and prevent the Socialist base from making
a United Front with the Communists
in support of Eanes. Soares opposed Eanes because otherwise he
wourd have been forced to support
the constitution of 19if4 which
accepts 'Socialism' as the objective of Portugal. The election of
Eanes is an important blow to the
Social Democracy, the right wing of
of the Socialist Party, in its intentions to defend private property.
It confirms that Portugal has to go
to Socialism in order to develop.
The masses are not intimidated by
the military arsenal of NATO, and
it shows that there is a Communist/
Socialist United Front, despite
Mario Soares. This is why Soares
was repudiated by the Executive of
the Socialist Party when he pro-

posed to stand in opposition to
Eanes in the pres identia I elections.
All this shows that in the process
of the construction of Socialism
social democracy has no role, and
Socialists are educated by the
Communist Party, who see that to
develop the economy, it has to be
planned; to be planned it has to be
expropriated from capitalism. This
is a conclusion to show that the
future of Labour is, equally,
Communist.
Finally, it is clear that NATO
has enough military power to crush
th~ advance of the Left in Portugal.
Why didn't it use it in 19741 or now?
It is because the USSR, by intervening in Afghanistan, told the
masses of Portugal that the USSR
is not prepared to let the liberation
of people be blocked. The USSR
showed itself quite prepared to risk
military conflict with the Yanks in
this cause. The masses of Portugal
see that the USSR supported the
changes in Poland, favourable to
soviet democracy. In these elections, the masses of Portugal have
shown that they listen to Moscow
and not to Washington.

They voted
with the confidence which comes
from the development of the Workers
States, the intervention of the
Workers States in the world, and
the USSR, in particular,in Poland,
in Africa, and on a world scale.
In this
sense it must be concluded that
Poland and Afghanistan voted so
to say in Portugal. 1 oday, in any
country, the process is determined
by the world balance. of forces, and
equally the masses of Britain and
Ireland feel that their force lies in
the Workers States and the world
revolution. This shows that we can
expect very great defeats for capitalism. The majority in support for
Eanes reveals the preparedness of
the masses of Portugal for further
advances through social struggle;
this is the result of the world
balance of forces, favourable to
Socialism and not to fascism or
reaction. Th"ese are conclusions
that apply to Portugal as much as
to any other part of the world. We
call for this to be discussed in the
Labour Party and trade unions.

--~~~~~~~~~....:...:.:.:...::....:...::....:...::...~~~~~_:__~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~a~
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WEAKENS THE DICTATORSHIP (title and subtitles by the editorial board)
The triumph of the 'no' in the
plebiscite organised by the military
dictatorship In Uruguay ls going to
have quite important consequences.
Above all It Is going to animate the
Internal struggle of this assassin
junta and a new coup is possible.
The military hoped to win the
plebiscite, or at least to have a
small margin, but they lost by ten
per cent; a situation more or less
as in the United States where Reagan only got 25%. They calculated
that with the exiles, those who had
been expelled, the repressed and
the persecuted, the dead and the
arrested, the opposition in a united
front against them was going to be
reduced, and thus they could win.
Otherwise, they would not have
made the plebiscite. Their political
calculator has to be an idiot who
thinks with the sabre and thus the
sabre determines 'Yes, they are all
terrorised'. Now there is going to
be a very big fight among them on
the evidence that they have been
mistaken, and within their forces
there is a majority which is going
to win another ten per cent more.
As a minlmam this victory is going
to gain another ten per cent and is
going to stimulate the centrist
forces of their team to weaken.
This is the expression of the world
process.

returned to private hands are given
back to the state to develop and to
make a plan of development of production in which certain bases of
state control intervene to develop
the economy objectively.
It ls necessary to make appeals
a/so to the Workers St ates for
trading links and support for the
economic development of the country, with full democratic liberties
for al I, including the democratic
military tendencies. These democratic military tendencies must be
very
extensive,
because
the
plebiscite shows this.
This plebiscite was not aimed
to take the pulse of the population
but at a sector of the bourgeoisie
which says 'We are insecure', and
a sector of the army which also
says 'We have the world experience
that at any time they will kill us
a/I'. It is necessary to expect in
Uruguay a tendency to make a coup
now because of the
struggle
among them.
DICTATORSHIP HAS FAILED TO
DEVELOP
THE
ECONOMY.

The single fact that they recognise that they have lost the plebiscite indicates that £here are soldiers
who really want to see what support
The triumph of the 'no' In they have. It means that there are
Uruguay ls not a Uruguayan result sectors who feel the influence of
but expresses the world balance of the void and the lack of economic
forces in the country. The masses development, and feel the pressure
do not feel oppressed nor intimidat- of the sectors of the bourgeoisie,
ed, but resolved to continue the of the masses and, above all, of the
fight courageously.
Repression petit bourgeoisie; and thus they try
has in. no way intimidated thefll,: to give a r9ply seekl'lg in Internal
otherwise they would not have discussions and with the plebiscite
voted because there was the possi- to smash the sectors who want a
bility that they would control, kill deal with the sectors of the bourgeand arrest them. But the people oisie that are interested in economic
voted against the assassin dictator- development and have no other
ship. This is an expression of what solution than to resort to certain
would happen In Argentina, in Chile forms
of
bourgeois democracy.
and In Bolivia now. if there were
elections.
Believing that people were not
going
to vote, a1 sector counted on
The plebiscite In Uruguay is the
this
in
order to show that they are
failure of the dictatorship. In Chile
this is not expressed, because right and thus to resolve their
there was no such plebiscite. In internal problems. The dictatorship
Uruguay they had to provide certain contains sectors who receive the
influence of the world and see that
forms of legality in the election,
they
are the most prejudiced within
because there are sectors of the
army who say 'We want a verification the plan of the dictatorship and seek
of our policy'. There are sectors a way of giving certain liberties or
who hope for such a result to exert making a certain agreement with
a pressure in the army Internally, the sectors of the bourgeois oppoto say 'It is necessary to change'. sition to be able to develop the
It should be remembered that the economy.
"Frente Amplio' included a great
number of important soldiers, beginning with General Seregni.
The result of the plebiscite in
Uruguay indicates that a much more
elevated process is going to come,
if not Immediately. It is neceesary
to wait, and one must expect also
immediately an effort at greater
repression to intimidate, above all,
the sector which may go further in
theline of conciliation.
It is necessary to make an
appeal for the 'Frente Amp/Jo' to
the trade unions to make a programme of the United Front, to
intervene demanding democratic
liberties and democratic elections
to decide the course of the country
and to make a 'frente amplio' in the
most advanced form possible of
democratic rights, rights of the
masses, wage demands - so that
the state enterprises which were

---4:

This shows, at the same time,
that no dictatorship has developed
the economy.
The dictatorship
arose precisely because of the
failure of the bourgeois economic
leadership; if the bourgeoisie feels
that they are successful in economic development, they have confidence
to influence the petit
bourgeoisie and the privileged
layers of the proletariat, the better
paid layers, and on this to support
themselves to prevent the rest of
the population of the country weighing against them. No dictatorship
has developed the economy. On the
contrary, it paralyses and separates
and concentrates It In fewer hands.
Hence there are bourgeois sectors
against the dictatorship because
they are nullified. This Is a dispute in the distribution of power of
the state tor each bourgeois sector
seeks to develop.

The electoral result of the
plebiscite in Uruguay shows the
influence of the world on the population, the struggle, resolution, the
combativity not to feel isolated,
and shows that it is ready to advance and to make agreements with
different sectors, even of the
bourgeoisie, to advance in democratic rights at the same time as in
social conflicts to a struggle more
profoundly for social transformation.
The trade unions and the parties
must continue acting Independently
·and not submitted to transitory
allies.
The action of the trade
unions and the workers' parties is
going to influence the capacity and
the objectives of the Frente Amplio
and the programme of the Frente
Ampllo to develop the country
s.ocially, politically and culturally.
It is necessary to recover for the
state factories handed over to private property, to plan production in
accordance with the needs of the
population so that meat, wheat,
agricultural products and cattle
serve for the development of the
population,
fundamentally
and
primarily for this. A plan of industrial development must be organised
and Industrial exchange under the
intervention and control of the trade
unions, with the fullest political
and trade union freedom and discussion in the population, in the
universities, in the schools and.
i~ the colleges, in the trade unions
and in the parties; a plan of
development for Uruguay, of economic and social development through
the activity and the political
strugglt

A UNITED FRONT TO DEVELOP
THE
ECONOMY
It is necessary to make an
agreement among all the tendencies
which seek the progress of Uruguay
to aim to win the petit bourgeoisie,
agreement with the parties of the
bourgeoisie for concrete precise
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plans for the development of the
economy, of democratic liberties, of
commercial agreements and relations
abroad and, at the samp, time, to
d eve/op in the trade unions, in the
colleges and in the university and
schools, the programme to develop
Uruguay so that democracy may
have a firm base of support so that
the e.conomy may be developed as
a function of the needs of the
population under control of the
population, as is the 13xampfe of
countries
like Cuba>
Angola,
Mozambique, the USSR etc.

The world relation of forces has
defeated the Uruguayan dictatorship
and shown that the world relation
of forces is superior to the local
power and military strength of any
country.
The world relation of
forces means the concrete confrontation for historic resolutions
between the capitalist countries
and the Workers St ates, who advance
resolving the prof)lems of the
population, of the economy, of
society, of culture, of science and
of the relations with nature and the
cosmos, as the Soviets are doing.

It ls these problems that it Is
necessary to discuss in Uruguay in
the universities and the colleges;
to make a plan afterwards of the
development of the education of the
population.
The essential, basis
ct education must be in thiJ 'stage
of the history of knowledge, how to
develop life. Life develops through
countries, and these through forms
of economic, social and political
development. Thus it is necessary
to see the most elevated form which
is that of the Socialist countries.
All this has to be discussed in the
universities and in the colleges;
an objective education on culture.

This is the basis of culture.
Culture is a knowledge of how life
is developing in the form of Socialist countries and in the Revolutionary States. Countries which have
no economic equality and see
the
themselves
submitted
to
assassin dictatorships like that of
Nicaragua today, advance In the
The most
understanding of lite.
backward masses from the youngest
children to the old people, intervene
in the elaboration of society,
demonstrating their animation and
resolution, learning to read and
to
write.

This failure of the dictatorship
of Uruguay, this 'no• against the
dictatorship, is the influence of the
world in which the Uruguayan
masses have seen the world and
have received the influence, the
Impulse of the world, and have
voted for the 'no•. This Is not the
result of Uruguayan problems only.
It that were the case the movement
would be confined and not able to
do anything; there is no trade union
nor political movement. There is
no culture nor art, nothing. Whence
comes
the resolution of the
Uruguayan people to intervene? It
ls not through previous antecedents
but present influence. .An enormous
number, about a million Uruguayans,
were outside the country who could
vote 'no', and the same also with
the arrested and ·the persecuted.
This shows the world relation
of forces and it·· is necessary to
count upon it to show that the
dictatorship cannot now be based
on military strength, but it is the
world relation of forces which
determines the process in the last
instance, although there is a delay
of
time
in
local relations.
J,
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contmued from page 1

the Labour Party that favo11rs /ism over Poland and over but an economy that serves the
the Left, and the trade unions Afghanistan have failed to in- needs of the population in all
crease its authority or support. spheres in education, transport,
cannot stay there. In order tor
the Labour Party to expand, to The capitulation of the Thatcher housing, pensions etc. There is
transcend the old type of so,cial government over the Irish hanger- no point in investment if it means
democratic party, to fulfil its. strikers is an expression of the a completely disjointed economy
function of replacing the capi- world balance of forces favouring producing only tor export or cars
talist system, it has to change the intervention of the masses. which cannot sell or the arms
and improve consistently its The massive demonstrations in trade or massive office blocks,
relationship with the masses. Dublin and Cork, and the echo of because that is profitable for a
At this conference, it is dis- these struggles in Britain, few people. There has to be a
cussing organisational changes imposed a change of policy and a plan for the unemployed to ba
to the Left, but. it will be obliged retreat. British and Irish capita- used in useful public works,
logically to discuss a change of lism had to draw closer in mutual factories about to be closed
ideas to the Left which will mean defence and imperialism had to down have to be taken over
Marxism; and not academic retreat. This is the index of the
by the state under workers
Marxism but Marxism
weakness of these people. The control. Price control has to be
related to the world of today - m;1sses, particularly of the South, enforced by price committees not
and Posadism is fundamental in imposed a defeat. The Labour by remote administrative boards.
this.
Party has to draw the con- Investment policy has to be
clusions of all this _ as the determined by the needs of
The complete ciisis of what leadership was largely absent people not the whim of the banks
remains of the capitalist system from any intervention on this and the industrialists. This has
is one way, and that is downhill. issue.
to be a constant preoccupation
Reagan's presidency is stuck
It is fundamental in all the of the Left forces in the Labour
with the same balance of forces interventions of the Labour Party Party. This is the way to bring
Party and the masses together
.
. .
as Carter - unfavourable to the
that lhe alternative to cap1tal1sm t
t th b · .., f t
capitalist system and very •
ee e as1s
1s mad e c 1ear. It 1·s not a ques - o guaran
.
. ror u ure
favourable to the Workers States. tion of 'nationalisations' or social transformations by a
The eampaigns of world imperia- 'import controls' or 'reflation', Labour government. 3 1 81
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The visit by three Labour MPs to Afghanistan shows the depth of the
crisis and discussion in the Labour Party and confirms the fact that the
working class and the masses support the Soviet Union. If this general
support for the Soviet Union did not exist, these MPs would not have gone
to Afghanistan in the fact of an almost universal attack made on them by
the bourgeoisie, and they certainly would not have proposed the recognition of the present government in Afghanistan. The attacks made on these
Labour MPs shows that the bourgeoisie is not concerned with democracy
or national boundaries, but with the advance of Socialism on a world scale.
Parliament and the bourgeois media gave an almost hysterical condemnation of the visit to Afghanistan and the support for the Soviet Union which
it implied, but nothing has been made against the support given by the
Yanks to the murderous reaction in El Salvador. This is quite a commentary on the nature of 'democracy' in Britain. In fact, there is no 'democratic right' to support the Soviet Union, no 'right' to oppose the capitalist
regime. If the bourgeoisie has not continued their attacks and if the
Labour Right wing has remained silent, it is only because they fear the
development of a discussion in the Labour Party. lfowever, the attacks
made on the Labour MPs are going to stimulate the Labour Left to draw
the conclusion. that it is not possible to go to Socialism with the agreement of capitalism. At the same time, all the controversy over this visit
to Afghanistan shows that the struggle in the world is not confined to the
class struggle in each country but is one of system against system; a
sector of the Labour Party recognises that Britain cannot be independent
from this world process.

The statements made by the three MPs wlien they returned from Afghanistan were limited and equivocal in relationship to the intervention of the
Soviet Union. However, at least one of them indicated that he felt that
t.he alternative to the Soviets in Afghanistan was the return to 'feudalism'.
None of them said, in fact, that progress is not determined by national
boundaries and that the Soviet Union and the Workers Slates represent the
progress of humanity. We can hardly expect a clarity of ideas, or unequivocal support to the Soviet intervention from the Labour Party, when
the world Communist 11ovement is divided in its attitude and doesn't give
any analysis or orientation. Nonetheless, the very fact that these MPs
actually called for the recognition of the Afghan government expresses a
general support in the Labour Party for the Soviet tlnion and its intervention. The structure and workings of the Labour Party do not allow
either discussion or the support for the Soviet Union to express itself,
but what is expresses is an advance towards the conclusion that democracy
- if it is to mean anything at all - has to mean the right to do what is
necessary to elevate the life of the population.
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Editorial

THE WORLD BALANCE OF
FORCES DETERMINES THE
ADVANCE OF THE LABOUR
LEFT

The inauguration of Reagan of what Yankee imperialism in- capitalism on a world scale no.
as President of the United States tended.1 The result of the cam-- longer even pretend that they
has not meant, as some' tenden- paigtr has been to accelerate the have any solution to their probcies of bourgeois opinion and prbcess in which the various lems. This is why the governsome in the workers movement bourgeoisie in the world tend to ment of Suarez in Spain has
predicted, a fundamental change follow their own interests rather collapsed with his resignation,
of policy by Yankee imperialism. than the overall interests of the This is why the Belgian governThe truth is that the policy of capitalist system.
ment has been pulled down by a
Reagan will follow the line of
Left sector of the Socialist
Carter because Yankee imperiaThe recent Islamic conference
lism decides nothing and its refused to support the 'op;po- Party, and why there is a growth
policy is determined by a world sition' to the Soviet Union in of opposition to the war plans of
balance of forces which is un- Afghanistan and called tor dis- imperialism in the German Social
favourable to its interests. The cussions with the Soviet Union. Democratic Party. Twentytour
release of the 'hostages' from Giscard d'Estaing, faced with Democratic deputies have proThe intervention of the Soviet Union is for the progress of Af.ghanistan.
Iran was not decided by the the world balance of torves and posed a massive cut in arms
.It is opposed by feudal landowners and tribal I e adars who are prepared to military force of Yankee imperia- the influence which the Soviet expenditure in capitalist Gerterrorise and murder in order to defend their interests. These 'defenders /ism. Reagan had to continue Union has on a large strata of many. Even capitalist Germany
of democracy', supported by imperialism, have attacked anything pro- the policy of Carter which was the petit bourgeoisie in France, which has the strongest of the
gressive in Afghanistan. Families are terrorised to prevent girls being one of negotiation and payment has gone directly against the capitalist economies, is faced
educated and teachers are murdered. Couples who married outside the old - even if it was money which interests of the Yanks by calling with rising unemployment, a
'bride price' system have been murdered. If the Soviets had not intervened belonged to Iran anyway - tor the 'stabilisation' of rela- declining economy and political
these reactionaries would continue this process and, if the Soviets left, to Iran. All the attempts to show tions with the Soviet Union and crisis.
they would be back. The class struggle is not a democratic game played the release of the 'hostages' as tor a conference over Afghaniin parliament by gentleman - a.nd women - but a very brutal business,and a triumph tor Yankee imperialism stan with the participation of the
there is nothing more brutal than owners defending their ownership. It is have been failures.
All the Soviet Union.
Even British THE SOVIET Ui"llON SUPPORTS
not logical to recognise the progressive nature of the Soviet intervention public relations exercises of imperialism, once the closest THE WORLD REVOLUTION
and Hren to call for the Soviets to withdraw their troops.
Yankee imperialism have failed ally of Yankee imperialism,
It is not just a question of support for the Soviet Union in the Labour to hide the fact that there is a follows its own interests.
The attack made by Reagan
Party, or amongst the working class which supports the Soviet Union sympathy amongst the masses of Thatcher may go to talk with on the Soviet Union, saying that
anyway. What is expressed in this visit is a general support. It was the the United States - and amongst Reagan but Carrington makes it is only 'following its own
same support which was expressed in the decision of the athletes to go the 'hostages' themselves - tor statements in favour of closer interests' and 'intent on spreato the Olympic Games in Moscow. On another level, the Afghanistan visit the Iranian revolution. It was relations with the PLO and ding Russian Communism in
is very expressive of the balance of forces in the Labour Party. It is impossible tor Yankee imperia- 'recognition of the rights of the the world' is the voice of immuch more expressive than, for example, the recent 'special conference' /ism to be in contact with the Palestinian people'. and this is potent rage. It is clear from the
of the Labour Party. It is quite remarkable that the bourgeois element in people of the United States tor against the policy of Yankee statements of Breznev what the
the Labour Party, tbe 'gang of three' which has been having an unlimited a week. Reagan and Haig may imperialism and its base in the intentions of the Soviet Union
anti-Soviet Middle East, Israel.
bellicose
access to the media, has said nothing on this subject. This really ex- make
are in the world. Breznev has
presses the balance of forces in the Labour Party. If the bourgeois wing statements, but the reality of the
All this doesn't mean that it said that the Soviet Union is
felt strong it would have condemned this visit. In the end, the balance of ·world balance of forces is some- is not a world process of con- part of 'a Socialist system' and
forces in the Labour Party is an expression of the world balance of forces thing else. Reality is the fact frontation between two social intent on defending that system.
which are favourable to the revolution.
that the campaign to unity world systems. It simply means that ,4/so the full support of the
The fact that these MPs' visit means that there is a discussion in the capita'lism under the leadership the system of private property, Soviet Union tor all the national
Labour Party, which is beginning to break out of the conftnes of bourgeois of Yankee imperialism over the capitalism. is unable to unity liberation movements - and
norms o.f thinking and the acceptance of bourgeois 'democracy'. These issue of Afghanistan has been a itself or advance its own inter- there is no national liberation
three MPs did not go without feeling a basis of support in the Labour complete and absolute failure. ests, because it has no perspecturn to page 3
lt has, in face, been the reverse perspective.
The leaders of
Turn to page4
----~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~--~-------------~------~------~~~----~----------~------~~---1~

RESOLUTION OF THE INTERNATIONAL
SECRETARIAT ON THE BEHAVIOUR OF
THE ITALIAN MASSES IN THE
EARTHQUAKE
We declare that we have contributed with material and organisational help to the population
affected by the earthquake, but
more important is our activity to
elevate the ability for understanding, resolution and organisation of
the Italian Communist Party and of
the masses to transform the capitalist social structure of Italy and
construct Socialist society. This
is part of our struggle.
We feel and lament with all our
heart the very bad conditions which
the population affected by the
earthquake are still enduring, and
the thousands of deaths. But we
praise and embrace with all our
Communist feeling and heart the
resolution of the people of Southern
Italy not to submit to the catastrophe nor to be intimidated by the
lack of political leadership or by
the robberies and assassinations
which have occurred, and the population has shown that it is ready to
intervene to change society.

that happened, but it is tile synthesis of the sentiment of the population. It is the expression of the
security in life which is the security
in social progress, in Communism.
The Italian population of the South
did not dedicate itself to propose;
'We want this, we want the other';
but 'Here they do nothing. This is
a rotten set-up, but we are going to
continue'. That is, the population
did not depend on whether govern
ment helped or not.. They decided
to continue. They should have been
desperate, each one preoccupied
for his son or mother and it was not
like this. The population has a
feeling of collective security: we
will resolve everything, we will
settle everything'.

act in this way. It is the world
which has weighed on the Italian
masses, and those of Poland in
particular. The workers of Poland
have shown that, instead of organising themselves to attack their
Workers State, they seek to persuade
and to impel it and to make it
advance. The Italian workers have
learnt from this. Thus the earthquake was a means of education, of
organisation and of impulse to the
Communist organised struggle of
the Italian workers.
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organisation to reconstruct and
develop the South of Italy under the
control of the workers' movement.
In this sense the trade union
leaderships were absent from the
intervention in the earthquake.
The trade unions must intervene in
all the aspects of help to the
population and to control all the
actions of the state and to propose
a plan of development for the
country which allows the. development and the reconstruction of the
zones affected by the earthquake.

The reaction of the population
in front of the earthquake shows
that it understands that
social
change is necessary The popuiatton
sees that it was foreseeable and
possible to avoid such a catastrophe. It is the empiricism of
capitalism which has allowed a
catastrophe of such a dimension.
But the population is ready to intervene to change and reconstruct
everything and far better.
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With all their feeling of grief,
the workers were not smashed down
THE CRISIS OF THE TIMES -PART
nor contained in their growing will
of ideas, of organisation, of resoOF THE PUTREFACTION OF
lution, of capacity, of courage and
of objective Communist sentiment.
The collective sentiment has Hundreds of workers who came from
CAPITALISM
developed in the Italian population abroad and who worked for the
in an historic manner in this exper- family which had remained in Italy
The fact that the Times ma Y
be taken over by som~one
ience of the earthquake. Political lost all their family and were
so uncultured and crude as Murdoch is part of the social, political and
understanding and the solidarity of not cnished.The journa.lists asked:
cultural crisis of imperialism. It is brought about by the world revolution
the population has elevated, not in ··what are you going to. do if all your
with the Soviet Union in its centre which is superior in every way, partithe lesser aspect of the one who family is dead, why don't you go
cularly culturally to anything imperialism has ever produced. The crisis
has more giving to him who has back?'
To which the workers of The Times expresses in an economic and cultural form what is a social,
We salute together in this resol- less only, but in the aspect of how answered: 'I shall continue here,
ution the hundreds of Italian workers to resolve problems socially. The and I shall stay to help those who political and economic total crisis of capitalism which cannot stand the
who came from abroad, who have Italian population saw in the earth- are alive. It is necessary to help competition of the Workers States. Capitalism has no answer to its
lost their family, father, mother, quake another neglect of the capi- them'. This is a very great impulse morta ! agony but to manage through fewer and fewer hands, each day more
wife or son and daughter and home; talist:system, of its go11ernment and towards the organisation of the remote from life and progress.
who have lost all their money which the will of the masses comes to the objective Communist sentiment of
For leaders in the workers' movement to come out in 'support of the
they had saved and sent home, and surface, their desire to intervene the Italian masses, which prepares Times' and 'freedom of the press' is quite outside the reality of the
who have nothing, but who do not their resohJtion to change,
the base for great struggles and situation. The Times has never represented any organism of democracy
feel smashed. They are depressed,
changes which they have to make in whatsoever. It is a pillar of fhe past of British imperialism, and imperiayes, through the feeling of grief, but
the concil:~ :"ry trade union leader- lism is no longer great. It is not the duty of the leaders of the workers'
We salute the resolution of the ships, or the leaderships of the
they experience no intellectual
movement to shed tears over its potentia I disappearance. What has to be
defeat. They have declared, 'We Italian workers and of the masses Communist and Socialist parties. fought for is not more or less jobs but the nationa Ii sat ion of the press
will reconstruct everything, and of the South of Italy. We also salute
under workers' control, to keep all the workers employed in the production
better'. They have not said one the proletariat of Milan, of Turin
We salute with all our Commu- of a necessary product. What these leaders express is the sorrow to see
word in support of the
patriotic and Genoa who intervened immedia- nist sentiment the organisational their hopes and respect fot the institutions of Her Majestry the Queen,
sentiments of the government, but ately to help the population affected capacity and the scientific under- come to nothing.
of revolutionary patriotic sentiments by the earthquake, without any com- standing of the workers of Genoa,
which impel them to say, 'We are pensation, at the cost of their own Milan and Turin who formed schools
The respect of these leaders for British imperialism is quite out of
going to change, it cannot go on work. The workers of the North, immediately in the zones affected step with the actual situation in which the workers and masses are making
like this'. Hence, even in tears, through the factory councils, by the earthquake, and the schools
important anti-capitalist advances, particularly in the Labour Party.
the Italian workers related how they resolved to intervene to reconstruct were full of children. That is, the The working class is doing a11 this, supported by the pr ogress ive petty
had for years sent all the money all the zone affected by the earth- children
were not smashed. bourgeoisie and it is actively shattering the apparatus of British imperiathey earned abroad to their people quake. The working class showed They wanted to continue with
!ism in the workers movement. The cry of pain from these leaders wbo
at home, and had lived on water and that it had the capacity of .an orgaschools and are developing in the defend bourgeois democracy is because they feel that the time for their
lemon to save to be able to provide 11 iser; with the capacity of uniting
cultural understanding to transform stability and comfort has ended. The workers are preparing for new ideas
money to educate their sons and to and having the means for this
and new leaders. When the masses triumph against Thatcher in Zimbabwe,
have a home. Now they say, 'We function of organisation.
The society.
We
salute
the
militants,
the
when
imperialism cannot crush El Salvador, when the world constructs
have nothing, neither home, mother, workers of the North intervened in
Communist
leaders
and
cadres
who,
Socialism
and the masses of Poland elevate Soviet democracy, it is no
children, parents; but I stay with the teaching, in the organisation of
the
food,
in
the
collection
of
money,
in
the
zones
affected
by
the
earthlonger
the
time of greatness for any imperialist power. The respect of
my people here to reconstruct everyin
the
distribution
of
help.
The
quake
put
themselves
at
the
head
these
leaders
for The Times, or for bourgeois democracy which allowed
thing and better'. This shows the
first
school
to
return
to
function
in
to
organise
and
lead
the
restructhem
to
form
a
bourgeois opposition against conservatism, has no place
security of Communist sentiments
in this world situation today. It is necessary to discuss that, as long as
which are developing in the human- the zone affected by the earthquake turation of the population and to
The Times continues, it will be in the hands of representativ~s of the
ity. It is the security that it is was organised by the workers of succour and organise life. Hence
bourgeois class, which has no more interest in or desire for culture. And,
necessary to do this all and better; Genoa. They intervened in all between the Communist masses and
that no trust is to be placed in the aspects. Above all, this attitude the Italian masses there was even when it had some interest in science and culture, it was for the
bourgeois government or the bourge- of solidarity and the practical an identification.
development of the economy for the bourgeois class. The Workers State
intervention of the workers of the
oisie.
The behaviour of the proletariat has infinitely more cu Itu re than imperia !ism ever had. The fact t hatthe
factory councils of Milan, of Turin of Milan, Genoa, Turin and the government has the power not to refer The Times to the Monopoly Comand Genoa, has had an immense Communist masses is a continua- mission shows well that the process of history is not determined by
The Italian masses are learning effect of security on the population
from the experience of the earth- affected by the ea11thquake. It gave tion of the Fiat strike which indi- parliament but by the class struggle. The bourgeoisie. has no more interest
quake in a vertiginous way, and this confidence to reconstruct all and cates that the workers do not feel in science, investigation or culture. It is preparing for the ultimate deis not going to be expressed elec- better, eliminating the cause for the themselves gagged, defeated nor fence of its collapsing and corrupt regime. The working class is the
torally.
Electorally one is not earthquake leading to such a cala- contained; that they continue force which has interest in everything which progresses, and the Soviet
going to be able to measure the strophe, which is the capitalist fighting against the error of the Union is its material base and support for the Workers State in Britain.
union leaderships and of the - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - percentage wh.ich corresponds to system. This attih.de ef the wor- trade
Communist and Socialist parties
such maturation, but it is going to kers in the North is a very elevated and they are ready to fight to rebe expressed in socia I struggles base to structure an activity, under- take the initiative to push forward
which are preparing for a leap. standing and common resolution to the struggle to impel Italy towards
The reaction of the Italian popula- overthrow the capitalist system.
Socialism.
tion before the earthquake expresses

Poland:

their sentiments of human love
Nothing tended tq be arranged
on the basis of self-preservation,
but to seek how to he Ip. A11 helped
the families for those who lived
abroad came immediately, and those
who lost their family remained to
help the others. This is not all

The workers of the North have
worked as an organism, not awaitting the state apparatus nor the
leaders from the state who have
organised nothing. The workers
themselves intervened and have
educated the masses of the world
and of Italy that it is necessary to

At the same time we appeal to
the workers' movement, to the trade
unions to intervene with ideas and
plans for the reconstruction of the
zones affected by the earthquake,
not simply to participate in a concrete help, giving money or making
collections, but with ideas of social
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Soviet Democracy
and the actual form of the
Political Revolution. J. POSADAS
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ALTHUSSER'S MURDER OF HIS WIFE - THE
RESULT OF THE DECOMPOSITION OF
1 POSADAS
SECTORS REJECTED BY HISTORY
17.11.ao
The murder of his wife by
Althusser is a result of the mental
decomposition of all these people.
They prepared to intervene In the
life of the Communist Party as the
organisers of scientific Marxist
thought which they belleve they
represent.
But they understand
nothing of history; neither the significance of the USSR nor the policy
to make in relation to the Soviet
Union, France, nor the crisis of
the Communist Party. Now this
crisis forces the Communist Party
to throw out leaderships with which
before it coincided and agreed In
the elaboration of political life and
are
now
sources ot
decomposition.
This murder is the action of a
madman, the attitude of a completely
desperate character. It is the same
base which, in a general sense,
leads to the homosexttals. It is the
insecurity of life and leads to this
is
even someone who
mentally healthy, Conscious or unconscious actions which go against
the nature of the principles which
sustain
sustain or are said to
someone, means decomposition.
This man had a policy, a
functioning, a position which were
against the process and saw that the
process was against him.
There
was nothing which affirmed that he
was right. Hence his exasperation
which expresses a sentiment of
revenge
In
assassinating his wife, he was
assassinating the leadership of the
Communist Party, the leadership of
the Soviet Union: he was assassinating Marxism. With his individual
'Marxism' he was murdering the
Marxism of history. This is the
significance of the mental disorder
of A lthusser.

It Is the decomposition of an
intellectual layer which leads to
this conclusion. It is not possible
to lead a political lite, to occupy
an important position or believe one
is occupying an important position
In history and feel rejected. Thus:
the melancholy, the megalomania of
all these people. It is a very vivid
example for the study and the understanding of these people.
The Soviets or the Poles have
passed through very furious stages in
life but do not kill anyone. They
kil I capitalism.
Meanwhile, the
capacity of Intelligence and action
of the Polish proletariat, as constructors of history, ls gaining and
developing. At the same time that
the Polish proletariat advances In
Soviet democracy, the Soviet trade
unions appeal to the North American
trade unions to Intervene against
North American capitalism.
It is necessary to see that the
Communist Party discusses Ideas
and not only that there are conferences where Marchais speaks and
then ten mlnutes are al lowed for the
audience. It is necessary to organise debates and to allow time so
that the workers intervene and the
Party intervenes.

For example, the murder by
Althusser occurred through desperation, through not understanding the
process of history. It is not a problem remote from his activity. The
movement of his life is this. As a
consequence he killed his wife

because of his failure to find
reality, which exasperated him. He
was desperate because he had
believed that he was going to be
successful, and It was not like this.
He could not kill the Communist
Party, but he 1<11/Jed his wife. This
shows the contempt that he felt for
women and, at the same time, his
cowardice and fear. He is frightened and cowardly, afraid to confront
his own wife, and hence he kl/led
her. If he had felt strong first he
would not have kJl/ed anyone, least
of all his wife, but sought another
road. When he kills his wife, it Is
because he feels defeated.

It is necessary that the Communist Party discusses openly all the
positions, and so that people can
intervene. All these people have
nothing to do with Communist and
Marxism. But there is much to observe in this, i.e. the Jack of
political life of the Communist
Party.

It is true that Althusser has
never held an important position in
the leadership of the Communist
Party.
He did not
have an important position because
he was like a dissident at a time In
which there was a 'left of right'.
But, even if he never had an important position in the Communist
Party, he published various books
where he appeared as a Communist
One must realise that this French representative. He was never unCommunist Party has produced masked or attacked. But he utilised
someone like Ellensteln who has a position of opposition in the
lost his capacity for reason. Only Communist Party, basing himself on
a crackpot mentality can conceive a supposed Left, naming Trotsky
that the Soviet Union, which he and nothing more. But he did not
himself eulogised and which has represent or develop the thought of
gone forward, now goes in another Trotsky. He has nothing, and never
direction to the point of degener- did have anything to do with Trotsky.
ation.
Hence our criticism when Bali bar
published this book on the dictatorE llens.tein attributes to the ship of the proletariat; he spoke of
Soviet Union a degeneration which Stalin, criticised Stalin, out does
is his own degeneration.
He not speak of the assassinations
measures with a degenerated mind,
of the burial of the dictatorship
a process of progress. A lthusser
Is also this. But, on the other hand, ot the proletariat, of the dictatorinstead of seeing a process of com- ship of the bureaucracy against the
plete degeneration he sees a pro- proletariat by Stalin. This book was
cess of the distancing of his possi- false, and has nothing to do With
bility of intervening and being at Marx or Marxism.
the head of this process. They all
Althusser represents the lack of
had Illusions and believed themselves to be at the head of a great political life in the Communist
movement. Althusser is a type who Party, the lack of exchange of ideas
lives in his desk and makes quota- and experiences. For example, they
tions. Neither he nor Balibar had a should have discussed how it is
He is not of this that there are twenty Workers Stat es
single idea.
period, and Balibar's book on 'The with different forms and with differdictatorship of the proletariat' was ent means, but all have succeeded
out of this world. It is necessary to in eliminating capitalism but not to
assess concretely the dictatorship construct the intervention of the
of the proletariat; It is necessary to proletarian vanguard and of the proassess the character of the Soviet letariat in the construction of the
Union from Its origin, and what it country. These people have ignored
They do not represent
was with Lenin and Stalin and from all this.
Marxist
thought
in any way.It isthe
Stalin until now; to assess the Soviet Union and the world. There are empirical, bureaucratic I ife of the
twenty Workers States. How have Communist Party which has allowed
they developed from evil, from these people to appear as critics of
assassins?
The Workers States the leadership in the name of
exist because, even with a bureau- Marxism. They utilised the name of
cratic leadership (something which Trotsky as protection to defend
does not interest Althusser), there themselves.
But they do not have any scienis a base of correct principles to
throw out capitalism, to make tific thought. This can be seen in
Soviets, to plan production, and the single fact that they have igwith a certain intervention of the nored the existence of twenty
masses. The masses are involved Workers States, that they have
with the correction of deficiencies ignored the same forms which
them,
eliminating
as they have been in Poland and in characterise
the USSR, in Germany, and also in capitalism, centralising production,
develooina democracy in a general
Hungary.

sense, still not Soviet democracy
It is not possible to take these but a form of democracy which the
people as representatives of ob- bureaucracy conceives and projects.
jectors, of critics. NO! They are These people have never spoken of
incapable people, formed with the this. They have never been theorStalinist mentality without using et/clans of anything but theoretlcthe political positions of Stalin, ians in the void. They have taken
but with Stalinist thoughts; that is the name of Marx like a Balloon in
deprived of reason. They order to ascend.
think as a function of groups, of
The conclusion of this murder by
tendencies, of sectors, of their own
lives, and not of reasoning which Althusser lies in seeing that there
arises from the objective process is no political life in the Communist
to learn. Thus a circle is created Party. This assassii/ation, which
is an indirect form of suicide, is the
the root of which is Stalin; the
thought of a group with the interests result of the fact that there is no
of a group and which judges the political life. There is no scientific
world as a group.
understanding.

not just a question of trade, but
it is a. facet of the policy of
from page 1
conciliation with the Soviet
movement which doesn't advance Union.
All the proposals and
in a. Socialist direction - is policies of the Thatcher governwritten into the Soviet constitu- ment have led it nowhere. The
tion. Poland continues to dem- changes in ministers ma.de by
onstrate the way in which the Thatcher have been matched by
Soviet Union and the system of the changes in policies, inthe Workers States a.re advan- cluding a real - even if oomcing, and all the campaign by paratively small - cut in arms
imperialism to try to show that expenditure. The policy toward
the process in Poland is against Ireland is one of weakness and
the Soviet Union, and that the concessions, which is not hidden
Soviet Union is going to inter- by the attempted assassination
vene militarily against the wor- of Bernadette McAliskey and
kers movement in Poland, has her husband with the connibeen a failure.
The present
vance of British imperialism.
campaign of 'Solidarity', of the
It is a. policy of concessions
Polish workers over the fiveand manoeuvres without perday week is, in its form, a disspective, and the fact that the
cuss ion in the Polish Workers
representative of British imperiState on the way in which the
alism was excluded from the
economy should be regulated.
funeral of two Unionist leaders
Even Walesa, who doesn't represhows their inability to find a.
sent the most advanced elements
bourgeois solution tor Ireland.
of the Polish workers vanguard,
has said that the workers are
In these circumstances, there
prepared to work on Saturdays is no logic for the British labour
if that is necessary for the de- movement to allow the Thatcher
velopment of the economy but government its 'constitutional'
that they, the workers, want to period of office. The statement
decide what is necessary. When by one of the civil service
Brezvev talks of 'defending the unions that it is 'prepared to
Socia.list system', he is talking bring the Thatcher government
about the process in Poland as down' shows that the working
wel I as the Soviet intervention in class is ready for this struggle.
The problem is not that capitaAfghanistan.
lism or the Thatcher. government
The process in Poland isn't has any strength, but that the
a blow against the Soviet Union leadership of the workers moveor the system of the Workers ment is weak. This is the depth
States, it is a blow a.t capitalism. of the crisis in the Labour Party
This is why, when Walesa. went and the decision of the 'special
to Italy, the Italian trade union conference' at Wembley which
bureaucracy did not allow him to gave the trade unions a 40% say
speak directly to the Italian in the election of the Party
workers. They did not take him leader. The panic of the bourgeto Fiat, for example. The tea.red oisie over the decision of the
the effect this would have in 'special conference' comes from
stimulating the struggle of the the recognition that the idea of
reforming capitalism through
Italian working class to transparliament is being thrown out
form society and putting the
of the Labour Party. The whole
question of democracy in the
balance of forces in the Labour
Italian trade unions on the
Party has moved decisively to
agenda..
They are very much
the Left.
This Labour Lett,
aware that the process in Poland
having adopted numerous points
has had a very direct effect on
of anti-capita.list programme, is
the working class in Italy and
now seeking an instrument to
on a world scale. This is why
apply its programme. It is seekthe leadership of the British
ing a Party which can a.ct a.s a.
trade unions have nothing to say
leadership for the struggle of the
about Poland now, and seem to
parliahave lost interest completely in working class outside
'investigating' the situation in ment. Foot attacks the 'gang o1
three' in the NEC but supports
Poland.
the parliamentarians in their
CAPITALISM HAS NO HISTORIC opposition to the 'special conference' decision, which means
PERSPECTIVE
that a consistent anti-capitalist
The tendency of the British Left cannot be developed in the
trade union leadership, like that parliamentary Labour Party. It
of the majority of trade union has fc; develop in the Party
leaderships in the capitalist itself.

EDITORIAL

countries, is to be submitted to
IN
THE
the crisis of the capitalist sys- DISCUSSIONS
AND
WORKERS
FACTORIES
tem. The proposal of the government to give £1,000 million AREAS
to Ley/ands has been accepted
The 'gang of three' is not
by the trade union leadership
without any question of how the proposing to leave the Labour
money is to be used and for Party of its own volition, it is
whose benefit it is being raised. being forced out. All the procrastination over the formation
In reality the Tory government
expresses all the crisis and la.ck of a Social-Democratic Party
of perspective of the ca.pita.list is based on the fa.ct that there
system. The very fact that they is no social support for another
propose to give this subsidy to capitalist party. At the same
Ley/ands is a. defeat for their time, the situation for the most
stated policy. At the very first open representative of capita.list
opportunity, a government dele- interests in the Labour Party has
These
gation has gone to discuss trade become intolerable.
people
want
to
impede
the
adin Moscow, and this is directly
vance
of
the
Left,
of
antiagainst its previous policy and
that of Yankee imperialism. It's
turn to page 4
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continued from page 1

THE CRISIS OF EURO COMMUNISM
IN THE SPANISH COMMUNIST PARTY
AND THE DECOMPOSITION OF SPANISH
CAPITALISM.
The heavy defeat administered
to the expounders of Eurocommunism
in Catalonia is another striking
confirmation of the constant elevation and maturing of. the world
Communist vanguard in its relation
with the Soviet Union and the other
Workers St ates. It is part of the
rejection by the sectors most linked
to the working class of the policies
of conciliation and class collaboration practised by sectors of the
leadership of the Communist parties.
The defeat of the line of Carrillo in
Catalonia has been done in the face
of a powerful entrenched apparatus
and only reUects in a limited way
the strength of feeling of the
vanguard.

all the efforts of capitalism to make
the masses of the capitalist countries pay for the failure of the capita list economy. The strength of the
Workers States, their capacity to
deal with problems of social and
economic transformation, presents
an enormous contrast to the effeteness of the Spanish economy.

In practice Eurocommunism has
been dead for some time. The
attempt to resurrect a form of
Kautskyism which submits tht independent activity of the working
class to the game of parliamentary
reform failed soon after promulgation. It was not so much an anticipation of a new stage of opportunism by the Communist parties,
as an expression of the apparatuses
trying to esc;.ipe from the objective
need to ally with the Workers States
and break with policies of conciliation with capitalism.
The defeat of Carrillohas to be
seen, therefore, in a more precise
light than as a rejection of an unsatisfactory theory. It is part of a
profound world-wide process in
which the Communist vanguard is
no longer submitted to the limitations of its leaderships and is able
to stimulatecnanges in party policy
and contain policies of conciliation.
The effect of the experience of
Poland - a Workers State - is
especially profound. There, the
vanguard has punctured the resistance of a strenuous Conservative
Party
bureaucracy,
imposing
changes and stimulating a process
of re-thinking in the cadres of the
party. The defeat of.Car1rJHo comes
after Afghanistan, after Poland, and
in the course of the weakening 11
all the structure of capitalism
throughout the world.
The force that constantly maintains the activity and resistance of
the masses to capitalism is the
power and capacity of the Workers
States. It is this which undermines

Spanish capitalism has always
been backward compared with the
other major capitalisms.
The
Franco regime could do little to
remedy this, and even now in a
basic commodity such as steel,
Spain only accounts for 7% of the
West European steel industry. Such
is the extent of the crisis
that Martorell, recent minister for
economic affairs, said there would
be no recovery for eight years (a
degree of precision unusual in
economic commentators, and as
much value as saying eigthy or
eight hundred years). Spain has
failed to develop in years of relative capitalist expansion. There
is no chance of any development
now. Spain is a relatively undeveloped capitalist power, and
will remain so. Entrance into the
Common Market is of importance
to the big enterprises, but the
Common Market cannot develop
Spain.
When Suarez i.11 February 1980
first of all supported autonomous
rights for Andulasia and then
called for an abstention, this
showed the hopeless contradictory
chara.cter of Spanish capitalism trying to stimulate localism and
then fearing the consequences.
In all this situation the workers
parties have been limited In the
character of their leaderships from
a consistent and serious opposition
to the policies of the Suarez
government. Accommodating to the
policies of localism and autonomy
- aspects of the incapacity of
Spanish capitalism to develop a
national unity for the development
l>f capitalism, the workers parties
have gone along with separatism
and in this conciliate with capitalism. On the other hand, the forces
of opposition persist in these
parties and the future lies with
these forces. At one stage, Felipe
Gonsalez,. the careerist parliamentarian, was actually rejected from
the leadership of the Socialist

.... VISIT TO AFG HAN ISTAN ....

Party, and the Marxist conception
re-asserted. Similarly the opposition to Carrmohas been persistent
and only partially masked through
the weight of the apparatus. The
fact that the Party paper 'Mundo
Obrero' no longer appears is an
indication of the crisis of the
Spanish Party, but · oae of restructuring and progress.
The abstention in the recent
elections to the workers commissions reflects the objection of
the workers to the conciliatory
policies of the workers parties, and
parallels the rejection of eurocommunism in Gatalonia.
The
workers commissions and the trade
unions cannot continue on the lines
of seeking small concessions when
the whole economy of Spain is in
spiralling crisis, with factory closures a norm of daily life. The
'modification' of the 'historic
compromise' in Italy, the support
given by BerHngu;er or the occupation of Fiat are points of support
to the re-orientation of the Spanish
Communist Party - and all of this
is to be accelerated inevitably
with the structure of the world as
it is - system against system, the
breaking of conciliation with capitalism on a world scale.
The fall of Suarez is due both
to the world influence of the
Workers States and the resistance
of the Spanish masses to the exploitation a11t1 Incapacity of Spanish
capitalism. The deteat of Eurocommunism in Catalonia is part of
the debacle of Suarez and points to
the maturing of the Spanish vanguard in the struggle to liquidate
capitalism.
It is important to examine the
rejection of eurocommunism because
it is the closing of tendencies in
the Communist parties which seek
conciliation.
The ejection of
Ellenstein in the French Communist
Party is part of this, and eyentually
there will be crises of this type in
the Italian Party. The termination
of eurocommunism is also a process
which includes the British Labour
Party, and facilitates a more logical
discussion of the class struggle
there and the end of misconceptions
about 'special national roads' and
the subordination of popular mass
organisms to parliament, a characteristic of the 'eurocommunists'.

THE CHANGES IN POLAND AND THE CHURCH.
extracts

The process in Poland has not
finished. The first uprising in a
Workers State occurred In 1953 and
it still corftlnues and Is going to
continue while .such a relation
exists bet'ffeen leadership. Party
and population. This process is
going to be expressed in more ans
more elevated form. In the past
there was a confrontation in which
tanks were used in 1956, as in
Hungary. The Church could make
use of this situation, and Cardinal
Minzenty could appear as a movement
to overthrow and

with the Cardinal to sustain
previous app1:1ratus.

the

fn the situation of present-day
Poland, the Church has had to proceed in silence. The Pope went
there and did not stimulate anyone
to go against the Workers State.
On the contrary, the Church had to
declare, 'Negotiate and respect the
established order'. That is, they
respect the Workers State. It is not
animated to take the strike to
advance against the Workers State,
even with the millions of Catholics
who five in Poland.

of religion m this stage of history.
There are millions of Catholics in
Poland/ but they are Catholics who
now see the Importance, the progress and the necessary and progressive historic function of the
Workers State. Now they are not
Catholics in the Workers State but
members of the Workers State who
still happen to be Catholics. If
there is something to repress it is
the 'still', not the Workers State.

Party and the counqy in general, but this support - which is expressed
for the Soviet Union in all this business - is not an abstract thing. The
support which the Soviet Union gets is not st.imulated by the ·political
intervention which the Soviet leadership makes at the moment as much as
by the actual nature of the Soviet Union, of the Workers State. What
attracts the Labour Left to the Soviet Union is that they see in it a programme for advance. It may not be seen clearly in this way, but in depth.
it is the Soviet Union as the road to Socialism which is attractive· The
Labour Party, over a period, has adopted a form of anti- capitalist programme. It is not always a coherent programme in the sense, for example,
that the question of disarmament is not linked to the programme of nationalisations. It 1s not formulated in a way which shows that one, the disarming of the capitalist system, and the other, the expropriation of capitalism, are dependent on each other. The programme of the Labour Party
remains without a policy to implement it. However, the attraction to the
Soviet Union means the attraction to a policy, to the way in which the
Workers State was created in the Soviet Union and elsewhere. And this
was not by permission of the bourgeoisie or depending on the parliamentary
process. What is indicated in the visit of the three MPs to Afghanistan
is the need for a process of discussion in the lahour Party on the world.
and particularly on the process in the Workers States. There is a necessity
for discussion on the significance of the advances in the Workers States,
in Poland and the USSR.
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in

the

Labour Party, but they are aware
that the greater representation
of the tl'EKle unions in the Labour
Party means a greater pressure
of the working class in the
Party.
Tbe discussion and
crisis in the Labour Party has
nothing to do with abstract ideas
of democracy.

enclosed
within
the Party
apparatus, or as simply points
in an electoral manifesto. There
needs to be the organisation of
a wider discussion In the factories and workers areas, and in
the schools and universities
also, of all the points of the
programme. There needs to be a
discussion of an immediate programme to confront the attacks
being made on the masses by the
Thatcher government.
The
occupation of factories
and
houses is a common occurrertctl,
and these actions require a
leadership from the Labour Lett;A leadership which combines
these actions with discussions
on programme and policy, and
with mobilisation to throw the
Thatcher government out. Above
all, there is a necessity to
discuss all the experiences of
the development in the Workers
States.

It is a clash between a .Labour Party which was dominated
by the pa1liamentary sector and
perspective, and a Labour Party
which - however slowly - is
now moving towards a position
of directly confronting capitalism;· It is certain that the
reaction of the working class to
'the 40%' tor the trade unions is
not going to one of opposition
because the 'block vote• is not
democratic.
On the contrary,
what is going to be raised is the
whole question of trade union
The trip of the three Labour
c/emocracy, which means the
participation of the workers in MPs to Afghanistan, their statecontrol and decisions in the ments which were, in one degree
trade unions. Any move which or another, in support of the
means a greater weight of the Sovie.t Union, shows the basis
trade unions, and therefore of the of support tor the. Soviet Union
proletariat, in the Labour Party in the population, and the basis
is to be welcomed. However, for a discussion on the Workers
'special
conferences'
don't States. In particular, there is a
really answer to the necessity of basis and a necessity tor a disthe situation. There is a need cussion on the process in Poland
tor the Labour Party, tor the and on the role of the working
Labour Lett to develop the class in the development ot
means by which the working society and on the role of the
class and the mass of the popu- trade unions in capitalism and
lation can intervene in dis- in the Workers State.
cussion, the development of
programme and ideas. The anticapitalist programme of the
Labour Party cannot remain
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without being against the workers.
Their own press itself has Jet it
It is necessary to maintain the be seen that the Polish workers,
discussion of these successes in even the Catholics, have at no time
the Workers Stat es, not just to see mixed the Church, the Pope nor
what happened, but to measure the their religious belief with the
level of world relations of forces Workers State, but propose clearly
favourable to Socialism in this that they are for Socialism and that
stage of the Workers State, and the they have nothing to do with the
masses of the Workers State, and to dissidenrs. They did not call big
see the relations reached in the public meetings so that the dlssiThe world and Polish centre of Workers State. These indicate that dents· could put themselves there;
the Ghurch did not try to take the they can have very important strikes they declared this publically. It Is
movement of protest In Poland to to correct the deficiencies of the the index of a very elevated oondirepress Hungary and the USSR, and
increase Catholic influence.
On bureaucratic apparatus and of the tion Of the revolutionary world
there was a tendency of the bureaucracy which wanted to conciliate
This is a very profound express- the contrary the Church showed economic organisation,
without process.
ion of the process of disintegration itself allied to the government
20 9 80
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damaging the Workers State.
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The defeat of the Conservative government Imposed by the miners ls a
profound blow at capitalism and Its consequences tend to disintegrate the
capacity, w/11 and security of the class enemy, whilst elevating the
decision and determination of the population to liquidate the government
and Impose social transformations. It has occurred after the experie.nces
In Poland which showed clearly the superiority of the Workers States and
how, with the structure of the Workers States, It is possible to impose the
necessary political changes to Improve society. The success of the
miners shows the readiness of the proletariat to lead the population
against capitalism and the preparation to advance without waiting upon
the leadership. The miners acted swiftly on a mass basis and the government caved In. This Is the result not of the decision of the miners alone.
It has come from the Immense change In the balance of world forces which
favour the Workers States led by the Soviet Union, and accordingly weaken.
1
the ability of capitalism to confront the masses. The Thatcher government
lacks sufficient support on a world scale to confront the miners. It capitulated because any prolonged effort to confront the miners would have led
to its tall and disintegration In Its own camp. The workers• leaderships
are not prepared tor the organisation of a general strike to destroy the
government but, even without this, the miners have Inflicted a disastrous
blow at capitalism which encourages a more elevated programme and policy
Jn the Labour Party and the trade unions. What a defeat, Ignominious and
total for capitalism!
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- this is not mere emotionalism on his part or on that of the masses. It is
because there is indeed the imperative necessity and perspective of
wiping capita/Ism oft the face of the planet. and when Foot feels obliged
io respond to this mood this wlll also tend to encourage the pooulatlon to
feel that there is the posslblllty to Influence the leadership and provoke
changes that will open the way to a Socialist society. Certainly there Is
a gap between the general statements of Foot and the absence of concrete
programmatic demands which answer the need to get rid of the govemment
and the capitalist system. Also the attempts to re-assert the role of the
parliamentary party in the choice of leader do not correspond to the process, btJt the world and national pressures favour the process of progress
In policy and programme, and not the methods of containment.
Reagan has lost something of his zeal and Is feeling quite tired. When
Brezhnev proposes a summit, Reagan could not afford a haughty attitude
but had to appear interested. In East Germany It has been made quite
clear that the revolution In El Salvador can expect all aid that ls neoessary. Basically, In their recent congress, the Soviets have re-affirmed
that they will support with all their strength those movements fighting for
national liberation, and as an example warn South Africa that if they
intervene against Mozambique then South Africa will face the•sovlet Union
directly. Whilst Reagan tries to organise the European bourgeoisie to
confront the Soviets he finds no response, and even Thatcher has to say
there cannot be a direct Yankee Intervention In San Salvador. At the
same time, East Germany takes the Initiative to give a perspective for

tum to page3
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THE THREATS OF REAGAN AND THE
CRISIS OF THE CAPITALIST SYSTEM.
J Posadas

Tlte threats and measures which
Yankee imperialism are stimulating
form part of the war preparations
against the Workers 1States and the
revolution. This does not mean
that it can launch the war w6en it
wants. All these :measures were
tried by Truman, Foster Dulles
The Labour Party Is more and more bound to concentrate all the ant/- during the government of Eisencapitalist forces, and now In such a way as to lead to a new type of hower, the period of Kennedy,
leadership and a new type of Party. This cannot happen suddenly because Nixon:
and they all failed.
the prior history and functioning of the Party has been electoral and
administrative. But the new conditions of history will demand more and
more a functioning of the Party which corresponds. to the .ob/f1Ctlveneeds
of the population, and moves outside the norms of bourgeois constitutlonallsm. The mass meeting In Glasgow points to this new and demanding
situation. When Foot uses language such as 'We shall wipe them off the·
face of the earth', and quotes Shelley, and there was ma sslve applause

6

In the midst of this situation in
the world there Js ~.o place for the
policy of the 'eurocommunist' parties, the conception of 'neither
power "ock'
There is no
experience which shows that such a
policy can be carried. out, and quite
definitely whoever is of 'neither
power block' is with imperialism.
The Communist parties, even the
'eurocommunists', in the last in ..
stance support the Soviets but they
make a policy to appear 'independent' of the USSR. The criticism
that the Soviets make of the eurocomm unists is a good one, when
t~ey say that all their positions
lead them to capitalism.
The
Soviets affirm clearly: 'There is no
third position possible; It is either
us or imperialism'. ·
This offensive by the Yanks
against the Soviet Union is aimed
essentially to unify and centralise
the capitalist world aroundthem.Jhe
il)Crease of the value of the dollar
which they have made has the same
sense because it is totally artificia I. It responds to no change in
the economy. There is no increase
in the real purchasing capacity, but
everything remains the same as
before. These are financial measures taken at the top,
&ntl
have no lasting repercussion on
prices, the basis of prices and
investment.
The dollar
does not improve because the
Yankee budget has improved; on the
contrary, the deficit increases.
American trade continues to be
in deficit. There is a great inflow
of capital in the form of interest,
loans and windfalls from invest·
ments which imperialism has abroad
- above all in Latin America.
From Latin America It receives
annually (from Interest) 30,000

dollars. All this is part of Yankee
power, but it is a power in the void
because it is not a concrete power
of production but a paper balance.
Besides any revolutionary movement
or nationalist movement which
advances in any country does not
pay anything and overthrews the lot
All this policy is temporary
within the present structure of the
Yanks. If imperialism accentuates
this policy and· claims to advance
further, the Soviets are going· to
elevate their answer. Now they
have answered that there can be no
return to the 'cold war', and In
another form they. say, •·r:tiey have
to be less stupid than they are' •
The Soviets explain that the revolution is an historic problem and
occurs because it is necessary, not
just because the Soviets want it.
The Soviets can make all the propaganda that they like, but if the
historic conditions do not exist
for the revolution, the revolution
could not advance. The 'cold war'
wasnot a question of the decision of
the Yanks.
It finished before
because they could not continue it
and not because they decided not
to do more.

s
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look how he finished. Nixon had
the suppott of the Germans and the
French. But now it is not the case:
the British distance themselves
and resume trade relations with the
Soviets. In Britain the government
of Thatcher is discussing the adoption of an attitude similar te» that
of Germany and France: looking
more to Europe than towards the
United States.
Reagan wants to launch a war
policy and to impose a policy. as
if it were imperialism which led
the world. The Soviet reply is a
political reply and even in a. hu~o~:.
ous form because they say 'He has
to learn the ABC of life', and
elsewhere, 'Leave him, it will
pass'.

It's now three times that the
Soviets have said that the revolution in the world ts not their
creation 'just as Washington and
Lincoln were not our creations'.
When the Soviets go as far as this
level of reply and do not speak of
making a deal with the Yanks, it is
because they are quite ready to
confront them.
Similarly they
accuse the CIA of being responsible
for the assassination of Moro in
In the preparation of a meeting Italy.
between Eisenhower and KhrushThe great centres of power
chev, the North Americans sent the
U2 spy plane to fly over the Soviet which are the multi-nationals are
Union. The Soviets shot it down going to try to impel the war, but
without wounding the pilot, and the it is not only they who decide.
pilot declared that he did not know There is a sector of imperialism
anythi.ng of his mission, that his which feels that If It Is involve.d in
whole trip was programmed by the a policy of confrontation with the
American military command and Soviets it will remain isolated.
that he had nothing against the Part of Reagan's military plan is to
Soviets. The Soviets did not try finance a series of industries
him in a military court but in an which ·are in difficulties.
ordinary tribunal, and freed him.
Th.e capitalist system confrOflts
A sector of the Yankee milita11 a process which now it does .n(lt
leadership did this· to boycott the dominate and cannot control. Since
meeting between Eisenhower and 1960 with Eisenhower and the
Khrushchev. This meant the power liquidation by the Soviets of the
of the CIA and the Pentagon on U2 provocation, twentyone years
any Yankee government.
The have passed and the Yanks have
preparations were there for the never had anythigg but defeats.
later a&sassination of KennJdy. Mast recently they have not been
able to intervene directly eitller in
The present Reagan fervour is Nicara1ua or in El Salvador.
not going to last long. Nixon hall Revolutionary processes develop
ten times more fervour than Reagan near the United States as in. Puerto
- including world suppod - and
tum to page 2
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THE THREATS OF REAGAN ...
Rico where twenty planes have just
been burnt in a military airport.
When the revolutionary movement of
Puerto Rico succeeded in doing
this, it is because there are people
of the military high command who
helped this attack, because to
prepare an operation of this nature
requires time, good conditions and
means which only people who have
easy access to these places could
have.

Tcfle Yanks try to influence and
test the state of the world and find
rejection everywhere•. Imperialism
can go forward to prepare the war
more rapidly, but also in a more
isolated way. They are trying to
influence the world bourgeoisie to
intervene and impede the continuation and development of the world
revolution. They want to contain
this and unite the world bourgeoisie
under their control so that they can
dominate commercially and militarily the rest of the bourgeoisie.
The. manoeuvre over the raising of
the value of the dollar is aimed
at this.
The increase i11 the dollar does
not come from economic strength.
Firstly, the capitalist world cannot
produce any more and afterwards
there is an ever great er recession
and also a greater concentration of
factories. The process of bank...
ruptcies is quite profound in .Europe.
and it's not just a question of small
enterpsises and trading companies.
No. It's now a question of important firms, and they are all assimilated by the big firms but without
being able to develop the previously
existing capacity because there is
no inarket.
The market of Latin America,
Afrlca and Asia which has partly
developed, has not succeeded in
compensating
the need of big
, business for increased markets and
•capital reproduction. The concentration in capitalism, besides being
one of the effects of the present
crisis, is the natural conclusion of
its funttioning and devefopment.
The historic and antagonistic competitor of Yankee imperialism is
the system of the Workers States.
But, besides this, it has competition within its own country and
with the other capitalist countries.
They want to be able to coordinate this, but they cannot. The
normal form of developing Yankee
big business is to concentrate more
and more, eliminating competition
within its own area. At the same
time, it has to make a process of
adaptation to the development of
the world revolution, to see how it
can introduce itself there.

It is going to be Reagan who is
going to have to change. The
Soviet Union is going to continue
to advance; the revolutionary
processes throughout the world are
going to do the same. For imperialism, it's a choice to make the war
or decompose. In El Salvador, the
Yanks pushed forward a policy of
usury. They support the assassin
junta, but they do not feel inclined
to go with an important army - wtth
which they could conclude every
thing quickly - because they do not
know what ·s
1 go1'ng to happen w1'th
the army that they send. It might
go over to the other side. They
provide them with .arms. but.without
-

the complete security that those
who use them are going to use the
arms for or against the enemy.
Nor can they be controlling or
stationing officers on every side.
Earlier, the Yankee army had five
or six officers for every hundred
soldiers, now there are eight
officers per soldier.
Reagan seeks to exert a pressure
to see what happens and afterwards
what advantage he can get out of
the situation.
The American
leadership knows that it cannot
make an isolated policy but needs
the support of the rest of world
capitalism, because it does not
have the military, economic and
much less social strength to prepare the launching of the war.
With its threats and measures,
imperialism warits to impress and
influence world capitalism so that
it does not concede more favourable
agreements with the USSR. Now
this does not mean that Reagan is
more decided on war than Carter.
Carter was the one who wanted to

continued from page 1

of imperialism in El Salvador and
in Africa. Capitalism was thrown
out openly of countries like
Zimbabwe and Namibia, and in
reprisal bombard the territory of
Angola and Mozambique as if it
were their own country.
The African revolution is
delivering very severe blows to the
capitalist structure in Africa and
Angola and Mozambique support
this revolutionary process. But
they have not invaded any other
country, support logically guerrilla
liberation movements of other
countries and assist them in their
own country. A person who is sick
and asks for help has the support
of the neighbour; these are norms
even of social relations within
capitalism.
It is not possible to prevent
Angola and Mozambique supporting
movements of other countries that
demand help to impel the revolution.

THE POLICY OF REAGAN AND
THAT OF THE REST OF
boycott the USSR over the Olympic CAPITALISM.
Games and the wheat embargo;
Imperialism with these declaraCarter supported Somoza and the
tions
is probing in order to measure
Shah up to the last moment.
the reaction in world capitalism
Reagan cannot be different to about how far they are going to
Carter. The policy of American support their policy, and after these
imperialism is not· determined by declarations , they will reflect
who is president.Thiscan determine because they have been rejected
one or other aspect, but the generat by German and French capitalism
The British
historic line cannot change. The and the British.
bourgeoisie
increases
trade with
Soviets are exerting a pressure In
the
USSR
together
with
a process
the hope of supporting themselves
on the dispute of the European of going to the Left in the Labour
bourgeoisie with Reagan. They Party, which is very important.
treat Reagan as the colt who must
The advance
the· Left in the
be allowed to trot around the field
so that he might come to see the Labour Party is on a very anUneed to go around more quietly. capitalist line and expresses
the conflict of the trade union
But what has to be realised is apparatus with the political and
that the Yanks no longer have ihe parliamentary apparatus. The trade
rei:ns of history - it's the Soviets union apparatus is stronger and
who hold them. The Soviets answer hence advances in the Party, but
well, 'It is stupid to believe that also it is more exposed to the life
we are the ones who are creating and pressure of the base. All the
the present historic conditions British trade unions have demonthat lead to th& present process. strated an acute opposition to the
The
In this way also they aim at a Conservative government.
series of countries like France trade unions, such as the mineand Germany. Pravda says, 'The workers, the . steel workers, the
revolution was not created by us. transport workers, have declared
It is a process which exists and Is for nationalisations. In some trade
caused by the capitalist system'. unions there is a strong bureauThis is the description of a situa- cratic apparatus, but in general
tion which cannot be contained by they are apparatuses which combine
a threat, even coming from Reagan. sectors of the Right and Left, like
the transport union.
The Yanks amalgamate for their
Those who leave the Labour
own purposes the movements of
national and social liberation with Party for the Right (Committee for
terrorism. The Soviets do not Social Democracy), if this is conconfuse them. 'We' are going to cretised into a party, are going to
support all the movements of be against the big bourgeoisie,
national and social liberation. because if they make a new party
they are not g~ing to take votes from
'
I
th
th e Labour peep
e - more
an
•
h
th ose aIrea d'/ of the R1g t who
· d
I
have e1'ther abstame
recent y or
b
t
th
.
The liberation movements are not vo t ed Conserva t 1ve - u ey are
· t t k th
f
th c
created by the Soviets, but once going o a e. em rom e onT.h
th
t
f
.
they develop they are supported serva t 1ves. · ese are e vo es o
by the Soviets.
those Conservatives in parliament
who are repre~ented by the twenty
b
,
t'
Capitalism appears to be pre- Pereen t of C:onserva 1ve mem ers
d
h
th
I
.
occupied with the events of Poland Wh o haye aIre a Y s own emse ves
so that the Soviets do not intervene. opposed to the policy of Thatcher.
Some despicable elements from {he
The crisis in British Labourism
Socialist·· and Social Democratic has arisen i over the· political
• tat•ion ·mi' genera I an d the promovements, and even some Com- onen
munist leaders, have been associa- gramme. Th'e bourgeoisie cannot
ted with this campaign. They all use anything bf this. It is a great
keep quiet about the assassinations blow for them. Even the social

to

democratic wing which wants to
leave the Labour Party has to present a minimal programme of
reforms, and with this programme
wins an important wing of the
Liberals and the Conservatives:
not the top Conservative magnates
but the traders and
functionaries who feel that the leading
Conservative apparatus is leading
them t& a rupture for which they are
not prepared.
The Yanks want to prepare the
conditions to unify the capitalist
world under their leadership. What
they are doing in reality is to provoke internal differentiation in the
Socialist parties and the social
democrats, and stimulating crises
in the parties of the bourgeoisie
like the British Conservatives.
This promotes purgings in these
parties so as to submit them more
to the big bourgeoisie, but accordingly they abandon links with wings
of the petit bourgeoisie and with
some sectors of the workers aristocracy which are sectors not
strictly Conservative. Imperialism
does not promote this because it
wants to, but because it has no
other way. It is a policy which
breaks the whole structure of the
links of the bourgeois apparatus
with the petit ·bourgeoisie and the
workers aristocracy.

bourgeoisie feels this. Now the
military expenditure ,of the German
state increases constantly; capi- ,
talism must do this in order to
sustain itself.
A great part of the economic
strength of capitalist Germany is
trade with the Workers States,
fundamentally with the German ·
Workers State, .the Soviet Union and
Poland. It must maintain these
relations because within the capitalist system, German capitalism
does not possess a sufficient
market.
In France there is the same
situation. The Gaullism of France
is the expression of French big
business which feels that if it
follows North American imperialism
it will be submitted to It. De Gaulle
appeared after the second world war
- a war in which various Workers
States were created - after which
imperialism intervened throughout
Europe. It was not done before, or
only partially.

The policy of Giscard d'Estaing
is the Gaullist policy of this st age
now also aimed to win votes. De
Gaulle came to the point of resisting the entry into the Atlantic Part.
He represented big business,
linked to intermediate sectors wbo
based their policy on the antagonism between the Yanks and the
The pressure of the Yanks only Soviets. This policy does not have
goes in the direction of the big much perspective, but from the
bourgeoisie. It has an effect there. point of view of the boutgeolsie it
The social democracy is not com- is the most intelligent because it
posed as a whole of the big is a question of 1>enefiting from
bourgeoisie only. The apparatus the present relation of forves
consists of the central bourgeoisie, against the Yanks. It is a policy
but even there in the apparatrus of survival.
there is no homogeneity.
The lta lian position of some
The demand made by German Social support to the Yankee position over
Democrats deputies to redoce the linking of 'international terrormilitary expenditure by one thou- ism' with the USSR cannot be
sand million marks and use this openly against the Soviets. On the
for social improvements in Germany other hand, the position of Italian
and a great percentage
to capitalism is of no importance In
help the backward countries.' is a. the world, add has no weight. But,
point that is fundamentally anti- if Giscard d'Estaing speaks, the
capitalist. It is not only a 'no' to world bourgeoisie observes and
investment in armaments, also the petit bourgeoisie. It's the
but it is necessary to take into same with Schmidt. But not with
account what they propose to do the Italian bourgeoisie.
with this money. In Germany there
are a series of important problems,
Capitalism cannot resolve this
for example, shortage of housing; situation even with the arrival of
There are important movements of Reagan.
Carter ~id more t ban
young people demanding houses Reagan: boycott of the Olympic
and also old people who are alone Games and prevention of wheat
and have nowhere to go. When the exports to the USSR. This last was
social situation in Germany finds important because the wheat trade
expression in parliament it i$ with the Soviet Union represented
because the objective situation is an important iexport for the North
much more profound.
American agrarian producer. The
North American state had to pay for
all
this damage to the economy of
This process in Germany is a
the
country, because the Soviets
resistance to the Yanks which is
pr.ovided
for themselves and went
still not organised, but they are
against economic and military ahead with the Olympics.
dependence on the Yanks. A con•
siderable internal struggle is
developing in Germany and in thilt
In the u 't d st t th f
nt e
a es e orce
with the Liberals who are allies of
h" h • 1 th
t
1·
f
w 1c 1mpe s e presen po icy o
the Social Democracy. The Liberals Reagan '1s the lead"
b
lA
mg ourgeoN>
supported the installation of two apparatus, the chief financial
North American missiles in Germany tircles, the source of the political
whilst this tendency of the Social thought of th North A •
e
mencan
Democracy is against the missiles. bo r · ·
It ·s h' h t•
u geo1s1e.
1 1g mance,
allied to the big steel, coal, chemical, car and war industries. All
The latter is an expense, while if these sectors dominate.
Their
importance
is
reflected
when
their
this tendency orientates the economy they feel they will do it more own papers say, 'It is necessary
efficiently. An important sector of to put an end to this farce with the
the German bouraeoisie and petit ::::~ges'' and now the circus is
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T1te present policy of Reagan
They made the 'cold war' a long
THE PROGRESS OF POLAND AND THE
indicates the profound instability time ago, and they had to abandon
of North American policy. This it. They began it with the invasion
INCAPACITY OF CAPITALISM.
instability is caused by the fact of North Korea. McArthur had said,
that imperialism is not now the 'We will spend Christmas at home',
The process in Poland has the recession of capitalism, brought to This is quite stupid. The Sovrets
force whkh decides in the world and it was indeed so, because they
most profound and historic impor- a head all the accumulation of are critica I of notions as they were
but the Workers States decide. On were thrown out. In Vietnam, the
tance for the elev$tion of all the grievances against bureaucratic with the origina I Lieberman
1
one side there are the Soviets, and same happened. They had to. retfre
Workers States and as an education caprice. Suslov, at the previous 'reforms' in the Soviet Union,
on the other the inter-capitalist defeated. In 1960 over Cuba they
for all the proletariats and masses meeting of the Polish Communist
crisis which is very deep.
threatened to intervene and the . still living under capitalism on the Party, had intervened to say that which proposed greate1 autonomy
for enterprises from ttre centra I
This shouting of Rea·gan is the Soviets forced them to withdraw.
superiority of the .Workers States the solution to problems of Potand plan and forms of market economy.
shouting of an actor; the director North Ameri~an battleships surover capitalism. It is part of the lay in a closer relation with Come- There has even been talk in some
says shout and he shouts. These rounded the island to prevent any
confrontation of system against con, and this would mean an end to circles of 'allowing unemployment*
are not the declarations of the lea- ships going through, and the
system and is a major defeat for those sectors of the bureaucracy and letting prices rise. It is eleder of a country who feels that he Soviets sent two tankers who went
capitalism and the consequences wishing to develop their own ments like these, with links in the
is strong and secure and is going through without problems. No one
that flow from it provoke, and will function utilising the Workers St ates trade unions and the Party - much
to carry out all that he says. expected such a decision from the
continue to provoke, disorder and for their own benefit in transactions weaker now - which excite the
Carter also made noises.
'No Soviets. The Yanks knew that if
disintegration within the remains with the West, and thus limiting concern of the Soviets; that is,
Olympics', 'Nn wheat to the USSR', they interfered an atomic bomb
of the world capita list system. dependence on the Soviet Union. sectors similar to Ota Sik, who
1
fto meat to the USSR'. The Soviets would fall on them.
Marxism is alone capable of interw-ant a hybrid economy with forms
know that they are going to get and
preting the process and drawing
Not only have the masses of private property. These elements
will continue to get other suppliers
The development of the revoluconclusi.ons from it.· All the inter- acquired the basic right for the are more at work in the sma lier
- including North American pur- tion cannot be contained. Kennedy;
preters of capitalism and the functioning of the unions indepen- Workers Stat es, i.e. Hungary, than
chasers who behind Carter's back Johnson, Nixon and Carter were
apostles of eurocommunism have dent of the state apparatus, but the Soviet Union. It is these
made offers to the Soviets. The not able to impede it, and much
nothing of any importance to say they have imposed a massive elements that the Soviets are warncapitalist world itself gave credits less is Reagan going to be able to
of the process, and those who live cleansing of the state and Party ing against. · Dissenter · groups
to the Soviets which they would not do so - because the relation of
the dream of violent uprisings apparatus which was one developed
extend to themselves, because they world !orces is more and more
against the bureauqracy
in under· Stalin ism. Solidarity, the such as 'Kor' are openly antiknow the Soviets will pay. Where favourable to the revolution.
the Workers States and the apoca- free trade union, acquired the right Soviet Union and approve of 'selfare Reagan and Carter going to
lyptic solution of all problems are to broadcast over the state tele- management', but they carry no
find a replacement for this cli~nt? 3 February 1981
J. POSADAS
equally at a loss to explain the vision, and other anti-bureaucratic weight in this process although
most characteristic aspects of the demands which have been raised their existence is a consequence
EDITORIAL from pagel
Polish experience.
include attacks on the special of the prior failings in the life of
trading shops for privileged sectors the Workers State and they relate
the Socialist unification of Germany, thus stimulating the Left forces Jn
The elevation of the Workers of the bureaucracy, and demands for to the sectors interested in forms
the SDP and the masses of West Germany. This Is an emphasis going
States
requires the 1removal of the complete accessibility of informa- of private property.
beyond seeking to utilise differences between European and American
bureaucratic ob.stacles to the har- tion on the economy of the country
capitalism via the Ost Politic, but a tendency towards a class policy
monious development of society in etc. The Soviet Union has favoured
aimed to encourage the masses directly against the capital/st system.
all its aspects: social, political, all this process, because it is part
Any assessment of the process
Moscow decides, not Washington or London or Paris. When capitalism
economic and cultur~I. For a whole of the process encouraged in the in Poland has to take into account
does try to take an initiative the result Is farcical, as with the most recent
period, in a proces~ characterised Soviet Union itself - elimination tbat the bureaucracy is not in the
events In Madrid. There, such are the differences of opinion In the
by Posadas as a p~ase of partial of corrupt administrators, Party same conditions as in the stage of
bourgeoisie refracted through the army, that the bourgeoisie sense that
regeneration, the Soviet leadership functionaries and trade union Stalinism. The preoccupation with
there is no solution on this path and no support to sustain such a coup.
in particular, responding to the bureaucrats. The process in Poland privilege occurred under conditions .
This again is not Just the result of the situation In Spain but the situation
change
in the balance of world is not as in Czechoslovakia. whicli of the loss of perspective in the
In the world, which deprives capitalism of strength and security. The
forces, has given its support to the was against Socialism and where a conditions of the relative isolation
Soviet Intervention In Afghanistan gave a decisive stimulus to the world
movements of nationa I liberation, top layer of the Party was in full of the Workers State. In other words,
relation of forces, and the world bourgeoisie could do nothing.
and with this participation in the retreat from Socialism. The process insecurity bred fear and preoccupa-.
Everything favours advance In the Labour Party. The soc/a I demoworld revolution has gone a process in Poland is quite opposite - an tion with material concerns •. But
cratic fraction Is going to mean simply a redistribution of forces among
of eliminating the most conservative advance towards Socialism in which now the world process removes this
sectors linked to the bourgeoisie. Hence the furious attacks of Thatcher
and
blind elements in the bureau- the most conservative and pri- element and opens a better field
on the social democrats. They are going to damage the Tory Party,
cracy
within the Soviet Union. In vileged layers are being expelled. for the objective discussion of..
sectors of whom see that the line of Thatcher is disastrous electorally
other words, there is a partial The Polish Communist Party privHeges.
and damages Jinks with layers who do not share the Interests of the
Indubitably,, some
return to the origina I conception of emerges from this process much elements are incorrige8'1:1.tit-- and
central· sectors of big business, The fact that the former leader of the
the Workers State of Lenin and stronger than before, and its links have to be thrown out; but the Party
Conservative Party in the Commons directly denounces Tory policy and
Trotsky, the conception of the with the masses deepened - a vast is open to a process of regeneration
demands reflation ls an index of the turmoil In the heart of the government
Workers State as an instrument for
and Party caused by the inability of capitalism to solve Its problems,wfth
number of Party members, for quite opposite to the stage of
the extension of the revolution
power contracting Into the hands only of sectors· preoccupied w Ith conexample, are in the trade union Stalin. It is this which underlines
throughout the planet and the
fronting the Soviet Union, and Jinked to the Americans.
Solidarity.
The appointment of the Poiish experience, the Soviet
amelioration of arbitrary bureauassent to it, and the immense
But, if the Labour Party is to play its role In going towards Socialist
cratic control internally. All this Jaruzelski as Premier was to exampte of Poland to the world.
society, its mode of activity and Intervention has to Improve and become
facilitate
the
process
of
changes
occurs within the ·driving force of
more sensitive to the needs of the population. It is Important that the
favourable to the changed Party
the
world revolution - the ·need of
The exceptional and prolonged
Welsh Labour Party quickly gave support to the miners and that the Labour
and the mass of the population.
the Workers St ates to expand to aII
Party now supports the process In San Salvador, but there has to be a
The recognition of Rural Solidarity character of the intervention of the
parts of the world and thus liquidate
much more audacious answer to the requirements of the situation proand the grievances of the students. Polish vanguard to improve its own
capita
!ism,
and
the
opposite
need
grammatlcally and a more effeotive and dynamic policy. In the face of
the granting of the five-day week, state is inconceivable under capiof capitalism to resist this with
crises such as those at Ley/ands or Llnwoods, the Party mast atiandon
are all concessions to the masses talism. The latter requires a social
all its means.
simply .protesting and
support methods actually .used by the
showing the steady advance of the revolutio11. It is not possible to
the intervention of the Polish Workers State, the partial over- convince capitalism that it should
workers - that is, occupations and workers control. These are methods
workers' vanguard is part of this coming of bureau<>ratic abuse, and leave the scene of history, because
which have come from the experience of the working class, the base of
process, the rectification in the the immense possibilities for the ownership - not the usufruct tbe Labour Party, and such experiences cannot be Ignored simply because
functioning of the Workers State by further peaceful change in Poland. of property is at stake. Poland is
they are outside the will of parliament. The latter Is a very artificial
degrees of persuasion not aimed to It will open the way for better an example of the creative capacity
creation and was designed to contain the population, not to. develop It.
provoke violence but to impose relations with the population, and and the progress of the Workers
Democracy is not a club which appropriates the capacity of the population
changes by a combination of pose the need also for superior State. Capitalism is outside all of
but a living activity all the time. Thus the Labour Party should be seen
strength and. argument. C!early organs of communication and dis- that. They cannot intervene with
to intervene as a Party, through its mi lltants, in all the concerns of the
there
were features, particularly cussion involving a11 sectors of any weight. They are by-standers
population. Support and intervention in the strikes should be a norm.
acute
in
Poland, wh.ich occasioned the popu la ti on.
and everyone sees this, including
The Labour Party should have been prominent in the victory of the water
the decision of the Polish vanguard
the capitalists. Capita.lism is in a
supply workers, and now be actively engaged In the action of the clvll
to break with the state trade unions
process of disintegration. Poland
servants. Doubtless militants and supporters of the Labour Party are In
and also raise other demands. The
Capitalism has made much of moves in the opposite direction all these activities, but the dynamic of the Party would be Infinitely
absurd functioning of the economy, Soviet preoccupation with anti- harmony and progress - the course
superior, and would carry more weight also electorally, if It were seen to
caused by
dependence on Socia list elements, as though the of humanity in which private
be a Party closely Identified with the needs of the population In their
Western
trade
exacerbated
by the Soviets were against the process. property has no place.
dally lives. Moreover, there are still areas of Party policy where the
1

1

consensus with capitalism has to change - Ireland ls a case In point.
The TUC Intervention against a conference on Ireland because Its line
wa.s not convenient to conclliatlon with capitalism, should be denounced what Is this famous democracy If It only means respect for the norms of
capltalhsm'I
All these problems, Including Ireland, have to be dlscussea muon more
and this means the development of discussion In the Party and outside
the Party with the object of developing cadres, and It is no good running
away from Marxism. The latter Is a world force. It was Marxism which
established the Soviet Union which now leads the world. The Wembley
conference showed the underlining of the trade union base of the Labour
turn to page 4
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THE ATTACK ON THE WORKERS
STATES BY THE ITALIAN
SOCIALIST LEADERSHIP.1 POSADAS
The Italian Socialist leadership
(Craxi, Martelli) recently made an
attack on the Workers States, saying
that'the external centres.of Italian
terrorism (Red Brigades and others)
were in Moscow and Prague.
..The present leadership of the
Italian Socialists appear as. d.irect
representatives of North American
policy. .But they act like this
because it serves them in .their
action against the Communists in
Italy. It is the petty interest of.the
small party which has as an objective to co-exist with the capitalist
system an.d hence must be free of
the, Communist opposition. They
feel that the development of the
c.ommunist Party . influences .. their
base.
is their own special
interests of. the present Socialist
leadership which leap them to coincide .with the Yanks.
Their
opposition to the Soviet Union is
the opposition to tbe world revolu..;.
tionary process which Js profoundly
anti-capita list.
The Socialist
leadership;
base themselves on the necess.ity
of the Yanks to confront the Soviets.
The majority of accusations that
they make against the Communists
they do nor reafly believe in•. They
act through the great fear that thev
have of Communism. They 'DeHew
thal the Communist Party, with all
its conciliations, advances towards
Communism.
The accusation ofa link between
the Red ·Brigade and the Soviet
Ulllon is false. The Communists
must make this defence of the
Soviet Union. There has been no
country where the revolution has
been made with Soviet soldiers,
bur they have intervened on the
basis ofthe internal risings of the
populatioll. Afghanistan was like
this, ·, with internal risings and
movements which are expressed in
tile ,present government.
The
people who govern and command
now are the Afghans them$elves.
The favtories; the land, the universities, the schools,. the hospitals
are .all functioning perfectly normally in Afghanistan. Is it the
Soviets wh.o are working there? No!
Besides the Communists must
defend··the point that it is not the
policy of the Soviets to p~,onf'ote
coups. dlelat.
Even the ltaHan Christian
Dem0,cracy cannot appear so Hnked
fo the present anthSoviet µolicy
of Reagan. ·They see that it is a
stupidity, that there is .no reason to
make such a policy, and also that
within the army there are top generals who know very well that
terrorism in' Italy does not come
from the USSR. There are many.
generals who sympathise with the
Left and which, without being of
the Left, are not involved in this
farce and want to maintain Italy
as a neutrar power. These see that
the policy of Reagan leads to a
cul de sac.
The present leadership of the
lta lian Socialists supports itself
on the tendency of the bourgeoisie
which has an interest in more intervention of the· Yanks. But they
use it fundamentally to attack the
Communist Party, which they see
as the worse danger for them•
selves.

n
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The Communist Party must
reject the anth-Communist, antiWorkers States attacks which the
present Socialist leader$hip is
making. It must appea I to the whole
of the Socialist Party for a Left
Front on the basis of a programme.
This programme must take into
account employment, a plan of
investment to develop the economy
for the benefit of the population,
the defence of the purchasing power
of the masses, and to resolve
immediately the situation of those
affected by the earthquake, rejecting the plan of capita !ism for
the victims of the earthquake which
has been made on the tiasis of the
ECM (European Common Market}.
It is a,n affair of the ECM together
with help to prevent a great er
collapse of the Italian state,
because any major capita list
country which declines a'ffects
the rest.
Seventy per cent of the Italian
proletariat is with the Soviet Union
and also the petit bourgeoisie.
Neither Craxi nor Maretili represent
the petit bourgeoisie, but an
accommodated sector of this. The
leadership of Craxi and Martelli
is incapable of th inking and reasoning in an independent form.
They accompany the capitalist
system, clean the table and take
the scrapings of the capitalist mea I.
The old image which Lenin gave is
right for this Socia list leadership.
The orientation which Craxi
has imposed is leading to a split in
the, Socialist Party. Craxi speaks
in the name of a small group which
controls the Party apparatus and
nothing more. They believe that
it is going to be the apparatus
which ls going to determine the internal struggle of the Party. The
life of the apparatus comes now
from the epoch of de Martino and all
the rest, and Craxi wants to give
another course to this apparatus.
In the decisions and the life of the
Party neither the base nor .the
cadres nor anyone else intervenes.
It is an apparatus which gives
a different impress ion from the
forces which the Socia list Party
represents. The present leadership
has developed in the apparatus of
state or semi-state enterprises .
where it is. linked to the bourgeoisie.

There is no place in history
so that this present leadership can
fulfil such a function through the
Socialist Party. They could, have
done this before when there only
existed one Workers State and the
Stalin leadership· conciliated with
capitalism. This Socialist leadership is living forty years in the
past.

THE 11/'l 01 lfJl,(81,Sll)
THE C'/111,l/ST ST,TE 'N/J THE
l'IOIJ/i /l'liTV
Lula is Luis lniacio da Sliva, president of the Workers Party of BrazJl9
put on trial recently and facing up to twelve years in gadl for his trade
union and political activities. He was.removed last Apr! I from his position
of president of the Sao Bernardo metal NorKers union, and 9at>led in an
attempt to break the 41-day strike. He and thirteen other trade union
leaders were removed from their posts as leaders of the unions and replaced. by government officials.

It Is necessary.
to make
an analysis in depth In the Labour
Left of the significance of the process In Brazil and the historic
stage of the system against system
development which we are In today.
States are not al I the same and do
not all play the same function.
The degree of liberty there is In a
country is not at all measured by
the degree of Independence the
workers movement manages to
achieve from the state. It depends
on which state, It Is an error to say
that Lula, like Walesa, are leading
struggles to free trade unions from
•st ate• control. One cannot equate
the state of Poland and the state of
Brazil.
The establishment of a
Workers State Jn Poland would have
been Impossible without organisms
for the representation of and the
taking of power by the workers.
The Red Army did not stay In
Poland to rule the state; but the
Polish Communist Party, based on
the organisms of the workers, rules
Poland. The Polish state supports
the world liberation movements,
spends a large part of the national
Income of Poland to help them In
every way, Including .mllltarlly.

The Brazilian state, however much
liberalised, contains the previous
fascists at all levels (iaS' In Spain
today), and is absolutely opposed
to aiding either Vietnam or Cuba or
Mozambique.
The Polish state
came out of nothing, built a new
reglmEJ In Poland which finds the
means to resolve all the problems
of abject poverty, lndustrlal/satlon
of the country, and helping the
whole world. With all that they
take from the workers, the Brazlllan
bourgeoisie could not even make a
decent housing plan for Brazil. So
one cannot say that both Lula and
Walesa are
leading struggles
against state control over the trade
unions. Even before Solidarity was
formed In Poland, the workers had
organisms - very bureauQratlsed which repre$ented their Interests
and those of the workers of the
world. Today. what hl'is changed Is
In Britain, there has been a democratic rights and workers'
that they are In a better position to whole campaign In support of free
demands, with those for the Social/st
make their unions represent these trade unions in Poland, but precious
transformation of Brazil.
Interests than befor~. and the full little has been said about the
Implications are going to be felt .-----~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-:
mainly by "the world capitalist
continued from page 3

oourgeoisie, which sympathises
with and participates in the SociaMst Party.
De Martino is an
The present leadership. of the
intellectual, and also Segnorita
PSI. is
completely antiquated. and Chlquito and they, like a very
It represents a very
great layer of Socialist intellectuals,
prosperous sector of the petit
resist the pre~ent leadership. But
bourgeoisie and of leading functio- · Craxi is a fun~tionary of the capinaries. In the present apparatus of
talist system,\ and all his thought
the Socialists it is not possible.
is for this. i Capitalist thought,
to find a worker; nor is it by
bes.ides having no role in history,
chance. Neithe(do they represent
cannot deve lbp in the lta lian
in any way the inteHectual petit
Socialist Party.
ao.u 981
..

abject repress/on of the trade unions
Jn Brazil.
The comrades of the
Left
of
the
Labour
Party and the
When the Polish workers formed
trade
unions
must
demand
that all
Solidarity, It was to rid the unions
those
who
so
fervently
seek
'freeof the bureaucrats at the top who
dom'
for
the
workers
of
Poland
were not representatives of the
Polish state but of the bureaacratlc should make pronouncements In
lnteres.ts which the world capitalist support of the rights of the workers
system f!ad Instilled In the Workers of Brazil to form trade unions and
St ate t~ prevent it from going further have their own elected leadership!
In Brazil, there is a progress of the
to Socialism. Tre Polish state Is
struggle of the masses which capialive and very well today. It ls the
talism cannot just go In and smash,
bureaucracy that Is feeling Ill and
as It used to In the past, This Is
has lost its posts In the trade union
leaderships. It was not a struggle due to the Intervention of the Soviet
Union everywhere In the world.
of the workers against the state,
Increasingly supporting the world
but against conservative sectors of
revolution.
This gives confidence
a state which aids the world revolutlOR.
We have to discuss In to the masses of the world, and the
metal workers of Brazil based themBritain getting rid of the bureaucrats like Duffy 'and <!lhapple who selves on this In their latest·strlkes.
The bourgeoisie repress
them,
are the agents In the trade unions of
but It could not murder and torture
a state which murders the Blacks
their leaders to death as ft used to
In Africa and the people of the
In the past.
Capitalism feels
world. A state which Is planning
cornered. This Is why the Pope
to send a NA TO force beyond Its
went to Braz/ I and denounced exown back garden. Duffy, Chapple
ploitation there, as the last dyke
etc. arrived in the leadership of the
to prevent the masses organising
unions not through conciliation with
themselves on a Communist path.
bureaucratic leaders of a Workers
St ate, but with the bourgeois Imper- He tried to use faith to prevent
ialist leaders of the capital/st state. Marxist Ideology from spreading.
So, or,ie cannot compare Brazil or However, the masses gathered
England with Poland. The con- , around the Pope in condemnation
The bourgeoisie
clusion that the workers should of the regime.
would like to smash the new
always be free of all states leads
workers' opposition of Lula and
to the reactionary cooclus/on that
the •trade unions of Britain should
his new-formed party.
be equally distant from Labour's
achievements against the capitalist The workers of Brazil are looking
system. It tends to dissociate the
to those of the world and those of
workers from the nationalised InPoland for their leap towards
dustries, makes them feel that they
Socialist organisation. The Labol!_f
should not defend them; It mllltates
Party must contribute to this by
against workers control, wlilch Is
showing that the bourgeoisie has
precisely what Is needed to ensure
exhausted all possibility of making
that the nationalised industries are
a democratic development anywhere
not prostituted back to private inin the world, and that the Socialist
terests.
The experiences of the
task has to be Jed by the workers
,SAS in Britain must be transmitted and petlt bourgeoisie, In unity w/tfl
·to the comrades of Lula's Workers
the 'Socialist countries'.
Party of Brazil for them to see more
It Is necessary.to link the
clearly that the stage has come
when the historic role of the bour- release of Lula and the thirteen
geois class has ended.
It Is other comrades arrested, the renecessary to combine the bourgeois instatement of all these leaders at
democratic demands with the strug- the leadership of the unions whe,re
gle for a Socialist solution with they had been elected, and the
the support of the Soviet Union, freedom to organise the workers
Poland and all the Wbrkers States. party of this stage, to combine the
system, which has suddenly stopped
oraisfng the Polish wo.rkers.

Editorial

Party and the tendency to reject a Party In the service of parliament,
The trade unions are planning shortly .a month of di,scusslons. This Is
good, but It should be a norm both In the Labour Party and the trade
unions Jo deal with all the most fundamental international Issues and the
dally concern of the population .for housing, education, transport, hospitals
etc. It Is necessary to link the demands for more public ownership, the
complete re-organisation of the nationalised Industries under workers
control. the closing of nuclear bases. nationalisation under workers control
of all factories about to close, with the conscious deveiopment of a
superior political and cultural life In the Labour Party and the trade unions
to develop an educated cadre preoccupied with the concerns for a Socialist
society. This ls part of the transformation of the Labour Party Into a
Marxist Labour Party - the Inevitable consequence of the world-wide
advance to Communism.
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It is necessary to underline two
fundamental aspects of this process
in Spain: The first is the interpretation of a process which could
be foreseen neither the
Communists nor Socia lists warned,
made appeals to or organised the
population to contain the coup and
to disintegrate it. The second
aspect is that their present reaction
is not programmatic but a reaction
simply of opposition without giving
a programme of what to do or what
type of campaign to develop. The
essential point is to appeal to the
army, to the police and to all
Spanish citizens to oppose, reject
and confront every action taken
against the Constitution or against
democratic rights, as in fact the
police trade union did (partly). The
workers movement must discuss
this and aim at the police and the
army. This is going to accelerate
the next coup, but it is also going
to abort it as well. It is going to
mean a logical confrontation, not
leaving it in the hands of Suarez
so that he makes hjs own deals.
He knew of the coup and let it
happen, because they all hoped to
cook up some negotiations so that
the Socialists and the Communists
did not intervene.
THE ARMY LEADS ITS OWN LIFE.

Socialists and Communists knew
that the coup was being prepared
and hence the urgency of Gonzalez
to enter into alliance with the UCO
and the Communists supported this.
They believed by this that they
could contain the Right; but if they
are going to government and they
make an alliance with the UCO
without having the resolution to
transform the army - although it
may not be achieved immediately it's no u.se going to government
because the high command works
independently of the Constitution,
or parliament and the king. They
have their own power and their own
life. The element that has to be
broken is precisely their separate
life. It is not possible to do it
suddenly, but it is necessary to
discuss the position. Why does
the army have to have a 'democratic',
reactionary fascist Right and impose
on the population? The soldier is a
functionary, nothing more. He is
not a proprietor and must obey. It
is necessary to make a campaign
so that the trade unions intervene
and that they demand the organ isation of the army by means of counci Is and delegates, and that they
intervene in all the problems of the
population. Why does the army
intervene and not the trade unions?
What greater power has f'e army
than the trade unions? It has power
because there is private property,
but the reactionary sector is a
small circle. It does not consist of

all the parties; and there are many
more of these generals. The most
capable technically and the most
intelligent are all of the Left or in
agreement with the alliance with
the Left. Only a few, like Tejedo
with the face of an old portrait and
of a fossilised mentality, are the
ones who favour a coup. Above all
it is necessary to propose how to
intervene considering that it is a
complicated situation, that the. ·
'golpistas' can make a new coup
and there is no preparation in the
population for the coup. Thus it is
necessary to prepare the population
to come into the streets and refuse
to accept any demand from the
organisers of a coup and to confront
them. They should be armed and
confront them, and if a member of
the group shouts out, 'I am in
charge here', they can reply to him,
'You did command' (refers to the
scene of the coup in parliament
which was televised, where Tejedo
appeared fully armed, shouting:
'Everybody quiet and lie on the
ground'), and shoot him.

It is necessary to call meetings
in the trade unions, and to take
concrete steps including that no
officer or soldier accepts or
carries out orders which are against
the Constitution or against the
rights of the population. The orders
to mobilise, to make a coup are not
military orders but orders of a
faction.
They are not military
orders to struggle ··against the
enemy'; but orders emanating from
small sectors which do not struggle
against any enemy. Thus it is
necessary to oppose this and to
discuss and to appeal at the same
time to the army, because there are
many officers who are in agreement
with opposing the set-up and are
not animated to act because they
see no points of relation with the
trade unions and parties. There is
considerable resistance to NATO
and the Yanks.
For example,
Carrero Blanco, who was no revolutionary, was opposed to NATO
and hence they killed him. There
are different tendencies of the
bourgeoisie to oppose all these
reactionary sectors, and hence to
discuss the formation of committees
in the factories and workers areas
with the right to decide and to
force on the government the right
to intervene with the police, with
part of the army, speaking to the
soldiers not to obey orders if they
go against the Constitution and the
population.
The orders of the
makers of the coup obey the interests of small groups who do not
represent Spain. They represent a
group of people who nave their own
interests and have to defend them,
not with democratic rights but in
tum to page•
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Editorial

Tiie proce11 In Polt111tl 1u1tt1/111 Ille
t1tl'1t1nce of tlle labour /eft
The process in Poland has countries •tor the workers'; that masses of Mongolia passed in
an immense importance for the is to say, in the interest of only a few years from the most
This shatters brutal feudal conditions to the
experience of the world masses ruling cliques.
and the masses of Britain in all the old links between Labour, most advanced development of
building a Party, criticising the capitalism and the trade unions going on a space mission with
leadership, making it change and and demands a political role of the Soviets. The masses of the
represent the workers, make it the unions not confined to parli- world and of Britain see that the
work in the objective interest of amentary democracy. Moreover, Soviets develop Ethiopia, Cuba,
the masses. This is happening it demands the opening of a dis- Mozambique, Vietnam, Mongolia.
in a Workers State and so, the cussion in the Labour Party: There is no reason to think that
the clearance in the Party lea- What is happening in Poland? the Soviets have not the same
dership and the new programmes What is happening in the Labour sentiment tor the masses of
adopted are more immediately Party? What is the role of the Britain as that which they diseffected in the interest of the trade unions? How to remove play for the rest of the world's
mass of the population. However the sectors directly identified masses.
it teaches the masses of the with imperial ism in Labour and
capitalist countries, the Labour the trade unions? How to apply
In the United States, 67
masses, how not to defer to conference resolutions? Is re- persons die every day In shoot'leaders', 'leave it to them to selection going to be enough? ing incidents.
In the Soviet
decide', and to establish a re- All this being posed opens much Union there is a house for every
lationship of equality between deeper discussions still about one, in a country which is only
the leaders and the workers. the fundamental process of the 64 years old.
In the United
construction of a Socialist States the CIA is known to have
The other aspect of the Republic, as part of the rest of perpetrated seventeen murders
Poland process is that what is the world going to Communism. to cover up the assassination of
Kennedy, and many more assassbeing broken together with the
IN
inations still, not forgetting that
most pem1c1ous aspect of THE ATTEMPTED COUP
of
Allende. In the Soviet Union
bureaucracy in Poland, is the THE USA.
they
make space experiments
old links between capitalism and
and support the development of
The shooting of Reagan
the backward sectors of state
and party in the Workers States; like that of Kennedy before, the masses of Afghanistan, Monthis is the sign that the co- and the attempt to put Haig golia and Poland. The bourgethe
in _ ois press must not be given the
existence of capitalism and i11 r:ho,~rge shows
of imperialism
to last word on what to say about
bureaucracy, against the full ability
d
Poland. The comrades of the
intervention of the masses of the .
impe
e
the
soviets.
The
Labour and trade union left must
Workers States, is being ended.
Yanks
have
not
the
ability
to
say that the USSR has suppThat announces much deeper
decide
when
and
how
to
launch
ort
ed Poland,
has given it
advances in all the Workers
States and the removal of the the war, and this is decisive for huge sums without interest, and
most corrupt sectors of bureau- humanity. Those who have the has endorsed the changes in
cracy in all the other Workers initiative are the Soviets, who Poland and made similar changes
Imperialism does not
States like Yugoslavia, Rumania show to the masses of the world itself.
and China. It means that the that they care for them, that the even have the ability to find the
world balance of forces is firmly form of the Workers State allows co-ordination to make all its
in favour of Socialist advance, the development of all peoples, component parts act unanimously
the building of Soviet democracy, even those who come from the in accord with its class interand against the private, indi- most backward conditions, like ests. The Workers States are
vidualist conception of running the people of Mongolia. The unanimous against imperialism.
tum to page 3
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THE COUP IN SPAIN ...
this form. Now in Spain the issue
of Workers State or capitalism is
not posed, but of defending democratic rights for a later stage.
This attempt at a coup has very
deep roots, and it is an attempt to
make other sectors come out in
support. This coup did not have a
great preparation.It was an ambiguous preparation, a struggle of
fractions where the most resolved
come out to confront the others and
to impose its will on them, which
shows the presence of different
social interests and the understanding, the capacity and political
resolution of different groups. The
conditions of Spain allow a small
group of soldiers that feel decided
to have the audacity to make this
intervention, even if, afterwards, it
failed. They are sectors who come
from fascism, and thus they are
accustomed to resolve matters by
means of apparatus, of small groups
who know what frightens and intlmidat es. Hence this resolution,
their fury which did not correspond
to reality, for example the fury of
Tejedo when he entered the parliament threatening the Members, did
not correspond to his later passivity. He remained passive, not only
he had to shoot in the air but to aim
at people to show them that he was
ready to win and to show decision.
It also shows that Tejedo was quite
afraid, hence by the cartridge belt
there was a rol I of toilet paper.
PASSIVE STRUGGLE
WORKERS
PARTIES
PERSPECTIVE.

OF THE
HAS NO

This situation in Spain demonstrates that it is necessary to reach
superior democratic levels, but
they cannot be reached by Mle
peaceful road of elections or of a
passive process in the class
struggle. The Socia lists and the
Communists have part of the responsibility for all this, because
they have conciliated with capitalism, as in the pact of Moncloa
which allowed no base of independent organisation but submitted
.everything to agreements with the
bourgeoisie. Part of the reaction
of people who did not mobilise is
due to this. The Communists have
lived by making pacts, and they
have not made appeals for a long
time for mobilisation; in the meetings of the trade unions and the
parties, the problems of the world
are not discussed. If there is a
discussion, it is made on the basis
of criticism and opposition to the
USSR, and there is no concern with
the political and scientific life
to explain the process of the world
and as part of that why the USSR
intervenes in Afghanistan, and why
in one case it intervenes and in the
other not, as the conclusion is the
same. Poland thanks the USSR, the
USSR congratulated Poland, and
Poland is resolving its problems
including the fact that it threw out
twentysix top leaders of the Party,
and there is no hecatomb. That is,
there is no political life either
among the Socialists or the Communists and, on the contrary, there
are threats to the sectors of the
Spanish Communist Party, like that
of Catalonia which seeks to advance and efforts are made to
smash them.

-2

It is the lack of class politics
and trade union life which prevented
people demonstrating immediately.
If there had been a previous preparation, people would have intervened immediately. The proof is
that when appea Is were made for a
mobilisation, people did so. The
demonstration of more than a million
and a half people in Madrid alone
is a fact of enormous significance
that people wanted to fight, that in
Spain there are no old people, as
there are none in the rest of the
world: the old ones are those who do
not have the capacity or will to
fight. If they do not have ability
it is one thing, but if they do not
have the capacity or will to struggle
it is because the will makes them
incapable. But, if they are impeded
from fighting because they cannot
move, they act in another way by
speaking or commentating.
In
Spain the trade union leaderships
put chains on the workers' movement, let everything be decided in
parliament, and it was not because
of parliament that the coup lasted
a very little time. But, anyway,
there was no programme or policy
on the part of the trade unions and
the parties. On a world scale they
have all the best conllitions in
which to advance. Imperialism and
capitalism are in retreat, not the
masses, the Communist parties
or the Workers States.

continued from page 1

in Spain is not convenient to the
Germans or the French; for them a
government as established at present is a better proposition.

This is not the stage of 1936.
Now there are twenty Workers States
and an immense maturing of the
masses of Spain, and it is the world
relation of forces which determines
that the USSR is going to intervene
in Spa in if something inconvenient
happens. The USSR cannot allow
Spain to fall into the hands of
reaction and, to a certain extent,
it's not convenient either to the
Germans or the French, above all
the latter. It's not convenient to
Germany because it would mean a
later submission to the Yanks; from
the class point of view they measure
it in one way, from the concrete
real point of view they assess it in
this particular way. They do not
abandon a class standpoint, but try
to take the least evil which is the
social democracy and French
democracy.
An appeal must be made to the
Socialist and Communist movement
of Europe, showing that this attempt
at a coup of Spanish fascism is
represented by the sectors most
linked to the Yanks. It must be
shown that they have no strength
but that they can mobilise and make
coups by using the inactivity,
paralysis, lack of programme and
policy of the Communist and
The Communist parties do not Socialist parties and of the trade
progress in a constant and un- unions. It is necessary to elevate
interrupted form, because their democracy in the trade unions and
policy does not correspond to in the parties, and this means to
necessity. The masses have an discuss all the problems with
experience superior to the Com- scientific bases, whether it's a
munist Party and their will to problem of Spain or the problems
struggle is superior to the limitation of the world. But there are no diswhich the CP, the SP and the trade cussions. The leaderships make
unions wish to impose on them. criticisms and give criminal opinion
This is a conclusion which has to deprived of all scientific signifibe drawn on why there was no cance, of conclusions and interspontaneous reaction from the pretations like the opinions over
the USSR or Poland, when the
masses.
events of Poland are a con.clusion
against aII these leaderships. The
APPEALS TO THE PEASANTS,
speech of Kania is a conclusion
This present stage in Spain against every attempt to want to go
requires trade union, factory and back on the resolutions that were
workers areas mobilisations, aiming taken. It is a judgement on the
appea Is at the police, the army, paralysis of the previous poljtical
at the functionaries making pro- leadership, which is an immense
posals on how to make Spain pro- progress of the Workers States.
gress so that it may be clear to But capitalism has to make movepeople that the sectors who oppose ments like that of Spain, which are
progress are the reactionary sectors assassin movements, which one
and that it is not a question of an must foresee are going to be
abstract defence of the programme repeated.
of Communism or Socialism, but
the sectors supporting the coup are
It is possible that the king knew
opposed to progress. It is neces- of the coup without being involved
sary to make appeals to the pea- in it - and let it happen to try to
sants so that they intervene, as eliminate the originators.
The
they are the majority of the Spanish movement was very profound, and
population and the most exploited. this is expressed in the fact that,
The Communists, the Socialists and according to official declarations,
the nationalist movements make up many high military chiefs are inthe majority of the population; volved while they have detained
they are divided and thus they very few. It is necessary to discuss
cannot concentrate their force and where is the democracy there?
represent a greater strength than What democracy is this where one
their real number.
group goes to assassinate another
lot and fails but continues sentenThe world bourgeoisie always cing to death, as they have the
supports the military movement power!
which wins, because a defeat of
such a movement feeds the revoOne of the measures which has
lutionary movements, and yet, on to be taken is to expel and imprison
the other hand, it is not convenient all those who participated in the
for them to instigate the movement attempt at a coup, including the
because that promotes internal soldiers, everyone, so that afterconflicts. A triumph of the Right wards the soldiers do not obey any
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more orders whiC:h go against
democracy. It Is necessary to be
based on the fact that in the army
there is a great movement of democratic soldiers~ It is a lie that
those who tried the coup are the
majority in the army. There is an
immense number of democratic
soldiers who developed in the epoch
of Francoism, because in the last
stage Franco had to concede,
including over major strikes which
were not repressed. The paralysis
of the economy led to Franco being
thrown out; he died because there
was no place for Francoism.
The Communists in Spain have
to propose concrete measures for
this situation, with all the complications which they are going to
find, but they have to propose
ll)easures of change, control and
mobilisations. They have to make
appeals to the democratic soldiers
to respect the right of the population and to make movements which
include the population to organise
committees in the workers areas,
of the factories to confront and
appeal to the soldiers, to the police
to disobey every order which goes
against democratic rights. This is
totally constitutional, otherwise
everything is totally confined to
Suarez and he appears as the
mediator.
APPEALS TO THE POPULATION.

It is necessary to analyse also
that the regionalisation of Spain
weakens the workers movement
enormously. The confrontation of
the Catalan Communist Party with
Madrid is a weakening, not an
interna I discussion but a weakening
because one sector is against the
other. There is no internal discussion, and thus the workers
movement fears to make an appearance.

It is necessary to prepare
organisms in the workers areas so
that they influence the army. The
sector which tried the coup does not
have an overwhelming force, otherwise they would have made the coup
- and every sector has limits in
what it wants and the differences
between the limits which each
sector wants to achieve means that
there is no security. If they had
security they would have made the
coup some time ago. All this
shows the weakness of the organisers of the coup, and thus the
Communist Party has to draw this
conclusion. There has to be a
discussion in the trade unions, in
the workers areas and schools to
prepare people, and
aimed
at the soldiers, at the police, so
that they do not obey orders which
go against the interest of the
country or which may not go
against any external enemy.
It is necessary to take measures
to purge the police and the army
and plan for the economy of economic development. It is necessary
to make popular organisms to intervene and make agreements with all
the Left, the traditional workers
parties and the Left Basque movements. It is necessary to eliminate
military secrets, which are secrets
against the interest of the country.

Military secrecy. is right for the
enemy of the country, but here
they utilise it against the masses.
The clear and decisive fact is that
the mobilisation of almost two
million people in Madrid. had a
quality superior to the demonstration based on this, the mobilisation which was passive because
it was made so. The sentiment of
the masses was infinitely superior
and is going to have very great
effects; and it is necessary to be
based on the effects which it is
going to have on the army.
If there is a new coup appeals
must be made to all the soldiers to
oppose, to resist obeying orders
against the Constitution and the
parliament, and to appeal for
resistance. The attitude of the king
and also that of Suarez, who is
travelling to the United States,
shows that they have arrangements
with the military.

The Communists and Socialists
have to base themselves on the
recent mobilisation to draw conclusions and propose the necessary
measures. The mobilisation does
not have an immediate effect in
overthrowing the perpetrators of the
coup, but shows the initiative of
people on which the Communists
must support themselves, to take
organisational measures against the
sectors who want the coup. But
the Communists and the trade unions
do not do this. They hope that the
mobilisation in itself will produce
effects. Hence, they do not appreciate the sense of the mobilisation.
The people have now spoken they have said that they are against
the coup, but the workers leaders
are the ones who have to organise
now. If the masses did not come
out before to mobilise, it is because
they were not prepared. All the
trade union policy had been one of
conciliation and passivity in relation to capitalism, and seen in the
pact of Moncloa which is an agreement of submission to the apparatus
of the capitalist system. The workers movement was not prepared to
demonstrate; the leaders believe
that the workers movement is going
to demonstrate if there is a coup.
How is it going to demonstrate if
there is no leadership? But the
event has sho.wn that, insofar as
there was an appeal made by the
leadership, people intervened, the
millions that demonstrated showed
that they were ready to intervene.
None of the trade union or political
leaderships spoke of the importance
of the mobilisation to be based on
it. It is necessary to calculate
that about four millions mobilised
throughout the country, which represents about fifty percent of Spain,
that is, the active half of Spain.
It is necessary to take into account
also that in the Basque country
there was no mobilisation because
of their resistance to the central
power; but if they wanted to mobilise they could mobilise two
million - even when they had the
funeral of the assassinated guerriUa of ETA hundreds of thousands
turned up. The Communists do not
base themselves on this, but they
play the game, like Gonsalez, to
use this situation to intervene in
the government with the excuse that
with this they are going to stop the
Right. This is the excuse but, in
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reality, it is the reformist path
which is being taken - which means
that they are going to take social,
economic and political measures
which are not those they could take
on the basis of the intervention of
the workers movement by means of
the Socialist-Communist alliance
or with the Basque nationalist
sectors and the Left in general.
At the same time, it is true that
it is only a few years after the fall
of Franco and the period of transition is short. But, if they are a
few years of Spain, in the world it
is decades. Franco fell because
the world was against him, otherwise he would not have fallen and
the rapid conversion of Suarez is
because the world made him change;
if he continues, the policy of Franco
is no solution. The king is a
passive instrument to centralise the
bourgeois differences, a passive
element which co-ordinates. This
is its function. He has no value for
ideas or positions.
The king is trying to pass
through this situation, not to have
to confront either the democrats or
the organisers of the coup and lose
his role; and, besides, because that
is his role. The king, as a king,
does not have his own interests but
is simply a link. He does not come
from a monarchical tradition. He
does not have all the aristocratic
structure like the other monarchies
of Europe. It is simply him, his
wife and sons; nothing more.
NO

MORE

MONCLOAS!

In this process, it is not enough
to denounce, criticise or oppose,
but now it is necessary to make an
alliance with the bourgeoisie
without shackling the unions. The
unions and the workers parties are
going to have to concede but the
most important aspect of the fight
is lo maintain it, not making an
alliance for electoral objectives
but an alliance now to take steps
whi.ch the bourgeoisie are going to
resist, because every weakening of
the army is also against them. But
there are sectors of the bourgeoisie
who are ready to accept through
their transitory interests an agreement with the Socialists, Communists and trade unions.
This
situation depends on the preparation
of the Communist Party; the problem
is that it has no preparation, and
thus it concedes and runs behind
the bourgeoisie, not in alliance which means that they are maintaining their independence of action
and of proposals and measures, but
submitting to the bourgeoisie as
they did with the pact of Moncloa.
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EDITORIAL

frompagi! 1

The bourgeoisie of Europe looks
at the assassination attempt on
Reagan and thinks that it counts
for nothing in the plans of the
centres that decide in the heart
of imperialism. So, it looks for
a 'European' solution, away from
imperialism.
This fuels the
crisis in all the social democracies of Europe: of Sweden,
Germany and Britain; and helps
the development of currents; it
helps the breaking of the appa-

tile 11/Jollt/011 of Ille 11101111rclly t111tl
cllt1119e1 111 Ille l11/Jo11r p11rt1
The growing criticism of the
monarchy is an important expression ot the orwmbling of social
support for British imperialism,
The election for the Chancellor of
London University was a case in
point. In this election, not only
were the monarchy's representatives challenged for the first time,

imperialism, to bind large sectors
of the population to its interests.
When the Queen and the Duke of
Edinburgh openly support NA TO
and the war preparations against the
Workers States and the world revolution, this expresses a real desperation on the part of British

ratus which impeded the formation of currents. The continuous
social, political and economic
. . t d h
cns1s ee s t e constant pressure for programme in the social
democracy and the trade unions
and this pushes the crisis in the
apparatus of the workers movement continuously to the left.
Imperialism does not have the
ability to stop this.
It has
weapons, but social processes
are not determined by weapons.
They may be delayed or impeded
but not stopped by them. The
masses look at Poland and see
that it is possible to weigh in
the leadership, to remove leaders
and to build a party, to criticise
and speak. In the recent Central
Committee of the Polish Communist Party, all the ·wor'"'er "'ele-

Capitalism is based on an
apparatus of Labour and trade
unions, which it has always

logical progression from the pro-

posa/ to abolish the House of Lords
and the beginning of a discussion
in the Labour Party on what method
is necessary to implement the ant/capitalist programme which the
Party has adopted.
It ls certain
that the monarchy is not going to
be abolished by parliamentary
decree since parliament, whilst
useful as a platform, is a subordinated part of the state structure.
At the same time, it a/so poses the
question of what alternative organisms of power are necessary for the
advance to Socialism.

imperialism. When British Imperiabut the opposition candidates lism takes such desperate actions Nelson Mandela and Jack Jones desperate because it alerts Interreceived one third of the votes. mediate sectors in society to the
This was in a very select electorate reality of the class struggle - It is
- the students have no vote - and because British Imperialism Is
the result might have been quite disintegrating. If it takes such an
different if they had. The monarchy action which tends to alienate what
is a facade which British Imperia- little social support it has left, it
lism maintains to give an im- is because the need to hold the
pression of centralisation, stability caplt al/st class itself together is
and continuity in front of bourgeois the over-riding priority.
It is true that elements of crisectors and the petit bourgeoisie.
ticism of the monarchy come from
At the same time, it is a centre tor
sectors in the Labour leadership
the leading layers of the bourgeoisie, as well as a screen behind
which seek a local/st bourgeois
which they hide their internal
ft is precisely because the solution to the problems posed by
differences. This means that any monarchy plays such a central role capitalism. The continued support
criticism of the monarchy, parti- In the British capitalist state that for a Scottish Assembly ls 'an excularly from strata which represent the Labour leadership has either pression of this. It means that a
the social support of imperialism. supported it, or failed to mention sector of the Labour leadership is
has a particular significance. This the subject in the past. The Labour following behind the disintegration
is because to question the monarchy leadership was very aware that the of capitalism in which sectors of
means to question the validity of question of the monarchy meant the bourgeoisie seek to solve their
all the values of British imperia- questioning the whole structure of own problems on a local basis.
lism.
Attacks on the
bourgeois society and the idea that This confusion of thought in the
monarchy mean the whole structure
Socialism was simply a reformed Labour Party was expressed in the
of the bourgeois state is being put
version of capitalism. Now, the 'South Yorkshire Socialist Republic'
in.to question.
discussion is being opened in the slogan of the 'South Yorkshire
Labour Party.
The editorial in Socialist Republic', but it ls the
'Labour Weekly', which drew the conception of a Socialist Republic
very simple conclusion that the which dominates in the process of
monarchy is 'Incompatible with a changes in the Labour Party. In
classless society', expresses the this respect it is important that the
process of changes to the Left in article in 'Labour Weekly' talks
the Labour Party and, by implica- about the monarchy being incomThe fact that, in its total crisis
and in conditions of a world balance tion, is revolutionary. In its form, patible with a 'classless society'
of
forces against capitalism, it is a very profound questioning of rather than incompatible - as it is The
'parliamentary
road
to with bourgeois democracy.
British imperialism has been unable the
editorial
in
'Labour
Weekly'
shows
is
because,
if
Socialism'.
This
to maintain the. 'impartial and nonthe monarchy as a representation of that the 'Socialist republic' is more
political' face of the monarchy has
only served to stimulate opposition the state is incompatible with than just a slogan. If the question
amongst its own soc/a/ base. This Socialism, then the whole bourgeois of the abolition of the monarchy is
idea of the monarchy being above state and its organs are incom- raised in the national press of the
class has been important for British patible with Socialism. It is a Labour Party It means that there

"'

U'

gates were allowed to speak
•
.
masses are gomg to say
,The
,
•
Why can t we do this in Britain?'

relied on as a sate 'bourgeois'
opposition. The breaki"ng "'own
U'
of that apn<>ratus
1·s the local
,....
expression in Bri"tai·n of the
world struggle, system against
S"""fem,
in which Soct"a/t"sm ,·s
,,_
being constructed. This is why
Poland is deciding the process
in the Labour Party. The fact
that the changes are taking a
rather organisational
form of
're-selection' and 'to make the
conference decisions prevail', is
due to the fact that the world
revolutionary process is much
more dynamic than that of th..
"'
formation of conscious ideas"

result of the world process. All
this tends to stimulate a much
more acute clarification in
Labour, to the left, accomplished
by tendencies and eventually a
current, conscious of the need
to make a systematic study of
the class struggle and the
inevitability of its outcome. It
is not true that this will reduce
the Labour Party to a small
circle of people with no support.
It is a process in which the centralisation of Labour will become
a leading centre, organiser and
protagonist of the interests of
the masses, and therefore it will
be followed and supported by
·w
. 1 d.
1
0f
mi t0ns
peop e, me u mg
sectors of the 'bourgeois estab-

is a tendency In the leadership
which wants to stimulate the discuss/on in the Labour Party, It ls
a/so a measure of the balance of
forces in the Labour Party that
there has been no real public
opposition to the proposal to
abolish the monarchy. The same
balance of forces is expressed in
the fact that the leader of the
'opposition' failed to congratulate
the coming marriage of the Prince
of Wales.
In the final analysis, this proposal for the abolition of the monarchy is going to lead to a discussion on the alternative forms of
democracy in society, and not
simply more bourgeois democracy.
In reality, the whole gradualist,
electorallst and parliamentary road
to Socialism has been brought Into
question; the elimination of respect
for the monarchy means the elimination of respect tor parliament.
The conditions are now ripe In the
Labour Party to discuss a campaign against the Tory government
which ls based on an ant/capitalist programme and the development of organisms to Implement that anti-capitalist programme.
In this, the occupation of factories
- as a prelude to nationalisations,
without waiting for a General
Election - is a .key issue. The
Labour Left has to Include the
abolition of the monarchy as part
of the Labour Party programme,
and stimulate the development of
the organisms of the working class:
factory committe~s which have the
capability of running factories
under workers control and other
popular qrganisms. In this way,
the discussion on the necessity for
the overthrow of the capitalist state
and the actual development of
organisms of workers and popular
power is carried forward together.
We call on the comrades of the
Labour Party and Trade Unions to
discuss this.

THE OPPOSITION

OF THE

TR.4DE UNION l9lJRf:,4UCAAC'I
TO CH,JtNGES
IN u 4aOUFl

The discussion in the Labour
Party tends to focus on 'when
did the social democrats start
to plot' and whether they broke
Party discipline.
But it is
immensely more important to
focus on why most of them were
ministers in previous Labour
governments, In top posts in the
state and EEC, and some of
them in the NEC itself. How did
they get there? What is the
functioning that allows this sort
of thing to happen? Is this not
more important than tbe plots of
the social democrats?
The
problem then comes down on how
and leadership. But the leader- lishment' and of the army and t0
t th" h
.
.
ship is being formed in that way. police itself. When there is such
preven
IS appenmg agam:
re-selection? Ideas are a social
The breaking away of the Social a disintegration of imperialism
thing and no one can make a man
Democrats and the formation of a on a world scale, it is not
new party is part of the disin- possible that a similar disinte- pledge himself to future policies
before the eventualities actually
tegration of the capitalist poli- gration is not taking place in the arise. But, yes, what the left
tical structure in Britain, as a heart of the state <apparatus must and. can do is to ensure
in Britain.

THE P ROCESS IN THE LA/30UR
P,4RTY WILL GO FARTHER
STILL.
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ON FREUD

THE LP AND THE INTERVENTION
OF THE MASSES
The permanent crisis of the with Leftist positions, but they are
Conservative government and the placed in a state of passivity by the
The Benn
formation of the Sovlal Democratic O'J Jective situation.
Party, a break from the Labour current is more open abOut the comParty, show the degree of the plete inability of capitalism to
cracking of all the traditional solve any of the problems and the
structure of British politics. It Is need for an economy that answers to
the end of the permanent consensus the needs of the population, but the
system, where capita/Ism could/ means to secure this are kept
a/ways look to the LabOur Party as totally within an electoral perspecthe reliable support to get the sys- tive coupled with a third road
tem out of difficult/es. The over- approach: that is, 'Britain' can be
whelming weakness of the capitalist independent of the 'East/West •
system is not automatically regis- conflict. Other sectors, organised
tered In the appearance of a leader- or not, are also present. Elements
ship prepared to overthrow it and of the Trotsky/st programme are
with
the necessary authority. kept In an atrophied form by the
Today, it is manifest that the sys- Militant Group al/led to ant/tem continues despite error after Workers States attitudes with no
error, failure after failure: because conception of the need for a differthe necessary leadership Is in pro- ent type of Labour Party. The tact
cess of formation and there are a that 'Labour Weekly' published a
whole series of stages and tvans- demand for the abolition of the
formatlons of the Labour Party monarchy and that Labour MPs
before such a leadership will showed the desire to understand,
and in part support, the Soviet
emerge.
intervention in Afghanistan, all
Everything is determined not by show a process which broaches,
events In this country but by the even if only indirectly, the need
international class struggle
to discuss conceptions, Ideas,
system versus system, Workers principles of politics; rather than
States versus imperialism. British empirical and pragmatist counsels.
imperialism, like all the other
imperialisms, has to concentrate its
resources on military expenditures
The process cannot remain only
to confront the Workers States at the level of controlling MPs and
and the arms trade is an important
export showing the uncreative submitting the Parliamentary Party
to the Party based more on the
character of the system. At the
trade
unions. What is at stake is
same time, the intense interthe need for a different type of
capitalist competition demonstrates
Party. Socialism is not arrived at
now that British imperialism Is
weak and incapable. The Thatcher as a result of some Left political
leaders winning votes and then
experience, designed to impose a
new regime politically and econo- passing legislation which gives
mically to strengthen cap it a/ism, Socialism to the population. There
has tailed comp/et ely. The effort is no example of a Workers State
to develop a strong regime prepared being arrived at on the basis of the
to confront the Workers St ates has passive parliamentary vote, or,
led to a sharp differentiation in the
indeed, such a vote backed up by a
Conservative Party itself, and the
few demonstrations. Where is there
profound weakening of the most the example of this? It has been
bourgeois sectors of the Labour proved that nationalisations in a
Party. Hitler, In another period,
capitalist economy, carried out
imposed a policy which in part without the Intervention of the
strengthened capitalism transitorily
masses, means a submission to
in the preparation to confront the capitalism. What is required is a
Party which acts with the masses,
Soviet Union. The circumstances
favoured him but the line of Thatch- which develops an internal life of
er - which Is an inevitable ex- Party schools to develop cadres,
pression of the need of the central who do not live at the level only
sectors of capitalism to prepare to of parliamentary or local elections
confront the masses and the Workers but develop a variety of links with
States - fails to solve even trans- the population in the factories and
itori ly any of the problems of the workers areas. But this means
capitalism and actually promotes a radical break with a conception
profound rifts in the capitalist class of measures being taken for the
itself.
The new SDP does not population and not by the popustrengthen, but weakens capitalism. lation. It means that the masses
must be seen as a creative force
It takes forces from capitalism,
from the bOurgeoisie not the masses. who can exercise workers control.
A most important process of
differentiation Is in process in the
Labour Party, and the separation
of the Social Democrats is only
the beginning of all this.
The
Healey-Shore sectors, in alliance
with the most conservative sectors
of the trade unions, are concerned
above all to contain an objective
process of discussion, and sabotage
the process in the Labour Party by
Inducing a tear of the SDP. They
try the old line of the need to
accommodate to the middle sectors
and not to frighten the el.ectorate

Poland ls going to have a powerful, if not immediate, role in all
this. ft shows how a population can
move in the most profound way on
the basis of a Workers State to
liquidate backward sectors, without
waiting upon decrees in parliament.
The actions there raise the
authority Immensely of the Workers
State, just as 1917 electrified the
world when it gave the example that it was possible to get rid of
capitalism and not wait centuries
on the unreal perspective that it
could wither away by agreement.
Poland is also an example of the
vanguard weighing on Its leadership
to advance and respond to the
needs of the population. All this
wi II raise issues of the superiority
of the Workers States over capitalism and the real nature of a
workers' Party.
In the process that is occurring
in the Labour Party none of the
protagonists, at this moment, are
offering any coherent explanation
of what is happening, and what will
happen.
Why are there so many
elements in the Parliamentary Party
against the programme of Socialism?
How did they get there? What is
meant by democracy? Parliament
or mass organisms and popular
expression as in Poland? A great
Jearning process is taking place in
Poland, one which is entailed
because the Party in Poland was
bureaucratised and did not allow
discussion, but now it is taking
place. The \Jiscussloh of Ideas in
the Labour P~rty has hardly begun.
Much occurs in a piecemeal way, or
not at all - tor example, what is
the thought on the plans of imperia/ism for Ireland and what do they
portend? A conscious understanding and interest in ideas must
accompany the interventions of the
Party in elections and demonstrations.
ft is necessary to
develop, on the basis of Poland,
an ever gn:ater security on the role
of the Workers States.
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that the necessary organisms
function in factories and places
of work
in which the selection of leaders is being made
via the construction of cadres.
Socialism is not a question of
choice, determined by some
leaders, but a necessity of the
economy and society, for which
a leadership (which does not
allow 'everyone to speak', i.e
bourgeois opinion) arises to
Such a process is a prolonged allow the working class to
one and the course of differentia- speak.
tion ls determined by the rhythms
The struggle to expel Hettly
of the whole process of the world from the deputy leader position
revolution
and the evolution, is correct and part of a clearance
particularly, of the Communist which it is necessary to make.
parties. The reconstruction of the
Party is going to involve a whole But one cannot just hope to
process of discussion of ideas remove him and his sector withwhich go outside the 'national' out broaching the problem of
framework of, in or out of the programme, policy and objecCommon Market, outside the separ- tives. The sector of the trade
ation of industrial' and 'political' union bureaucracy which suppolicies and the separation of ports the removal of Healy is
Britain from the experience of the quite correct, but It also tries
Workers States in the world. to prevent a much greater up-

Freud fe It the necessity of
seeing the forces at work in the
human mind, but he omitted - not
with bad intentions but as a product
of the relations which existed then
- to open his own mind to the
elements of dialectical analysis.
The mind is the essential centre of
life. It is the motor, the most
important propeller, receiver and
emitter, and also Freud fulfilled
the function of emitter not receiver.
This limited him. His intention was
very good. He was a scientist, but
he forgot that every scientist is a
resu It and representation of an uninterrupted process of history. He
omitted Marxism and the class
struggle and, in omitting these two
th in gs, it is as if he had left the
door shut. One of the essentia I
problems which he dealt with, but
very generally, was the problem of
human anguish - which corresponds
to a particular class and social
level, while he analyses it as a

genera I problem - and he is not
correct in this. He extends and
generalises an observation which
corresponds to a particular sector
and sphere of society. In not seeing
that society was divided into
classes he took aII the persons as
equal, some better, some worse.
His sentiment is correct, but not the
method.
Hence Trotsky thought
highly of him, but showed that it
was not possible to analyse in this
way.
Freud cou Id not foresee the
Workers State and that, in the Workers State, people wou Id be born who
do not have the problems which
exist in the capitalist system.
Without there being a total transformation, the social base of the
problems is not now the same. The
residues of capitalist society
remain but do not determine social
behaviour; they are residues,
nothing more.

J.

heaval in which the workers
would do the clearing up themselves, and not just leave it to
a few leaders. Inevitably in that
process, a whole right wing
trade union sector is being rejected, and this upsets
the
balance in the bureaucratic links
between the apparatus of Labour
and that of the trade unions.
This is why all the bureaucrats
can be heard screaming, 'This
is divisive!' This is because
the process divides the ranks of
bureaucracy,
weakens
them,
and leaves the trade union
bureaucrats alone, without the
traditional torm and structure of
social democrats, some of whom
have now departed. The process
tends towards a deep and mighty
unification, that of the political
left of the Labour Party and the
trade union and workers base,
which is not just going to sit
back and wait. It is well demonstrated in the actions of the
miners, the continuous strikes
against the government and the
many victories against it, that
the
workers aren't going to
'leave it to parliament'.
THE WORKING CLASS IS THE
PROTAGONIST OF THE PROGRESS OF HISTORY.
The civil servants strike has
much importance in this stage.
There is no doubt that it is a
sector, many of whom voted for
Thatcher in elections but that
will be won by Labour when it
shows that the workers at the
base of Labour have managed to
give form to the anti-war, antinuclear
bases,
anti-state
secrecy movements, and that a
leadership emerges with Socialist solutions. Labour may then
start to call itself something
else, but the main thing is that
it will receive the electoral and
human support of millions. The
changes in Labour will not lead
to loss of votes, far from it.
The civil servants have made a
whole series of disruptions of
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the state and military functioning
and if the Labour Party left put
itself at the head of such struggles it would receive an immense
support, and many leaders know
this. The anti-nuclear demonstrations called by Labour surpassed all their expectations
and, in part, frightened a good
many of them.
But the base,
which wants more intervention
of the trade unions in Labour,
which rejects the parliamentary
dictatorship, feels secure and
confident, because it sees what
is being done in Poland.
When
MPs of the Labour Party went to
Afghanistan and refused to see
the heroes of the bourgeoisie,
'the rebels' who are against
progress, they showed that there
is a high level of penetration of
the world and of ideas even in
the top spheres of the apparatus

It is
necessary to ask why don't we
discuss Poland in the Labour
Party?
Why don't we discuss
Afghanistan in public? Why not
public meetings where all can
speak, and the procedure of a
party leader speaking for forty
minutes and each person one
minute is ended? This procedure
is to stop people developin;,
ideas and is a mockery which
people will not put up with much
longer.
In Poland the Communist vanguard Is learning to
build a genuine party that listens
to them, and this is not a distant
experience for Britain.
The
role of the trade unions cannot
be stopped at the limits of
parliamentary democracy.
All
this will demand political life,
activity, meetings, publications
- and we call on the comrades
of the left to discuss this.

3;4.81.
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changes in Poland

means to cleanse the bureaucratic
apparatus and proceed - one of the
most complete forms of eliminating
the bureaucracy - to eliminate on a
world scale the capitalist system
that offers points of support to
bureaucratic functioning.
This process is happening in
Poland. The workers are learning
to lead and feel enough security in
the world to make this resolution.
At the same time, there is a very
great number of bandits - as there
were in the Soviet Union - like
Solzhenitsyn who was the spoiled
darling of the bureaucracy. ft shows
what an apparatus they had. This
has happened in only five to ten
years.
The Polish Communist
workers see that they hatl)e this
apparatus and are winning the
Polish Catholics to support them.
It is the Polish workers vanguard
which has won the catholic Polish
people to this objective, including
the priests, i.e. 'Go forward with
God, but this is the situation'.

This is what is happening in
Poland and the Italian Communist

Party do not understand•

EDITORIAL
They do

not see the process of the formation
of the Communist leadership which
does not have fixed stages - agreed
- but the coming of the war is
already fixing limits to the time
and stages. This is because capitalism is preparing war, and the
more it does, the more the Sovi~t
Union is going to the Left.
It's
enough to see that the historic
and social base is neither bureaucratic nor one of private management, but Soviet.
If imperialism
had been able to continue the epoch
of prosperity, the Soviet bureaucracy would have continued as
before. But, at the same time, the
maturing of the revolutionary world
movement also would have overthrown it. Stalin did not tall because
he ·fell downstairs, but he was
killed because he was unnecessary
In history. Hence, in the history of
the Soviet Union no one discusses
what happened with Stalin, simply
'he died'. And how did he die? He
died. But••• it seems that they killed him. Look, he died. The important thing is that he died. There
is the certificate which said he
died. And of what did the doctor
say he died? 'Not necessary in

..

history'. The bureaucrat reads this
and then leaves it in si fence and
goes away.
The process is very rich because
this stage of history concentrates
a series of conclusions from the
epd of the cycle of histor~the end
of private property and also the
development of the beginning of the
end of the bureaucratic apparatus.
Even if the bases are suppressed
which give rise to the bureaucracy,
the structure still remains.
The
bases which caused the bureaucracy
do not exist, they were destroyed;
but the structure exists, and the
proletariat was not able to educate
Itself.
Thus the bureaucratic
apparatus ls, and has strength and
capacity, because It is an apparatus
which is structured in the previous
process, while the proletariat can' t
simply make a new structure. a.tt
the important aspect to assess is
that the proletariat does not yield,
is not afraid, is not on its knees,
accepting the apparatus as fate and
an evil which it cannot impede. On
the contrary,
see the force
which is unfolding and the depth
of the process which ls developing
in Poland.

J,
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Poland and the advance of the
workers states
The Polish experience shows Party apparatus and linked to too
the great advance of the process of apparatus who endeavour to utilise
politica I revolution in the Workers the process to contain and divert
States. It has taken particular
the struggle in channels to try to
forms in Poland, including the weaken the structure of the Workers
smashing of the old trade union State, by forms of self-management,
centres, but all this has come about and containing any forms of comsince the increased elevation of the plete Soviet democracy.
Soviet Union in participating in the
But, in spite of these comp licaprocess of the world revolution.
The original intervention of the tions, the process in Poland has
Soviets in Czechoslovakia typified great significance for aII the Worthe change in the attitudes of the
Soviet leadership. In intervening kers States, including the Soviet
against the Czechoslovakian con- Union. The bureaucratic functionciliators with capitalism the Soviet ing, particularly in China and the
Workers States, for example
leadership was announcing its pre- smaller
in Eastern Europe, is mrire and more
paration to break links with capi- in conflict with the objective course
talism both on the externa I and of human history, the change in reinterna I pl an es.
lations in the Workers States themThe historic depth of the structure of the Soviet Workers State even
in the face of an extensive and
privileged caste, has provoked a
differentiation in the Soviet bureaubl" d t
. h h b
cracy wh1c
as een o rge o
adapt 'itself more and more to the
process Of the World revolutl·on •
The process in Poland brings out
the difficulties for the present
Soviet leadership - arising from its
past education - to provide a clear
and consistent political explanation
both. to determine events in Poland
and to influence the world vanguard. On the other hand, it supports the progressive aspects in
Poland. The prolonged process in
Poland is because there is no firm
leadership adjusted to the needs of
the Workers State. The Communist
cadres have to learn en route and,
in the course of the process, there
are all manner of elements in the

selves and the system versus systern character of the world process.
The crisis in Poland has unmasked
the depth of bureaucratic functioning in the smaller Workers States also the case in China _ and its
1

irrelevance and lack of 1·ustificat1'on
in the world as it exists. It is true
that the bureaucracy objectively
lacks the malignancy of a previous
epoch. It is a tumour which can
be removed with capable surgery,
not one which could endanger the
very existence of the Workers State
as with Stalin. The bureaucracy
continues to exist as an inert
element in the dynamic growth of
the Workers State, or it coo ta ins the
Workers State.

quired· a whole series of processes.
1970 ln Poland meant violence, but
the elevation of the Workers State
has aII owed a far more. healthy and
profounder process than ten years
ago. In itself, the Soviet intervention originally in Czechoslovakia
was a part of the process of political revolution eliminating the most
conciliatory sectors of the bureaucracy, although the process is not
complete.
It is necessary to expect more
disturbances in the Workers States
which will lead to a purging of the
parties and trade unions, and a
tendency to improve centralised
planning of the economy and to
allow a greater weight from the
masses. The recent uproar in Yugoslavia at Kosovo el1Jlibited:,aspectt
of regionalist localism which has
resulted from bureaucratic functioning and is symptomatic of the
need to cleanse the Yugoslav
Workers State, t0 finish with the
type of self-managemen·t wh1'ch
encourages separat1'sm and the
weakening of the Workers State.

At the same time, it is important
to take account of the cumulative
effect of these and the whole world
process in the situation in China.
The stupidity of this particular
bureaucracy is mt the same weight
on the proletarian vanguard as in
the past. For one thing, it has
registered a series of failures which
undermine the position of the
It is of especia I importance to bureaucracy, if this is partly massee the possibility to eject the ked by the domination of the
bureaucracy with a minimum of apparatus of Deng Xiao Ping. It
force. To reach this stage has re- has proved impossible to sustain
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against the system. The fact that the most respectable, by capitalist
st.a~dards, of .MPs were obliged to heckle Prior, the Tory employment
minister, outside the Houses of Parliament shows the enormous extraparlia mentary pressure which is building up against capita I ism, The
expression of this is still very limited compared with necessity but what
ls .important is tharthe process has begun. It is absurd that o~ May Day
neither the Labour Party nor the unions co-ordinated to mobilise a massive anti-capitalist demonstration, and that is the result of fears and
resistence in the apparatuses, but this is to be expected and it wil I not
continue Ii ke th is.
CAPITALISM

HAS TO BE ELIMINATED.

It is becoming clearer and clearer - not least to many of the electorai
~ase of the Con.ser~ative Party - that the capita list system is tota Ily
incapable of satisfying the needs of the population. The fact that Conservative MPs voted wi-th the Labour Party against the government and the
permanent divisions in the Conservative leadership is a measure of tbe
process of.the termination of capitalism.
The process of
slump continues throughout the capita list world and the conditions of life
wi 11 continue to deteriorate. It wi II continue so long as capita Iism exists.
But there is no despair in the population, If there were capitalism would
find the forces for repression, but it cannot because the population sees
that there is another alternativ.e - the Soviet Union, Poland and the
Workers States where there is progress, and if there are problems there is
a perspective of solution, Under capitalism there is no solution to'anything, only violence, corruption1 and a cretinous distortion of the truth
over everything.
More and more the Labour Left is feeling the effects o1 the world.
The process in Northern Ire land aII helps to break the she I! of insular
politics played according to capitalist norms, The events in Poland are a
clear proof of the ability of the Workers States to advance and destroy all
the capitalist mythology about a Stalinist Soviet Union. On the contrary
it is the 'Stalinists' who are being ejected and a new leadership developed.
The Left in the Labour Party is in a better posit ion to take audacious
steps to further the politica I life and the concrete orientation of the Party,
It is necessary to call meetings and schools to discuss the process in the
world, to discuss Poland, the changes in the Soviet Union, the need to
develop a Party that is harmonised with the needs of the population.
Every demonstration should have a clear programmatic conclusion, At one
time some of the trade union leaders were highly concerned about Polaad,
then it all stopped. Why? Did it not go according to plan? But the
Labour Party and the unions should develop a consistent discussion, not
just pick things up and then drop them according to the whim of some
functionary or other. Ireland should be consistently discussed. On what
basis can there be any consensus with capitalism over Northern Ireland?
This requires a consistency from the Left, and. this will come,
At the demonstration in Liverpool on May I over the unemployed the
term 'social transformation' was used frequently. This shows that there
is a conscious understanding of the need and possibility to get rid of
capitalism, This can be translated into action by the forces of the Left
in the Labour Party becoming much more audacious, affirming boldly the
necessity now of workers control and popular committees, the imposition
of anti-capita list demands by occupations and mass mob ii isations,
including general strikes, the need for a united Labour/trade union front
to impose anti:...capita list demands such as wages to keep pace with the
cost of living, public works for the unemployed, and a united front with
the Irish masses North and South, breaking the separation of struggles.
The assocfation of these demands with the mass movements for the
rejection of atomic weapons are the basis for a massive struggle to
destroy the government and finally destroy the capitalist system.
1 5

Pol Pot or contain the world revolution. The attempt to destroy the
T
f
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the trial of the 'gang of four' failed
and, after systematic efforts to
eliminate the authority of Mao Tse
Tung associated with the founding
of the Workers State and the csu!tural
revolution, the army has reasserted the role of Mao Tse Tung.
The present clique has been obliged to contain the Rightist
dissidents. The most megalomaniac
schemes to super-industrielise
China, to build it up to a 'great
industrial power', aisymptom of the
most vulgar nationalism, have
already crashed.
The crisis is
going to deepen quite rapidly and
the Deng clique is in a weakened
position, The appearance of ele-,
ments among the youth demoralised;
by the lack of functioning of the\
Workers State, associated ·with
efforts to decentralise the economy
are oointers to the failure in th~
capacity of the bureaucracy. The
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bureaucracy tries to utilise the
weight of the peasantry and the
I k 0f
1·t· 1 l'f
t
·
1
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po 1 tea
e 0 weigh
against the creation of a Party with
a life but as with Poland - and
the Polish bureaucracy had simitarly megalomaniac plans for the
economy - the Chinese bureaucracy
is not safe from the world. It has
tried to reduce Marxism to Conf ·
uc1an pieties and peasant proverb
but the events in Poland show that
the Communist vanguard, despite
the cultural retrogression meant by
stalinism, can learn en route to
construct a new leadership and
gain the support of the working
.
class to re-organise profoundly and
?leanse t.he ~orker~ Stat~. Th.at
1s . an his torte ga ~n wh 1.ch w111
we1.g~ profoundly .in .china and
facilitate the hqutdat1on of the
bureaucracy th~re, as part of the
total regeneration of the Workers
States,
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The crisis which the world situation produced in the Communist
parties and the necessity for a
world united front have to be taken,
on this First of May, as a fundamental part of the present stage and
development of the confrontation,
system against system. A United
Front must be made with aII the
workers parties, the nationalist,
popular, progressive movements,
beginning from local united fronts
impelling the struggle for national
and social liberation against the
capitalist system.
Poland ls an example of the
progress of history. In Poland,
and in aII the Workers States (Socia list countries), there is in train
a process of preparation and development of leadership which puts
order into the advance to Socialism.
If there are contradictions on this
road, they are not produced by the
system of the Workers States but by
the leaderships. These contradictions are the product of the gap
which exists between the Workers
States and the social regime they
develop, and the leadership which
does not respond to the necessity
of the Workers State. The problem
in the capitalist system is another
one entirely, because aII the capitalist leaderships are the direct
expression of the capitalist system.
In capitalism, the system itself is
responsible for the problems, but in
the Workers States it is the leadership which has to be changed and
is being changed, as much in the
USSR and Czechoslovakia as in
Poland.

The most important events of
history are constituted, in every
shape and form, by the principles of
social progress which - from the
smallest to the most elevated - all
represent anti-capitalist progress.
Capitalism is preparing the war,
but it cannot do it when it likes, as
it likes, and where it likes. Imperialism seeks to unify the whole of
the capitalist system under its
leadership. It attempts to do this
in an attitude of desperation, in
order to contain the progress of the
world Socialist revolution, but it
makes this preparation in the midst
of the greatest oontradictions of the
regime 1 and in the face of the floodtide of the process of the liberation
of the world masses. The masses
of the least cultural level,and those
of the greatest tend to unify among
themselves b~cause the road to
progress is the anti-capitalist
struggle; this is what unites them.
The liberation movements are not
in the strictest sense, simply'
mvements of nationa I guerrillas.
They are both guerrilla movements
and revolutionary armies dedicated
to social transformations.
This is the Front of the progress

of history. It is the Workers State
which stimulates, impels and organises the resolution, decision and
programme to progress of any movement in any part of the world.
Moreover, this progress can only
be achieved through social transformations. This is why everyone from the six-year old child to the
90 year old man or woman intervenes equally in the struggle
and they participate as humankind
and not simply as members of a
family. They do not abandon the
family but their conduct is determined by their consciousness of
participating as part of humanity.
This can be seen in Nicaragua,
EI Salvador, Africa, in Ethiopia or
Madagascar. There can be seen how
the process develops towards the
progress and unification of humanity.
There are no progressive
movements of any kind in the world,
from the 'Greens' (Ecologists) to
the Communist parties themselves,
which do not seek anti-imperialist
and anti-capitalist united fronts.
They all have to end up in adopting
the programme of the anticapitalist struggle. This means
that they are led to measure, to
observe, to judge movements and
countries according to programme
and objectives. It is true that
method of struggle and forms of
struggle are important, but they are
secondary in comparison with programme and objective, which is
what - in the last .instance decides the methods and forms of
struggle. All this demonstrates that
the world wants to progress, and
that from Africa and Asia to Latin
America, they progress by unifying
themselves with the example of
the revolution of 1917.
Moreover, this phenomenon has
to be discussed in the world Communist movement, in all the Communist parties of the world. There
is no impediment to prevent them
from criticising the USSR or its
leadership if they choose to do so,
but they must discuss, however,
that progress has to be anticapitalist. Th.ere is no progress in
the world which is not anticapitalist. Any crisis at aII in
capitalist countries, like Britain or
Italy, is determined by the crisis
of the system itself, and the capitalist system has no solution.
There are no longer any lifts which
would allow capitalism to rise
higher... The lifts which exist in
history today are of no use to the
capitalist system because they are
outdated. The way in which to
'get higher today is with Soviet
rockets, which are both more rapid
and know where they are going.
Appeals have to be la.unched to
the Communist parties, to the Communists, Socialist and Left movements, to the Greens {Ecologists)
and revolutionary movements, io
unite for .social progress on the

basis of the programme and objectives of anti-capitalist struggle.
Appeals have to be made for a
united front of all the anticapita list movements against the
war which imperialism is preparing.
Appeals for the development of the
revolutionary anti-capitalist struggle and appeals to the North
American and Japanese peoples.
We call for the trade unions of the
Workers States, of the USSR. of
Poland, of Nicaragua and those of
all the world, to make appeals to
the trade unions of the United
States for a struggle against North
American capitalism. They should
condemn those who dedicate hundreds of thousands of dollars to
sabotage Poland, whilst this money
could be used to make North
America progress. Let them look
at the example of the Soviet Union,
Poland and of the other Workers
States where the masses are free
to discuss, to intervene and to
learn how to construct the Workers
State. In this way, the masses of
the Workers States are progressing
on the basis of discussions, and
superseding, expelling and casting
aside bureaucrats and camarillas
which the Workers State bas to get
rid of. These (bureaucracies) are
the result of the state of backwardness in which historically the
Workers States were born. This
backwardness is not just an economic problem but it means also a
political backwardness of the
leaderships.
However, in North
America they murder presidents!
In North America they resort to
killing presidents in order to solve
their problems,. whilst in Poland
they have not killed anyone.

This shows the stage of history
which we are in. It is not a stage
in which there is the perspective of
years of progress, but a stage of
final decisions. To make any
country progress a United Front is
needed - which proposes nationalisations and planning - of the
workers, Communists, Socialists,
radicals, ecologist movements.
This United Front must declare that
the progress and maintenance of the

economy, of either Italy, France,
Brita in or Germany, cannot be made
at the cost of the workers. There
is no need at all for it to be this
way. On the contrary, it is capitalism which cannot resolve any
problem and this is proved by the
crisis which can be seen from Germany and Japan to North America
and Italy, in the capitalist system.
There can be no solution or arrange
-ment inside the capitalist system.
This is why the call has to be made
for a United Front with a programme
of anti-capitalist struggle, and of
unity with the Workers States. We
appeal for the Communist parties
of the world to make a United Front
with the Communist par.ties of the
turn to
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The events in Britain, the re be/lion of the masses against the
power and values of capitalism form
part of a world process. The intervention of the population against
the police - and the army - in
Londonderry, Belfast, Britain and
Bristol are an attack on the power
of the capitalist state and they
have to be seen in a world context, This world context is one of
confrontation between two social
systems, that of capitalism and that
of the Workers States, The youth
on the streets of Londonderry or
B rixton and the civi I servants who
disrupt, with strike action, the war
preparations of British imperialism
express a consciousness that capitalism, as a system, is incapable
of solving any problem or of tu/fulling the needs of the masses and
that the Workers States socially,
politically and economically are
superior. This consciousness is
part of the consciousness of the
world masses. The massive demonstrations in capital/st Europe,
in Switzerland, Germany and Holland against the shortage of housing
and against the war preparations of
imperialism, are all part of this
world process. The persistence of
the strike actions of the civil servants, which is directed against the
present Tory government, maintains
itself, even In the absence of a
massive intervention of the working
class, because the masses of this
country, ,as those of the world,
recognise the problem is the capitalist system, and they are prepared
to move against it.
If this Tory government hasn 't
been removed befok now it is because of a lack of leadership from
the Labour and trade union centre.
The world balance of forces which is
favourable to the advance to Socialism and the leadership of the Wor kers St ates, particularly the Soviet
Union, encourages the working
class and the masses, even if the
leadership of the Workers States
is not expressed In a concrete
political and programmatic form.
The result of all this has been the
changes in the Labour Party, the
moving of the balance of forces to
the Left, which is represented by
the election of Foot as party lea:der. In the last period, the leadership of the Labour Party has
appeared at the head of mobil isations, like the demonstration in
Glasgow in a way not previously
seen. It is a response to a process
of struggle which demands a leadership which is clear, conscious
that the problem is the capitalist
system and with an anti ·-capitalist
programme to oppose it.
The events in Northern Ireland,
with the election of the political
prisoner, Bobby Sands, to parliament is, in its depth, not simply an
anti -imperialist struggle but an
anti -capitalist manifestation. It
expresses the anti -capitalist spirit
of the masses, even if the form of
the struggle comes from a previous
historic period. The struggle in
Ireland forms part of the response
of the masses to the final and total
crisis of capitalism, and the masses
are encouraged in the struggle by
the existence and progress of the

Workers States. The comparison
is being made, even if it doesn 't
find a conscious expression at this
moment, between the way in which
the Polish masses are able to advance their country towards Socialism withOut violence and repression
and the way in which capitalism
responds to any problem with vio Jenee, repression and war preparations.
It is a process which demands
a much greater response from the
left which is growing and advancing
in the Labour Party. If the struggle in Ireland becomes such a focus of attention, it is not because
of the programme of the Irish Republican movement but because the
will ·'!Ind desire to struggle exists
amongst the masses and seeks
expression. We are not dealing
with a 'racial 'or 'national'
problem or one confined to Ireland,
but a situation of anti -capitalist
struggle.
There is no objective reason
why the present Tory government,
riddled with internal struggles and
contradictions, in a process of constant retreat and opposed by the
mass of the population, should continue to exist. It is this situation
to which the Labour Left has to
respond• . It is necessary tO take
the anti -capitalist programme
which the Labour Party has adopted and to put it at the head of the
mobilisation of the masses; in the
demonstrations, in the struggles
against the police, in the strikes.
There is no necessity to wait tor
another election before tackling the
Tory government and the measures
which it is taking against the population.

The massea and the process
itself are exerting a pressure on the ·
Labour Party, but it is not a question of drawing the masses into
membership of the Labour Party
as it stands. What is necessary
is a United Front of all the forces,
from those who protest against
nuclear weapons or the damage
which capitalism does to the environment, to the movement in
Ireland. It has to be a United
Front based on an anti -capitalist
programme and on the conclusion
that all the problems which the
masses face stem from the contirrued existence of capitalism.
We call, on the First of May
1981 for a United Front, Labour I
trade union, Communist Party, the
left groups and the •anti-nuclear•
movements based on a struggle to
overthrow the present Tory government and
prepared to implement
with the direct intervention of the
masses, an anti-capitalist pro gramme to deal with the lack of
housing, unemployment, the decline
in social and health services. In
oarticular, it has to be a United
Front which includes the masses of
Ireland - and the trade unions
have a particular role in this - and
which says clearly that the problem
of Ireland cannot be solved in isolation or within the confines of the
capitalist system. There needs to
be expressions, particularly from
tum to page• 2
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Workers States: a United Front of
Socialist, Communist, Radical and
Left movements, with the Left
Liberal movements and the Ecologitts is also needed. This has to
be on the basis of the programme of
social progress in every country,
to form part of the fulfilment of the
nation~! necessity for social progress. It has been proved already
that none of this will be done by
capitalism, which is preparing for
war instead. The installation of
missiles in Europe, in common with
all the preoccupations of imperialism, is intended to organise a base
from which imperialism can pr~pal'e:
itself secretly against the system
·of the Workers States.

to correct all the previous defects particularly those from the epoch of
Stalinism - in order to progress
now in the construction of Socialism. Thus, at the same time as an
appeal is made to discuss the political barbarism of the Chinese
leadership, which makes an alliance
with the capitalist system against
the progress of the world revolution,
the USSR, Vietnam and the other
Workers States, an appeal has to be
made for them to finish with this
policy.

All this must be discussed in
the world Communist movement,
which must also formulate a programme for the anti-capitalist
struggle in each country. They
must call for a United Front of
Communists, Socialists, Left RadiIn Poland, there is not a process cals and Ecologist movements, as
of rebellion of the workers against part of the world United Front for
the Workers States, but rather a anti-capitalist struggle.
process - and an outbreak of
This stage of history has proved
process - on the same lines as
Dantzig and Stettin, to put order that all the fundamental conquests
into the functioning of the Workers that have been won are due to the
State and to develop a leadership existence of the Socialist countries
that responds more directly, or which determine the progress of
directly, to the necessities of the history. The continued existence
progress of the masses and of the of backwardness, all the retreats in
Workers State. All this process in history and in life, are due to the
Poland is to make the Workers State existence of the capitalist system.
progress. There is not one demand This means that it is necessary to
put forward by the Polish workers, seek the incorporation of the North
or by the workers of any other American masses into all the strugWorkers State, to return to capi- gles. One has to be concerned to
talism! Far from it! Any demand make appeals to them. We appeal
put forward by the workers there to the trade unions of the Workers
is to impel the Workers State. But Stat_es _and to t~ose of the lar~e
those put forward by the workers of cap1tah~t co~ntr~es to hold publ~c
the capita list countries support the and ant1-~ap1tahst debates. Th_is
struggle against the capitalist process will reach the North Amensystem. This is the judgement can masses. We call on them to
which the Communist leaders must make appeals to China to sever its
make. These are the criteria and links with the capitalist system.
conception which must animate the Calls have to be made to the ChiCommunist, Socialist and Radical nese government, the trade unions
leaders when they make a judge- and masses of China, to intervene
ment. It is not a problem which can to stop the leadership making an
be solved by criticisms or dissent alliance with the capitalist system
against a lack of liberty. In reality against the system of the Workers
it is the stage of confrontation, States.
system against system, in which
what allows an advance is the road
There must be appeals of the
of the construction of a new Socia- Workers States, and the Soviet
list society.
Union in particular, to support all
the revolutionary movements; and,
A United front of all the Com- whilst it is fully justified to make
munist parties with the Workers anti-bureaucratic criticisms in
States is necessary.
Let the judgement of the Workers States, it
Workers States - the USSR in is also necessary to support the
particular - launch appeals to the Soviet Union in aII the developments
masses of the United States, and which it has allowed in the revolustimulate them to make demands for tionary struggles. There must be
the elevation of their standard of more measures of public and antilife in the United States, and to end capitalist discussion in all the
the massacre which is being made Workers States, China included.
of Black Children, following the These measures will clearly demonmassacres that have been made of strate that it is the capitalist
Black adults.
ioday, in the system which feels moribund, and
United States, they have descended not the Workers States. The crisis
to the level of murdering Black of capitalism is so deep that it
Children and this illustrates all the reaches all its component parts,
degeneration of the ruling layers This is expressed by the level of
of North American imperialism- competition between the capitalist
An appeal has to be launched to countries of Europe and Yankee
China. A public and open discus- imperialism. This competition is,
sion should take place on the essentially, political rather than
problem of the crisis in China and economic. Inter-capitalist comin Yugostavia, as we11. These are· "petition motivates massive rows and
the problems of the construction of struggles amongst all of them. It
the Workers State, problems of the motivates struggles which are exconstruction of the leadership of pressed in the form of disputes,
Socialism. They are certainly not assassinations and crimes against
problems of any sort of crisis or each other. The blowing-up of the
corruption of Socialism. It has to Yankee 'Radio Free' station in
be seen that it is a matter of con- Munich is an instance of this.
structing leaderships for a new
society entirely, and that this construction has to be made in the face
The depth of the class struggle
of the war preparations which the and inter-capita list competetion is
capitalist system is making. More- highlighted in Europe where French
over, the Workers States also have and German capitalism try to make
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a front of resistance to tile pressure
of the Yanks, who would like to
launch them against their will
against the Soviets. Moreover, in
each capitalist country there is a
process of crisis of the system,
which leads to a new recession. It
is ,,clear that they will try to make
further attacks on wages, trade
union and political rights. Capitalism intends to do this; but it is
in conditions where it does not
have the strength to succeed. We
are not in 1939 ! Today, there is the
system of the Workers States which
constantly feeds the struggle of the
masses of the world and fue Is the
anti-capitalist struggle. No doubt,
capitalism wi II try - but it will not,
and cannot, impose itself on the
masses. Poland is an example to
the masses of the world, because
they see that in Poland it is a
problem of political leadership, but
in the capitalist countries it is a
problem of social structure and
antagonisms.
The fuss which imperialism has
made over its space 'shuttle' is part
of this. However, the masses see
the difference between the way
imperialism resolves problems and
the way they are resolved in the
Workers States. In the Workers
States they are broaching the problems that arise out of progress,
rather than the problems that stem
from one expropriating from another.
They solve them by separating
leaders (from the function of leadership), by simply casting them
aside and not by shooting or murdering them. At the same time,
all that it is possible to do has not
yet appeared, but this is the general
line. What there is in the WorRers
State is a cleansing, whilst in the
capitalist system it is all murder
and crime.
The launching of the space
'shuttle' is part of imperialism's
competition with the Workers States.
It was done by imperialism to try
to gain some authority over the rest
of capitalism, over the scientists,
and over the culturally educated
sectors of the population. It was
only done to try to gain authority.
Regardless of the fact that the
launching and return of theastronauts was successful, it was done
for the purpose of competition.
and capitalism is incapable of
doing any better. In fact, all this
was done to prepare negotiations
between themselves rather than to
advance humanity. The Workers
State, for its part, does these things
to impel, to educate and to prepare
the conditions for the elevation of
human relations with the Cosmos.
And this has nothing to do with the
problem of negotiations, commerce
or war. Also, the delay in the
launching of the Yankee 'Shuttle'
was not explained by the reasons
they gave; indeed it was the result
of their lack of preparation, together
w.ith a fevered panic produced in
them by the competition of the
Workers States.· This competition
of the Workers States is what goads
imperialism into trying feverishly to
appease, deviate or contain the
critic.isms whi~h co.m~ fro'!' ~orth
Amen can publ~c. ~pinion; 1t 1s to
appeas~ t_he cnt1c1sms of the petty
bourgeo1s1e, and eve~ the upper
layers of the proletariat, who see
the inferiority of imperialism. In
other words, the depth of th is enterprise was an attempt to reassure
the North American petty bourgeoisie and the world bourgeoisie •

If, in this stage of history, th~
existing regime - capitalism prevailed, then the liberation movements would not be anti-capitalist
but would try to develop capitalism
instead. However, the reality is
far from this, and any movement whatever its nature, whatever the
means at its disposal - seeks the
opposite of capitalism. This highlights the fact that the course of
history has already taught the
poorest and most backward masses
of the world that progress is done
through the struggle for Socia fism.
History has taught them that Socialism is not achieved by asking
permission, but rather that it has
to be imposed: and this means to
expropriate the ruling capitalist
layers which itself had expropriated
the peoples of the world. Thus, it
is necessary to show this unity
which exists between movements of
lesser or greater social importance
and weight. They are all unified in
the anti-capita list struggle, in the
way in which progress develops.
We call for this to be discussed
in all the Communist parties, and
for the Communist parties to animate
an internal political life with a
process of constant discussions
and literary preoccupation. We ca II
on them to be preoccupied and to
intervene about China, Albania and
Yugoslavia. We call on them to
make appeals for anti-capitalist
struggle, and for the opening up of
a discussion in the world Communist movement, which poses that
imperialism is preparing for war.
We call on them to draw the conclusion that it is necessary to prepare a movement of anti-capitalist
struggle to cut across the war preparations which are being made by
a sector of imperialism. We call

on them to discuss the fact that
even though imperialism may well
launch the war, it does not have the
strength to impede the development
of the revolution. In this way, the
movement stops being determined
by what imperia Iism does or does
not do, and it demonstrates that we
don't have to wait until capita Iism
has launched the war to call for the
stimulation of the revolution. In
fact, it is already demonstrated that
the revolution has well proven that
it can advance in spite of capitalism.
Appeals must be launched by the
Workers Stat es for them to conduct
a better democratic trade union
struggle and a better Socia list
democratic life. They must animate
meetings and discussions. The
trade unions, the workers centres,
the Party cells, the regiona I committees must all hold public debates
and meetings in which all the
problems are discussed. They must
hold meetings in which Poland,
China, imperialism are discussed,
where an interchange of ideas in
full plenaries can be seen to take
place publicly. It must be seen
that there is the right for every one
to participate, to speak and draw
anti -capitalist conclusions. All
the masses of all the Workers States
must intervene and make appeals to
the masses of the world, particular ly to those of North America. it
may v e ry we 11 be that, for one
reason or another, the Soviets will
not do this right away, butthis
task has to be done all the same.
Calls must be launched for support
to the masses of El Salvador, to
the struggle of the masses of all
the small countries, as well as
those of the I arger countries,
which struggle for national and
social liberation, be it in Africa,
Asia, or Latin America.
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the Labour Left, of solidarity with
the political prisoners and the
masses in Ireland, coupled with
an anti-capitalist programme and
proposals for anti -capitalist struggle. The perspective has to be tor
a Socialist Republic of the British
Isles.
The process is not confined to
the boundaries of the British Isles
and the essential centre for the advance of humanity is the Workers
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States Therefore, as the International Secretariat of the Posa-dist IV International stress, the
necessity is the anti -capitalist
United Front and the alliance with
too Workers States, particularly
the Soviet Union. The support
given by three Labour MPs to the
soviet intervention in Afghanistan
shows that the conditions are ripe
for this in the country in general
and in the Labour Party and trade
unions.

CLOSURE OF ALL NUCLEAR BASES
OUT OF NATO
FOR THE PLANNING OF THE ECONOMY UNDER WORKERS
CONTROL TO MEET THE NEEDS OF THE POPULATION
FOR A UNITED FRONT OF THE LABOUR PARTY AND TRADE
UNIONS ON THE ANTI-CAPITALIST PROGRAMME AND A
MOBILISATION OF THE POPULATION TO THROW OUT THE
THATCHER GOVERNMENT AND ESTABLISH A LABOUR
GOVERNMENT COMMITTED TO THE IMPLEMENTATION OF
SOCIAL TRANSFORMATIONS.
-

-

UNIFICATION OF THE STRUGGLES OF THE BRITISH AND
IRISH MASSES UNDER A COMMON ANTI-CAPITALIST
PqOGRAMME.FOR THE IMMEDIATE WITHDRAWAL OF BRITISH
TROOPS FROM NORTHERN IRELAND
FOR THE SOCIALIST REPUBLIC OF THE BRITISH ISLES
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This confers on all the actual
political events a new character.

There are changes in all the
trade unions. Those taking place
in the steel workers union are
showing that even the most bureaucratised unions are now forced to
change. The fact that someone like
Bill Sirs has to criticise the TUC
for having talks with the government
instead of fighting it, is a commentary on the type of pressure he has
become submitted to. These are
changes that tend to raise the anticapitalist level of the trade unions'
political role, and this has a
corresponding effect in the Labour
Party. The proposal of NALGO to
affiliate to the Labour Party shows
the force that will build up around
Labour as a centre when it develops
a fully-formed anti-capitalist
leadership. · This is why the
bourgeoisie
denounces
'those
behind Benn, who lead us to Socialist revolution'·
Equally, the
support the Republicans obtained
in both parts of Ireland and in the
Labour Party can only be understood
as part of a process favourable to
the construction of Socialism in the
world. This is what Ni~aragua
shows. T.he support the Soviet~ are
seen to give .to the hu.nger-st~1kers
sh_ows that the USSR 1s learnm~ to
orientate and seeks a way to .influence. The letter of the Soviets
to Foot has the same significance,
b~s~d on the grasp ~hat t~e masses
wrll support Foot rn this, and a
sector of the bourgeoisie, too. All
THE CAPITALISTS ARE AT WAR this educates and is favourable to
BUT CANNOT WAGE IT.
Marxist ideas in Labour and the
trade unions.
The increase of the US interest
The divisions of the bourgeois
rate level is a financial measure in
class
are truly immense. Giscard
the form, aimed at forcing the Eurod'Estaing
has now disappeared
pean bourgeoisies to centralise
themselves under the political lea- without trace, and in Italy there is
dership of the Yanks and their a chronic incapacity of the Christian
missiles. It is also a warning that Democrats to form any sort of viable
The election of
more is to come in terms of blows government.
Mitterand
in
France
and the subseif the European bourgeoisie doesn't
quent
legislative
elections
are the
submit. This is a form of war, and
evolutionary
part
of
a
revolutionary
would have resulted in war literally
a long time ago if it were not for process. It is going to spell furthe1
the superiority of the Soviet Union defeats for capitalism in France and
the whole of Europe. It will mean
and constantly deepening
greater advances still of the masses
capitalist inter-fighting. The trip in F~ance towards the nationalised
of the japanese to Europe was to and planned economy, and will insettle matters of violent competition fluence the Labour Party. It is,
amongst themselves that wou Id besides, an immense defeat for
previously have been settled by Thatcher's initial dream of an antimeans of war. As they cannot make Soviet European bourgeoisie and a
war under the conditions they would blow to the Yanks in that respect.
like because of the Soviet Union, Clearly, this means that imperialism
their internal divergences and feels even more strongly drawn into
hatred of each other increase and, the need for war. The liquidation
in this, the European bourgeoisie of the post of the Navy Minister
seeks links with the Soviets to and the expulsion of the Navy
balance against Yankee imperialism. Minister by Thatcher is with the
Even a sector of British imperialism perspective of war - where the
follows this line: this is why the Navy will have no importance, but
East Germans were recently invited Trident, yes. However, the symbol
to London. Capitalism is not just of imperialist might, which the
in a stage of total agony, which British Navy represented for imperexists but in its terminal stage.
Turn to page4
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preparations of imperialism
The mass of the population in
Europe and in this country measure
the Soviet Union against capitalism
and grasp its superiority. When the
capitalist press has to give so
much importance to the Italian
mother whose son died because of
the contempt for life, the stupidity
and social impotence of capitalism,
it is because capitalism feels condemned and seeks to justify itself.
The masses feel, too, that the
troops should be withdrawn from
lre land. When they are told that the
letter of the Soviet leadership to
the Polish Communist Party was a
threat, an interference and a military
warning, the masses nevertheless
see that the Soviet Union seeks to
convince by means of letters, arguments, explanations and appeals,
they compare this with the Yankees
decision to raise their interest
rates to impose themselves against
the European bourgeoisies, without
any attempt at trying to convince
anybody. The law of the strongest
reigns in capitalism; in the Soviet
Union it is the law of reason, which
calls for a conduct of explanations
and attempts at convincing others.
The reply which the Soviets obtained from their letter to Foot in
support of a conference on disarmament means that there is no opposiUon~in the' 'misses of this country
to what amounts to a united front
with the Soviets against the Yankee
missiles. The masses of Britain
express this way what the masses
of France have expressed in the
election of Mitterand.
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The elections in southern Ireland-a blow against
capitalism and the partition of Ireland.
The
elections
Jn Southern
Ireland are a profound and serious
blow at the forces of imperialism
and capitalism. There is no mass
centre in the South that can express
the anti-capitalist spirit and experience of the Irish masses in the
struggle against the programme and
policy of the Southern Irish bourgeoisie, and for the necessary unlfication of Ireland. But, with these
elections, the stability of the
political structure of the South has
been severely shaken. The principle
cause for this has .been the struggle
over political prisoners fa ttie North.
But the depth of that,s1!i'figgfe 1s the
search for a programme which links
anti-capitalist demands with the
liquidation of the British occupation

candidates - hunger strikers and
political prisoners - were also
elected: a blow at the whole policy
of the government which has desperately tried to collaborate with
British imperialism and contain the
desire of the Irish masses for uniflcation. In practice, the government of Haughey has no interest in
the struggle of the political prisoners and is purely concerned to
negotiate with British imperialism,
not on the basis of the solution of
the problems of North and South but
on some fofm of arrangement which
gives Irish capitalism some authority in exchange for
concessions towards NA TO.

of Northern Ireland.
The hunger /RISH
CAPITALISM HAS
NO
strikers found such a profound echo SOL
. I y because the1r
. expertence
.
UT 10N
precise
was the limited form In which much
more profound historic issues were
This election has raised In very
expressed.
clear terms the need for a political
programme and policy tor Ireland.
The courage of the hunger stri- This relates both to the Labeur
kers was based not only on the Party in Britain and the forces of
struggle in Ireland but on the whole resistance to British Imperialism in
course of the world struggle against Ireland. The or !gin of the present
capitalism, and also on the process apparently complex situation in
in Britain itself with the process of Ireland has been based not only on
change in the Labour Party and the the division of Ireland imposed by
trade unions and the resistance to British imperialism.
ft has been
the policies of British imperialism sustained in the past by the conby the masses In Britain.
This nivance and collaboration of the
struggle has had a profound effect British Labour Party with capitalism
in the South and has now provoked in supporting the policy of imperiathis crisis for capitalism.
The /Ism. This was confirmed by all
masses in the South are blocked the policies of the Wilson and
particularly by the domination of the Callaghan governments.
political sphere by the two bourgeois parties - Fianna Fail and
As with Britain, the Irish
Fine
Gael. The difference be- bourgeoisie believed that entry
tween these two parties is not into the European Common Market
profound, but Fianna Fail tends to would offer a way out for the cap/try to accommodate to the interests tafist system. But the reality has
of local and small capital, whereas proved to be totally different. The
the policy of Fine
Gael was (in mufti-nationals have moved in and
this last election) to call for a re- the wealthy farmers have prospered
duction in taxation and increase in but, as with all the other capitalist
indirect taxation, which is an open economies, unemployment has inattack on the masses, The Labour creased and the standard of flving
Party has been in tow to big decreased. The smal I farmers are
capitalism.
being liquidated as in the rest of
the European Common·Market. The
The election has been a defeat Irish government decided to join the
for both the bourgeois parties and a European Monetary System as a
rout tor the Labour Party whose means of limiting links with British
leader has been thrown out. Two capitalism, but such a decision is

of no consequence for the Irish
masses. European capital exploits
them in the same way as British
capital.
Northern Ireland is, if
anything, in a worse position.
Unemployment, liquidation of small
farmers are the end of the road for
the population within the confines
of capit<rllsm. For all the forces
struggling against the sinister and
brutal regime of British imperialism
In Ireland demands are necessary
which link the class struggle in the
North with that in the South. Clearly North and South have to be
united, but there has to be a programme which satisfies the needs
of the population, North and South.
The Dublin government and the
set-up in Belfast represent capitalism. A united Ireland can only
woceed on the basis of the liquidation of capitalism, North and
South.
The basis is the class
struggle - national and religious
issues are only solved on this
basis.
FOR A SOCIALIST PROGRAMME

The various Left forces in the
Republic and In the North have to
determine the hunger strikes and
the struggle tor political status in
the structure of a Socialist programme for Ireland.
Clearly the
struggle for democratic rights has
to be linked with a programme for
the collectivisation of the land, an
economy that operates to satisfy
the needs of the population, and
'no' to NA TO. It is also clear
that there is no mass political
centre in Ireland.
In part, the
fragmentation could be overcome by
a greater intervention of the trade
unions, North and South, but this is
not enough either. Tne Irish masses
cannot solve their problems independently of the fight against
British imperialism.
There has
to be a sustained aampaign, not
only .in Ireland but towards the
British Labour Party. The latter
is beginning to move from the
politics of connivance with Imperialism. An elevation in the programme of the IRA and the other
turn to page 3

THE FIRST ROUND IN THE FRENCH ELECTIONS
The result of the first round of
the elections in France shows that
the Left can win easily. At the
same time it shows that there are
very great struggles among the
bourgeoisie and a lack of leadership
both in the bourgeoisie and the Left.
As it is the Left is winning and the
bourgeoisie sees it. In another
epoch they would have made a coup
an irritated general would have
made a coup. Now there is
a
situation such that if a coup were
made they would all collapse,
because a part of the army is
directly favourable to the triumph of
Mitterand and to Marchais if he
was candidate. These sectors are
not just soldiers but military chiefs
and this is so also in the police.
The bourgeoisie cannot act with
Mitterand as they did with Blum.
In the epoch of Blum, Stalin was
around but now there is the Soviet
Union with
twenty Workers
States. The process in France is
going to impel a very great maturing
of the Communist Party, helping it
to understand the tactic. Mitterand
is not the same as Blum because
this is another stage of history,
not because they are different as
persons. Being the same Socialist
Party, it cannot play the same role
in another epoch. The relation of
world forces weighs on France and
on the Socialist Party.
World capitalism observes the
elections in France in order to
measure the state of evolution of
the masses and of the Socialist
parties. The French Socialist
Party is to the Left of the German
Social Democracy and Mitterand
himself declares that he is favour.:..
able to a series of anti-capitalist
programmatic points which no other
Socialist Party has.
Thus for
capitalism France means the development of an electoral activity
which is essentially against it.
The bourgeoisie analyses the
result of the first round, saying that
the Communists have suffered an
enormous reversal. They do not
say that a part of the Communists
voted for Mitterand, and this is not
a retreat. It is necessary to take
into account that the Communist
Party maintains an important vote
after having purged the Party and
confronted a team of inte llectua Is
who think they own the world and
who are nothing but publicists.
With the expulsions, separations
and resignations, plus books which
the militant intellectua Is of the
Communist Party wrote against the
USSR - for which the Party denounced them - and, in .:ddition, the
various appeals published in the
newspapers of the bourgeoisie made
by the expelled intellectuals which
cost thousands of dollars - even so
the Communist Party has maintained
itself. This result indicates the
decision of the vanguard and the
very great understanding of the
French proletariat, and not of these
intellectuals who think they are the
masters of thought. They under~
stand nothing.
They are indivldualists.
If there had been a desertion
from the Communist Party it would
have been expressed immediately
before the elections in other
aspects. If there had been workers'
sectors of importance who did not
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vote, these would have shown
themselves immediately prior to the
election; but all the proletariat are
with the CGT. The behaviour of
the proletariat is not expressed in a
way before the elections and in
another during the elections. Those
who did not vote for the Communist
Party did not do so through condemnation, evasion or criticism of
the Party, but some workers'
sectors made a tactical vote,
nothing more than this.
Thus,
even if there is a reduction of votes
the Communist Party maintains a
very great strength. Its fall in
relation to the other stages is not a
fall in the political authority of the
Communist Party. All the important
movements are led by
the
Communists.
In spite of Althusser and the
oscillation of the French Communist Party in relation to the USSR,
the vanguard and the best of the
French proletariat, which determines the course and behaviour of
the class, voted for the Communist
Party. This indicates the political
solidity of the proletariat in France
and also part of the leadership of
the Communist Party. It did not
make them doubt when people said,
'Your leader, Althusser, is an
assassin'. The proletariat answered, 'Yes, he is an assassin
but don't count on our support'.
They were not intimidated nor
weakened, in the same way as the
Polish proletariat and class is
learning to lead.
The French Communist Party
has overcome some of the earlier
very great errors, but not all including the fact that there 'is not
sufficient political, cultural or
scientific life. 'Humanite' (daily
paper of the CP) is not a representative of Communist culture; it
informs about the Communist Party,
defends the Soviet Union, and all
this is very good. But it is not
culture; that is, it does not develop
in articles, in analyses, cultural
conclusions to teach the understanding of the process of world
and local class struggle. Even so
the Communist Party maintains the
essential structure of France, the
working class, and the best of the
working class.

The French Communist Party
maintains all its strength; the proletariat is with the Party and it
was the struggle of the Communists
which has made it obligatory for
the others to speak of the fact that
it is necessary to make changes in
France. This is the result of the
policy of the Communist Party, even
mistaken in many aspects and
sectarian, but it obliges the others
to discuss these points. Capitalism
could not oblige people to .discuss
the policy of Giscard d'Estaing.
As for Mitterand, he had to stop
speaking of Afghanistan in order
for people to listen to him, otherwise he would have made a centre
in demanding 'friends for Afghanistan. This election shows the
maturity of France. Above all, it
re-affirms the absolutely firm
resolution of the French proletariat
to be in the Communist Party. This
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is because of the Soviet Union, and a sector which voted for Chirac is
the proof is Afghanistan. It was going to vote for Mitterand because
Marchals who had to change as Chirac represented gaullism. Debre
regards the Soviet Union, not the who appeared on his own account
and got one and a half per cent has
other way about.
no weight. Among the gaullists
The French proletariat is poli- there is a very great resistance to
tically the most mature in capitalist Giscard d'Estaing because gaullism
Europe. It is infinitely more mature originates in another movement.
than the Italian proletariat politi- De Gaulle was a centre movement,
cally. Comparatively, the French a popular petit bourgeois movement
Communist Party has the best of the of the lesser bourgeoisie and big
working class of the capitalist business which clashed directly
countries, almost above the Italian with the Yanks and with the British.
Communist Party. In the French De Gaulle represented this policy,
Communist Party the masses can and thus - as with Jobert (exexpress themselves through a cer- gaullist minister who supports
tain internal life and exert a Mitterand) - there are some currents
pressure, and their leaders express which are going to vote for
it, even partially.
A decisive Mitterand. This also depends on
demonstration is the position over the concessions which are going to
Afghanistan.
All the factory be made, because they have to come
assemblies approved the position of to an agreement. Giscard has to
the French Communist Party of find an agreement with Chirac.
support to Soviet intervention in Hence the declaration of Chirac
Afghanistan,. Those who demon- after the electoral results. He
strated against were the petit leaves the free vote to the con~
of every one, but 'I
bourgeois intellectual sectors, science
vote for Giscard'. This is
whilst in ltaly·the workers' vanguard
cannot do this, it is limited. the base of the blackmail.

It is enough to compare the
orientation of the French CP in the
trade union movement, the trade
union leadership, and of the Italian
CGIL. The leaders of the CGT in
France went from opposition to
May 1968 to their preparing a new
May. In Italy, the CP made no
self-criticism. One of the most
important events in the class
struggle is the fact that the French
CGT for three elections openly
supported the candidate of the
Communist Party. They discuss in
the factory, and the Commun!st
Party maintains its votes. The
Press conceals the fact that the
Communist Party is supported by
t m French CGT I and the French
proletariat has not made any resistance to this conduct; if this had
been the case, the Communists
would not have got the 15% vote.
The proletariat has supported integrally this policy and the Communist candidate.
The daily newspaper of the
Italian Communist Party, 'Unita',
analyses the French elections in a
false way. It is necessary to
analyse from the point of view of
where is France going, and what has
to be done in France. The French
Communists said to Mitterand, 'We
support you if you let us enter the
government, and we have already
said we want an anti-capitalist
po !Icy'.
Th is is concealed by
'Unita'. The French Communist
Party has affirmed its anticapita list programme of defence
of the USSR, anti-Yankee, against
NATO. The analysis which 'Unita'
makes is to impede the FCP influencing Italy in order to make
people accept NATO and the Yankee
missiles. But the policy of the
French Communist Party is the
most direct representative of the
historic convenience of the USSR,
not of immediate policy for which
Giscard can be of use. The Italian
Communists analyse as if the world
depended on them.
What the Communist dailies must
say, including 'Unita', is that the
elections in France are a defeat of
the capitalist system. For a start,

Any way, these elections are a
defeat for capitalism because
Giscard, in order to win, has to
present himself with a smile to the
Soviets and not to the Yanks.
Mitterand, in order to win, also has
to smile at the Soviets, not attacking them and not saying at every
turn, 'I am with the West' - as he
did in other elections. The bourgeoisie is going to mobilise with aII
its strength, but if the French CP
from now on proposes support to
Mitterand, it is going to animate
many forces. But, at the same time,
the bourgeoisie is going to say,
'See, they are hand in hand w ith
the Communists'. Hence, they do
not make a great issue of the position of the Communists.
The fact that the French Communists have decided to support
Mitterand unconditionally has a very
elevated significance. This is not
a result of the votes they have lost,
but of the pressure of the Party in
which the lost votes are part of the
pressure on the leadership of the
Party. The base sees the possibility that Mitterand will win, and of
delivering a blow at the bourgeoisie.
That is, the Communist base feels
that it is superior to the epoch of
the Popular Front which was a disaster. It is not the same situation
now with twenty Workers States.
Before, there was only the USSR
and in alliance with the bourgeoisie
- while, today, the USSR confronts
the bourgeoisie. As a consequence,
neither are the Socialists the same
as in 1934. This discussion must
be within the Party and shows also
the anxiety which is necessary to
defeat Giscard as a leader of the
system. It is not a question of
defeating a government, but a
representative of the capita list
system. For the CP, it is very
important that it adopted with
flexibility this immediate change
as regards _Mitterand. This, at the
same time, is going to deprive them
of some votes, but it is going to
provide others.
Anyway, even if they do not
succeed in winning Mltterand 1 the
important thing is the flexible
change of the French Communist

Party. The inconvenient aspect of
the Communists has been their lack
of political flexibility to influence
the Socialist Party. We proposed,
and propose now, the United Front
but discussing, analysing, giving
arguments. But the Commun is ts
discuss in a form of struggle with
the Socialists. It is very important
to consider that, in the French
Socia list Party, there is a very
strong Left which is much more
capable than the Italian Socialist
Left of the Party of Craxi. The
French Socialist Left has 23% of
the Partv, which is a significant
number. This electoral process,
the decision of the Communists to
support Mitterand in the second
round, is going to stimulate the
Communist and Socialist militant
very much and is going to establish
a very great base of unification.

The fear of the world bourgeoisie
over the elections in France is not
so much over Mitterand, whom they
hope to dominate, but because they
see that behind the strength of
Mitterand there is a powerful anti=
capitalist and pro~Soviet movement.
This is the reason tor the fear of
the world bourgeoisie. But not all
the French bourgeoisie feels this.
There is a sector which thinks to
lean on the Soviets against the
Yanks and get along as de Gaulle
did.
Capitalism is quite frightened
because it really fears that a
gau llist sector will abs ta in or vote
for Mitterand as they already threa~
tened in the past period. In the
last election they threatened, and
Giscard d'Estaing had to make
concessions. Thus it is an alliance
between the gau llist current and
the bourgeois current of Giscard
but, in the centre of the gaullist
movement, there are sectors who
support Mitterand. There are ex=
ministers of de Gaulle who support
Mitterand. Another aspect is the
abstention which In the second
round is going to vote. The greater
abstention did not come from the
bourgeoisie, but from the Left.
Hence there is concern in capitalism
and, as a consequence~ they try to
win Mitterand to a more bourgeois
policy, This is the difference with
the Communists who want a certain
guarantee and security to intervene,
and this is legitimate.
These elections In France are
an event of great importance and
this is one of the reasons which has
promoted the differences in the
camp of the bourgeoisie. This is
not new, it was the case in the
previous elections also, and then
Chaban Delmas was the opponent
of Giscard. But the differences
were less, and Giscard had many
more votes and the gaullists fewer.
But now Chirac has increased
votes. This shows the insecurity
of French capitalism., which does
not know where the process is
going to stop.
J.
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THE TRIUMPH
OF THE

PROLETARIAT

This is not French elections for
the French but an election made in
France, and represents the relation
of world forces, the intentions and
disposition of the working class
and the workers' political parties
to overcome capitalism. Mitterand
did not expect to do it completely,
but he has a series of measures in
his programme which are anticapitalist and which come from the
Popular Union. There are eight
measures of nationalisation. Then,
what is very important is what he
proposed: 'We struggle for peace'.
That was his declaration after
knowing the result, and he did not
These elections show the dis~ refer once to NATO or any military
ciplined behaviour of the proletariat organ.
which has had the patience to wait
The result of the elections in
for three elections and did not
decline as a result of the previous France is an event of history
results. The proletariat could have favourable from every point of view
been disappointed and not con= to the world re la ti on of forces
centrated the vote around Mitterand. against capitalism, The working
It was the Communist Party which class attracted France.
If the
maintained such a resolution with difference is not very much, only
its position of continuous struggle 4%, it indicates the favourable
against capitalism and of support situation which, on one side, is all
to the USSR, which maintained the that capitalism can give and, on the
elevated morale and political other, only a part of what the worunderstanding of the French pro~ king class can give; because in
letariat. At the same time, the France those over 18 vote, whereas
Soviet resistance, opposition and the 12 to 18 year olds intervene in
confrontation with the Yanks forms the social struggles and several
part of the triumph of Mitterand. millions more have not voted. Then
the immigrant workers do not vote,
The million Communist votes and there are more than two million
which went to Mitterand in the first of them. If the votes of people who
round is the expression of the work in production are added up
security of the French proletariat. with the young people under
18
They were not votes that were lost and the immigrant workers who do
to the Communist Party, but were not vote, Mitterand wou Id have got
part of a calculation among sectors 70%. On the other hand, the supof the vanguard and petit bourgeois port of the 'monarch,' Giscard
sectors that were insecure and d'Estaing, includes an immense
timid, and others who voted to number. of nobles, counts and exsecure the triumph of Mitterand. counts who are no use at aII,
Marchais, in the conclusion which neither In thought or opinion, who
he drew after the elections, in part do not work and only consume;
expressed this thought; not exactly,
. th: old, rotten wo?d of t.he
but he made it understood that this epoch ~f kings who continue with
was the situation. They are not their title of nobility.
lost Communist votes but precipitate
votes with a certain reason through
the fear that Mltterand would not
have sufficient votes.
In ~apitalist France, with a
great cultural development, people
are working at twelve, and fourteen
The defeated people In these is a no,rmal age to work. The capielections in France are capitalism talists ignore the work of the
and the Right of the Socialist Party children of the Algerians, of the
and the conclusion of these elec= Moroccans, Tunisians, Spanish,
tions is an expression of the state Italians and Portuguese which, in
of Europe, The triumph of Mltterand total are more than two million and
- which is not his personal triumph of which more than a ha If are in-· indicates the concentration of the volved !in production. These immiproletariat which is not dominated grants arc ~xcluded from the right
nor vacillates through the error of to vote because they do not have
its leaderships. It said, 1 1t is the constitutional right of a native
necessary to support Mitterand', and citizen, But they produce, work
attracted the rest of the country to and have children. The sons of the
vote for Mitterand who won more immigrant workers have the nationvotes than the Socia lists themselves ality of the parents who are not
expected. All the French proletariat French.' In spite of this, Mitterand
and the middle and poor petit got the extra 4%, which is very big,
bourgeoisie voted for Mitterand, more than a million votes. If the
and a sector also of capitalism ~ votes of the 14 to 18 year olds had
the 'poor' capitalism which has no been incorporated, more than one
capacity of competition~ that voted and a half million more would have
for Mitterand in the hope of impell~ been included; and with the immiing him - not Socialism - so that grant workers vote more than two
it is not left as a victim of the million more. That is the electoral
trusts represented by the ex~prime result conceals the result of social
min icter, Barre.
relations.
The triumph of Mitterand shows
in a decisive form the security of
the Communist proletariat which,
although a part escaped the control
of the Party in the first round,
anyway understood the attitude
that the Communist Party was going
to take in the second round. They
voted for Mitterand in the first
round as a form of securing
his triumph, as the Communist Party
did not have the possibility of
winning; the maximum that it could
achieve was the 20%, while
Mitterand was assured of the
twentyfive per cent.

:vlarchais', and the workers accept.
This is not recent, but has gone on
for a long time, end there has been
no rupture because of this. The
Socia lists threat en and shout, but
nothing more.
This shows the
political maturity which exists and
it is not necessary to measure it
through these elections, but through
this other factor-the CGT has always been a political instrument of
the Communist Party. It has not
always been used well, but it is a
good instrument of the FC P.

OF lf/llTTERAND AND THE FUNCTION
1POSADAS
Many people voted for Giscard
who make no contribution, live in
isolation and
are hundreds of
thousands. AII the active people
voted for Mitterand. Afterwards
this will weigh so that Mitterand
fulfils what he promised or what
people wanted, not only what he
said but what people want now.
The vote for Giscard is the vote
of the big bourgeoisie which
attracts sectors of the well~heeled
petit bourgeoisie,
The elections were in France, but

it is the world which voted in
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Socia list Party much more. This
was a tactical error of the Communist Party.
It was good to present the Party
in the first round,
but they should have proposed that
they were going to vote in the
second round for Mitterand. The
workers are learning, the cadres of
the Communist Party that are not
workers, the petit bourgeoisie and
ever. bourgeoisie who are in the
Communist Party (bourgeois through
their life and their occupation, but
who have the CommutTist position
and are really Communist) are
learning tactics. There are bourgeois sectors who are Communist and
who, although they have conflicts
in the factory with the workers,
support the Communists anyway.
France and Italy are full of these
sectors. The maturity of the proletariat of France is also expressed
in the fact that the French CGT is
the workers centre which is the
most politicised in Europe and the
world. It intervenes directly in
support of the Communist Party end
the Communist militants of the CGT
make propaganda in the CGT and
the factory in the name of the CP.
When they say, '3ut how come a
trade union leader is making propa~
ganda for the Communist Party?',
he answers, 'You can also do it,
what impedes you from making
propaganda for your Party·?'
in~ependently

France, and those who did not vote
observe France. Some from afar,
others nearer, but all look at
France. Independently of the inter=
pretations given by the political
leaders on these elections, they
are the product of an intervention
of the working class, as in Poland
which attracted France to vote for
Mitterand.
This is a most important event.
Crises are going to come with
Mitterand, but the working class is.
going to learn to intervene. It is a
very important symptom that the
Communist Party before the elec~
tions exj)elled leaders, intellectuals
and members of the Central Comm=
ittee who had a capitalist con=
ception of life. These did not give
support to capitalism, but prepared
the Party to yield to capita !ism on
any problem, any discussion of the
economy, of culture or art. They
were leaders who did not correspond The Communist militant does this.
to the pressure of the working class The CGT is the first trade union in
capitalist Europe which intervenes
and, also, of the CGT.
directly in favour of the Communist
As the workers centre
The masses of Europe and of the Party.
declares,
'It
is necessary to support
Workers States live
a day of
socia I and historic joy, because
they see in the triumph of Mitterand
a concentration of progress ~ which
for now is expressed in Mitterand =
which is a phase of the progress of
the class struggle in France. In
this process all the masses of the
world intervene, including the
Polish masses who have given
security to the French proletariat
to concentrate to make Mitterand
triumph: not his limited programme
or lack of implementation later.
The masses see that inte.lligent
selection was to support Mitterand.
The masses are learning tactics ~
for the experiences which they are
making and for the world process
not taught by the Communist Party.
If the French Communist Party
had pushed forward the campaign
from the first round proposing the
vote for ~mterand in the second
round and explaining that, in the
first, they would come out with
their own candidate to discuss
1nogramme and policy, developing
a process of explanations, it would
ha ve received more votes. Marcha is
could not win. It is not the stage
of the Communist Party, because
there is still not the maturity in
France for the Communists, as
there is not in other parts of Europe
such as Britain and Germany. But,
in the first round, the Communist
Party wou.ld have got more votes,
would have impelled the Left of the

Ireland

The elections in France express
in a concentrated form the world
relation of forces favourable to
soc ia I transformations and the
struggle
against
imperialism.
These favourable relations of forces
are not going to impede the war but
they blockade imperialism. One day
before the elections, Brezhnev made~
a declaration aimed at the meeting
of NATO in Italy, and also at
France, in which he proposed: 'We
want to negotiate, we are right but
if they treat us badly, we know how
to answer'. The election of France
is part of the security of the
Soviets.
The election of Mitterand is a
declaration of the proletariat, the
petit bourgeoisie and libera I layers
even of bourgeois origin which see
the necessity of supportiag the Left.
Everybody, and in particular Poland,
voted, weighed in, and oriented the
vote of France. The voting in
France is going to weigh enormously
on the world. Although Mitterand
wants to make an anti-imperialist
policy or one of an Atlantic alliance
it is not going to be the same as
with Giscard. The latter had a
policy of competition with the
Yanks, but was in the capitalist
regime and surreptitiously accepted
a number of things favourable to
imperialism,
including
NATO.
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Left forces relating to the class
struggle North and South w/JI
accelerate the struggle in Ireland
and the process in the Labour Party

of the class struggle in Britain and
Ireland. The solution to the ending
of the separation of North and South
Ireland depends not just on the

and place the demand for the withdrawal of British troops as part of
the elevation and generalisation

struggles of the Irish masses but on
the elevation of the class struggle
in Britain and Ireland as a whole.

THE PROCESS
OF THE
PERMANENT
REVOLUTION
IN POLAND.
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ON TROTSKYISM
The basis of the Trotskyist
?rou.ps who sti 11 propose the organ1sat1on of the IV International as
a movement, alternative to the
Communist movement, is the belief
that they have the capacity to judge
and to orientate and to decide.
They have the historic means and
their organism is still necessary to
carry out the task. They take the
original objective of Trotskyism
and transfer it to today in order to
justify themselves and 'say nothing
of the objective process. This is
the omnipotence of the lack of dialectical reasoning of the old Trotskyism which does not understand
that changes have happened in
history.
In a logica I comparative sense
the Communist Manifesto of Mar~
makes a series of historic conclusions about tasks to be carried
out, and that now are not necessary.
The Manifesto of the IV lnternationa l proposes a series of problems which now do not exist. Other
problems persist but in another way
which is the process of the political
revolution. There is a lack of
understanding and of Marxist preparation on the part of these Trotsky ist groups. There is a petulance
and pretension of intellectual lords,
of struggle between intellectuals
and a seeking to take refuge in this
in order to justify their existence
and, on the other hand, to have a
reason to struggle without complications, which is the arrogance of
feeling superior to the others.
1ience, they have no idea nor
characterisation of why reality is
as they say. Th is is the conse..:.
quence of the lack of Marxist preparation of the old Trotskyist and
Communist movement. There is a
tota I and complete absence of th is
plus thoughts antagonistic with the
Marxist method, together with the
feeling of pride, of arrogance, of
believing that they are above the
Communist parties.

These groups ~are an individual
justification of these people, who
are aII decrepit. There are twenty
Workers States, and how did these
arise? They say 'Manoeuvres of
Stalin'; but there are twenty
Workers States. Capitalism does
not exist there. Capitalism is preparing war, not on the Trotskyist
groups but on the Workers States.
Thus these people can have neither
programme nor policy for today.
They have not the least understanding of how the process of
history has developed and how it is
today, that is, how the Workers
States came about, whatever might
be the form through which they were
made.
This discussion on th.e
manoeuvres of Stalin is a complete
stupidity. Why not discuss what
has to be discussed, Are these
Workers States or not? How are
Workers States determined? Through
the relation of property where the
princip!e ones are statified?
Through
their
anti-capitalist
function which is tested? Good!
And what do these Trotskyists
want?
The development of the
economy is not private; on the
contrary, the statified economy
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increases. Agriculture is not the
principle strength of the economy
in Poland,
There is no need to be concerned with these groups because
they have no ideas nor inte llectua I
capacity. Besides, they do not
have an honest intention intellectually. Their positions do not come
from mistakes but from petulance
and the intellectual contempt for
reason; that is, for the dia lectica I
method. They work congen ita I ly
with the thought that 'I am the one
who is right because I am a Trotskyist', and thus they judge with
this feudal sentiment which means,
'I am the one giving orders here'.
It makes them individuals who are
not ready for any necessary idea
or action. This is the old Trotskyism.
At the same time, when we say
'old Trotskyism' it is necessary to
understand that they are decrepit.
They are not Trotskyists; because
Trotsky declared, 'I did not remain
in the Third International because
they threw me out. I cou Id not
intervene, otherwise I would have
stayed'. These people see twenty
Workers States which showed that
the Workers State did not die, but
Stalin did, and Stalinism. They do
not analyse. There is no Stalinism
now; that was a conception of power
in history whose essential basis is
to prevent the ex tens ion of the
revolution through the world. Today
the Soviet Workers State is the
reverse of that. In the constitution
they dee lare, 'We support every
movement of national and social
liberation'. This attitude of these
groups who call themselves Trotskyist is a petulance in order to
have a justification to live inte 11ectual ly. They are people who have
a contempt for reason. The treatment which they give to the Soviet
Union and to the Communist parties
- in this case, the Italian - shows
it.

We defined these groups as the
'old Trotskyists', but now no longer
because they are not Trotskyisfs
now. Now they have nothing to do
with reason and thought They
speak in the name of Trotsky like
someone speaking in the name of
Lenin, and it is Stalin. These
groups have nothing to do with
Trotskyist thought. We are Trotskyism. They are not mistaken, but
have a conception of history as we
have outlined.
It's no use when they say, 'We
will defend the Soviet Union if
capitalism attacks it' -which means
to take a rifle and struggle? No.
it means going to father; 'I am with
the Soviet Union'; and their being
wi;h the Soviet Union finishes there.
In the old Trotskyism, there are
currents, small ones which are a
reaction motivated by our intervention, who seek to change previous positions.
No Trotskyist
group which develops with correct
positions is motivated by internal
deliberations, but through external
influence, above all of ourselves,

The definition of the Workers with these problems; not with disState that is not organised means pute with the Communist Party but
that it has the economy but not the . to understand that the Communist
politica I leadership of the Workers Party is an instrument of history.
State. What then characterises this Between the Communist Party and
because now they are posing prob- process?
The economy or the the Workers State there are differlems of principle which are the
leadership? Neither the one or the ences, but the Communist Party is
same as twenty yea rs ago, and they other! It is an unorganised Workers 3 party to make a Workers State.
have recently arrived at such con- State. It does not have the leader- Experience shows that there is no
clusion~,
None of these groups, ship, but it is a Workers State foreseeable stage nor possible time
Trotskyrst or not, have the under- because it has the ~conomy of the for another movement to develop.
standi~g of this stage of history,
Workers State. This happens be- There is no historic time for this.
and neither do the Communists. We cause there are twenty Workers This is not the time to create new
are the only ones who have this States which give them support and movements, but to found and deveunderstanding.
help and the population, without lop the movements which exist to
being organised, feels such a sup- support the parties which are the
As part of this, there is the
P.ort and help and it feels the rela- instruments of history, Hence our
definition of the process of devetron of forces so that capitalism task in history,
lopment towards the Workers State
cannot intervene. For example, the
which we made. This was a quespeople of Nicaragua see that if the
Hence our different definition of
tion of defining at what moment. In
Yanks sent in two divisions Cuba and of the other Workers
advancing from capitalism, in the
Nicaragua would cease to exist States. They are not definitions
development of the revolutionary
.
'
but they see that imperialism can- for different levels, different stages
process did the Workers State
not intervene, Then the po I itica I or categories, but arise through the
emerge? It is a fundamenta I aspect
level of the leaderships of the total structure which determines the
but not now decisive in history.
movements elevate automatically creation of the conception of the
The decisive element is the Workers
and acquire a universal under- Revolutionary State. Now Algeria,
States which now exist
standing of the world relation of Madagascar and Nicaragua take
But this definition is very forces, Their strength now is not this definition, We support and
necessary to understand the chara- then Nicaragua nor arms, but the understand the stage of the process.
cter, the dynamism and the deve- existence of the Workers States and Th is is our function, and for th is
lopment of the ~rocess towards the hence the influence of Cuba we live,
Workers State.
In this stage through the world,
different from 1959 with Cuba th~
J, POSADAS
7 February 1981.
.
existence
of the Workers States,' of
countries in the stage of the revo(1) In the text 'The Revolutionary
lutionary state to the Workers State ,
All these discussions which we State, its transitory function and
is not achieved in the same way as developed before in the International the construction of Socialism' of
before. Now the process is more were to create a world leadership 28.9.1969, J, Posadas posed the
rapid, more dynamic, and the result which understands these problems· theoretical conception and the
closer to the Workers State. The which dedicates I ife to these prob..'. analysis on which this definition
more Workers Stat es there are, the lems, We are creating a leadership is based, now today fu Ily accepted
next Workers States in process whose. preoccupation, sentiment, although the author is not always
even without reaching the level cf consciousness, dedication, lies referred to.
Workers States are closer to this
because their relation is maintained
with the existing Workers States
EDITORIAL from p8ge1
and live from this. Thus, now the
Workers States influence from the
destroy ed in The superiority of the Soviet Union
very begin;,lng, and soc ia tty and ialism is being
- which points to and its influence on the world
politically influence the population this process
determines the
which is constructing itself as a an immense process of internal masses
terminal
stage
of
capitalism I its
leadership, as in Ethiopia.
disintegration within imperialism •
mcapicity
and
divisions.
It is
That is, the characterisation of and related demoralisation. One social regimes that decide the form
the stages of the Revolutionary cannot underestimate the signifi- in which military conflicts take
State towards the Workers State is cance of the absence of any place and the ultimate results. It is
not now as we defined it fifteen to bourgeois storm over Foot's favour- not weapons that decide history twenty years ago, Now the process able reply to the Soviets and his they can determine one or other
is superior, more rapid. The stage criticism of the Thatcher govern- event - but social regimes, in which
of the Revolutionary State to the ment for not taking up the Soviet's the superior one wins because it
Workers State is different to the offer. Like a drowning man, capi- has the support of the masses.
talism trails behind Foot whom they
process of the incomplete Revo!uhated only a few months ago, as This is why it is possible and
tionary State, or uneven or not
the lesser of evils (for capitalism) necessary to seek the support of
organised, These are necessary
now showing up in labour. In the the Soviet Union today, a process
definitions to a process which does
same way, sectors of the European which is already started, and will
not have an identity but is develobourgeoisie looks to the French be the irreplaceable condition for
ping to achieve one: it passes from
Socialist government, and a whole the triumph of Socialism in this
the capitalist state to the Workers
sector of the Italian bourgeoisie country. The advance of the Labour
State and, in some parts, remains
would not mind the Communists Party is determined by the constant
in a revoluti,onary state. A Revocoming along to do a little cleaning elevation of the Workers States and
lutionary State(l) was a definition
as long as this does not mean the dynamic process of the world
made by us like that of the Workers
that the working class takes power. revolution.
State that is not organised, In this
case the country has all the
economy of the Workers State but
SCIENTIFIC CULTURAL & POLITICAL EDITIONS
not the leadership, the policy or
BCM Box 6220, London, WCI V 6XX
the life. Another definition is that
Telex: MONO 6220 LONDON
of the disorganised Workers State
which goes. from being a Workers
State to a state of disorganisation.
- Tito, the 'third world' of the non-aligned
Poland was on that road,
and the construction of Socialism
These are not definitions beJune 1980
cause they are different levels
only, but because the process of
- Nuclear energy, war and Socialism
development towards the Workers
September 1980
State contains a series of contradictions which were not there before
- The function of the Trade Unions in the
- because these are contradictions
Workers States and in the capita list system
November 1980
of this stage in which the world
influence of the Workers State
impels the process towards the
Workers States but there is not the
leadership and the policy to co ristitute them.

J POSADAS
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The triumph of the Repubflcan
candidate In t11e Fermanagh election
is an impulse for a programme of
social transformations.
The increase in votes for the
Republican candidate in the Fermanagh by-election is yet another
heavy defeat tor the policies of
British imperialism. The fact that
the party of the SDLP, representing
the sectors most committed to conci fiat/on, did not have the strength
to enter the election shows the
powerful process of polarisation
which excludes policies of evasion
and connivance.
This repetition, even more marked, of the earlier electoral result
shows that a process is at work
which completely transcends the
form of the election: that is, the
struggle over the hunger strikers.
The continuous sacrifice of life of
. . . . the hunger strikers points to a depth
. ···~ot§en'tlinenf'which can only ·come
from the need to transform society
utterly. On the otti.er hand, to keep
the process confined within the
limits of the H Block hunger strikers
is to limit the character of the
struggle and keep the issues within
the confines of a discussion, which
does not in itself pose a danger to
the structures of capitalism either
In Ireland or Britain. /t is necessary
that the forces of the IRA reorientate their policies.
The
struggle against British imperialism
has to be conducted not only militarily but socially and politically.
The Fermanagh result is not
only the result of the struggles
within Ireland but reflects also the
effect of class struggles in Britain,
the resistance to th e Thatcher
government, the changes in the
Labour Party and, more recently,
the intervention of the youth am;t
sectors of the immigrant population
in Toxteth etc.
The miniature
insurrection in Toxteth and the
electoral result in Fermanagh are
on the same road - the need to
terminate with capitalist society _
and in both cases limitations of the
leadership limit the effects of these

against capitalism. The elections
of the Republicans are blows at
capitalism, but
limited
through
lack of programmatic
orientation.
More and more it Is necessary to
fink the struggle against the British
army in Northern Ireland with a
programme of social transformations
which extends and deepens the
class struggle. It Is a way also of
influencing sectors of the Protestant
population. The forces of Unionism
have felt, and will feel, the same
process of decomposition as is
affecting capitalism and its links
with the petit bourgeoisie.
The
small capitalists are being destroyed. There is no possibility within
the terms of capitalism of reorganising the economy of Northern
or Southern Ireland. The Paisley
outfit does not represent any historic force, but are relics of the
past that keep some semblance of
social weight through the absence
of· consistent· social.programme for
the population of North.em Ireland.
If the forces of the IRA developed in a consistent way a programme
of social transformations. they
would not only affect the process
in Ireland but also give added
weight to the process of change In
the British Labour Party.
The
latter now speaks of the objective
of a United Ireland, but there ls
still a complete void on the relation
of this to the process in Britain
and the programme necessary to
achieve a united Ireland.
Both
Britain and Ireland can only develop with the erasure of the capitalist
system. The British army in Ireland
represents the class interests of the
British and local Protesta.nt bourgeoisie. and In all this the sentiment
of property ls more important than
that of religion.
A programme
which elaborated the need tor an
economy that met the needs of the
population: workers control, wages
finked to the increase in the cost
of living, a programme of public
works for the unemployed, out of

NA TO - all of this would propose
a clear social alternative to the
brutal stupidity of capitalism,
in
Britain and /re/and.
Throughout
experiences.
Europe the forces of the Left are
developing, as with the programme
The forces of the IRA have a of the Jusos In Germany, for exmass basis, and this has also had ample, and sectors of the bourgeeffects in the South where the oisie manifest a lack of confidence
government of Fitzgerald has been in the future of capitalism. A united
weakened by the popular weight of front of the IRA, the trade unions,
the movement. There also, as the the Left of the Labour Party, on a
struggles of the IRA are not linked programme of social transformations
to the programme of the class would have a devastating effect and
struggle, the process again becomes promote the downfall of the whole
confined within a framework which supporting social order.
does not strike most effectively
tum to page 4
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EDITORIAL

Tiie worltl proce11 1tl11111/11te1 tile
neetl I or " prof01111tlpolltlcfll llfe
111 tile l11/Jo11r Pflrt1
The support given by the TUC to
the Labour Party rejection of
nuclear missiles and bases is an
indication of the powerful united
front which is developing in Britain
against the policies of imperialism
as it desperately seeks to prepare
war against the Workers States.
Such a united front is part of the
whole balance of world forces which
.becomes~.mortta.n~ 111.ore un,ay.~1,1rable to Yankee imperialism;· the
determining force in the organisation of the forces of capitalism
against the Workers States. Yankee
policy, such as the decision to
manufacture the neutron bomb, was
aimed particularly at intimidating
the European bourgeoisie, but has
not succeeded in unifying the
alliance against the Soviet Union.
No European bourgeoisie has been
disciplined in this way, the fears
and doubts persist because each
bourgeoisie se11ks its own reprieve
from the inexorable course of history,
seeks to develop trade with the
Workers States, and does not want
to centralise itself around a principle competitor - the United States.
FIRMNESS OF THE SOVIET UNION
DISORGANISES
YANKEE
l:v!PE RIA LISM.
Nothing goes right for imperialism. Having provoked an incident
with Libya, Yankee imperialism
found itself largely isolated in the
world and obliged to justify itself.
Imperialism sought to weaken the
world revolution by administering
correction to Ghaddafi, and Libya
promptly strengthened its links with
Revolutionary States to defy it.
France and Mexico criticise Yankee
policy over San Salvador, thereby
weakening its capacity throughout
Latin and Central America. Even
the leadership of Yankee imperiaIism gives an impression of disorder and lack of centre. Reagan
was not informed of the Libyan
events until all was over. The
faction fight over the application of
American policy is as severe in the
Reagan administration as under

Carter - with the same disastrous there is no doubt that the Brixtoneffects for the authority of imperia- Toxteth experiences and the prolism. Soviet pol icy gives a sense cess of the hunger-strikers are
of firmness and harmony. After symptoms of a powerful underlying
stimulating South Africa to attack current - the masses are preparing
Angola, Yankee policy found itself for even more powerful interventions
isolated on a world scale. The · in the future to accelerate social
European bourgeoisie refused to transformations which will not be
sustain South Africa and Heath, confined to the electoral arelta, The
representing sectors of capitalism fact that Livingstone of the GLC
who seek to breathe a little longer has suggested that British troops
and nof be dragged along by the 'Should be prepared to abandon. the
Yanks, said that South Africa could fight in Ireland shows that the conexpect no support as long as it ditions are well-developed for a
maintained apartheid. All this con- comprehensive programme to link
firms the total failure of the Ottawa the struggle of the British and Irish
Conference to unify the forces of masses with the obiective of a
world capitalism. Chasms open up Socialist Federation of Britain and
within all the forces of world capi- Ireland, a unified Socialist Repubtalism. Not only does the European lic. The fact that this is not cambourgeoisie fear the consequences paigned for at this moment is
of American policy, but d.ivisions through the lack of preparation in
grow between the top layers of the Labour Party and the lack of
capitalism and the lesser sectors, cadres.
who see themselves being liquidated in the course of capita list FOR A BETTER POLITICAL LIFE
IN THE LABOUR PARTY.
competition.
As a result of all this, the
authority of the Workers States
extends and develops, and the
workers' parties have the oppcr-·
tunity to take advantage of the
fissures in capitalism to develop
forms of united front against the
nuclear policies of Yankee imperialism, combining policies of social
transformation with policies against
nuclear weapons, and affirming th~
superior character of the Workers
States. The electoral basis of the
bourgeois parties is in crisis and
well-modulated policies of the
workers' parties and trade unions
can influence and erode the forces
of the bourgeoisie.
British capitalism is now in a
state of dereliction, its forces demoralised and incapable. Massive
unemployment is allied to an immense impoverishment of the social
services and the necessary infrastructure of industry. The Thatcher
government has no authority and, in
a sense, the bourgeoisie has no
unifying leadership.
Moreover,

The conditions are developing
all the time for a better level of
discussion in the unions and the
Labour Party, despite the hampering
traditions of electoralism and the
accompanying lack of interest in
ideas. The concentration of world
processes is going to intensify !he
need for discussion. What is the
attitude of the Labour Party over
Poland? What have those experiences to say to the struggles of the
British masses? If the policy of the
Labour Party is for a United Ireland
how is this going to be achieved,
and what type of Ireland? Why make
the abandonment of the Common
Market a main aspect of the Labour
Party programme when it is possible
to develop a discussion with the
workers' parties, both Communist
and Socialist, for a Socialist Elltope
as opposed to illusory 'national
solutions'. It is one thing to use
Parliament as a means to put
through legislation favouring Socialist measures, but new organs are
required to develop a Workers State.
Turn to page 2
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THE TRIUMPH OF MITTERAND AND THE CRISIS OF CAPITALISM.
The triumph of Mitterand expresses the fact that the whole of
Europe is ripe for Socia !ism. The
overwhe Iming majority of the population who elected him did so with
this objective of developing France,
combined with a small minority of
the bourgeoisie who wish to improve
capitalism. We realise that a few
bourgeois
wanted to vote for
Mitterand because they wish to stop
the present crisis and also because
Giscard acted like a king, a monarch, in the hands of high finance.
These elections will have great
effects on and give a good example
to Italy.
All the great industria I and financia I magnates are furious, while
the British and Americans want to
see what Mitterand wi 11 actua !ly do.
They all assess these elections
with the thought that the Socialist
programme of Mitterand will correspond to their old aspect; that is,
that it wi II respect 'Capitalism and
keep faith with it. But the programme of Mitterand contains points
which certainly contain no concession to capita Iism: that is, seven
nationalisations of a certain significance.
They understand under
'true to capitalism' being on the
side of NATO and the Americans
and the rejection of the Workers
States. But this whole policy of
developing France which Mitterand
wi II lead has to reckon with the
Workers St ates and maintain the
agreement of the former government
with them over the building of a gas
pipeline, and thus the Soviets have
their hands on the gear lever.

The crisis of capitalism is
enormous. Without being the most
important part, this crisis of capita!ism is a part of the triumph of
Mitterand. The attitude of Chirac
expresses in part the fact that a
part of the capitalists who feel this
crisis are disconcerted.
These
sectors did not want to make
possible Mitterand's victory, but
they see that as capita lists they
are losing out. The policy of Barre,
minister of Giscard meant the
liquidation of a gre~t number of
competing factories. Giscard made
a policy in favour of the big enterprises and projected a whole plan
against the workers' movement. As
part of this, there was the idea of
repatriating the Algerian workers the most inhuman thing to do. The
garbage who speak about A'fghani·stan against the Soviets are silent
on all this. In France, Algerian
workers are arrested in the streets
and put on the train and sent back
without any concern for their wife,
and children or anything they left
behind them. They are thrown out
without judicial process, with
nothing. Gis card has given the
police the power to replace the
lega I procedures. An immense protest was raised against that: 'Then
there is no longer a division of
powers'. The judges protested in
defence of their own function: 'You
are assuming the powers of the
judges'. Now it is
the
same thing over identity papers:
the police have the right to hold
someone for two days who is without
papers •.

There is a very great concenOne of the biggest crises of
rration of capital in France. These
France is over oil, and thus the sectors have made an immense presdiplomatic ties with Libya and Iraq sure because they need to compete
in spite of disturbances which this with the Americans, the Germans
causes their allies in Africa. In and the Japanese. The triumph of
order for these countries to se 11 Mitterand has been an immense blow
France oil, France must provide to them. In order to confront this
them with arms, and has to conduct situation, Mitterand is going to have
such a po Ii cy in or oor not to depend to carry out a policy which will not
on American concerns, and that be strictly capita list, without which
cost them Chad. Mitterand will have he will not be able to s tEtain the
to do the same for, if he broke th.ese pressure which is going to be
agreements, the results would go exerted on him anyway. Capitalism
aga.inst
French capitalism itself needs to increase its capacity for
for the latter has to compete with com petition, otherwise it wi II fa II.
the Americans and the Japanese who If France reduces production, two
produce cheaper cars than France. and a half million workers are exThey turn to Japan to he Ip the rest cluded. What to do with them?
of capitalism 'see how the Soviet They carry out a series of functions
Union is advancing, the progress of which the French do not. All the
Communism in France itself', 'you cleaning, sanitation and transport
must reduce car production', 'we services are staffed with foreign
cannot do it, it is your crisis', workers
(lta lians,
Moroccans,
~you cannot export any longer to
Algerians, Spanish and Portuguese).
our countries'. etc.
If they are thrown out, that is going
i\ new and gigantic concentration to mean a confrontation with the
of big business is taking place. All
proletariat of France. Mitterand is
these discuss ions and conflicts
going to government with the probetween the capitalist countries are gramme of enlarging and increasing
the prelude to a new level of conemployment·and improving the concentration, the logic of the capitaditions of work, to establish the
list sys tern. They are seeking the
35 hour week and increases in
way to limit competition, including
wages, and to carry out the nationRenault. The soviets observe all
alisation of a series of factories
that, for they can produce cars for.
which have a fundamenta I posit ion ••
export which in quality are not so
He is going to have to carry it out.
good, but are much cheaper, while
the capita list co nnot penetrate the
When they speak about controlworkers states.
In Spain; and
ling
the Japanese, it is necessary
above all in England, there are a
to
remember
that half Japanese
rather large number of Soviet cars;
capita
I
is
in
American hands.
they are cheaper, simpler and more
The wealth of Japan is Japanese ,
resistant even if they do not have
the power or the same accessories in name, but a!most ha If is American.
as those manufactured in the capi- There are a series of agreements
like this everywhere, but they are
talist countries.

even more important as regards the
Japanese.
All the development
since the second world war has been
due to North American capita I. It is
the same for Germany. Economic
development aIlowed Germany to
re-establish itself, and th.e Yan~s
have not been able to hinder it.
It was the same in Japan, a!though
to a lesser extent: Jap.an remains
more dependent on the United Stat~s
than G?rmany. Nearly ~alf of its
production goes to the United States.
The Yanks have capital in Japan
and mad? Japan their all~ with ~he
perspective of war. It 1s stupid.
Japan has no value for war •.
.a !though half the popu lat1on
could die in one'
It is not important for military
strategy. It is a small island which
wou Id disappear under the first
bomb. But the United States needs
it as a shield so that Japanese,
rather than Americans, die. They
want to do the same thing with
Europe. But a series of capitalists
realise this, and that provokes disagreements • There are differences
for economic reasons over business
problems, economic orientation as a
function of the governing sectors,
but the depth ·of the difference is
due to the fact that certain capitalist sectors are furious: 'We are a
cover for the United States'. They
say this all the time. The Germans
say it in particular: 'The United
States stay in the background and
we get the bombs'.
The proletariat is going to feel
stimulated to intervene more, and
also the Socialists. We have criticised the French Communists who
do not have a good tactic even if
they are right programmatically; the
Socialist Party is irreplaceable to
advance in the anti-capita list
struggle. It is necessary, then, to
know the policy that is capable of
attracting it.
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Without repeating them, present
events in France are very similar
to those of the 'twenties in Germany
when the Communists were against
the Socia lists. Trotsky said, 'Do
not be so bruta I. The Socia lists
have a bad policy but they have
sixty per cent of the proletariat and
they decide 60% of the popu ration.
It is not possible to make a policy
which distances us from this base.
In order to win, it is necessary to
address it and also the leadership!
But the Communists did not wish to
know anything about it. Hence
Trotsky criticised the Communists
for having let Hitler come in. If
they had made a united front in the
elections, they would have got
fifteen million votes and Trotsky
said, 'The Socialists are conciliators, but if one makes a front with
them one will push them towards a
superior leve I. The other policy
allows the development of the
nazis'.
In France it is a little like that
now. The Communists followed a
mad policy. If they had conducted
another policy vis-a-vis the
Socialists, not only would they be
in a more favourable posit ion but
they would also have impelled
Mitterand to go much further. He
would have had to make concessions
to them in order to fulfil his hopes
of becoming president. It is necessary to take into account that Mitterand comes from the bourgeois
camp and even in part from the camp
of imperialism. See the road he has
taken! His wife has had some importance in this, as she is the
daughter of a known Left Socia list.
The Mitterands have two children
and both are militants of the Socialist Party. That is, Mltterand is not
just a careerist; partly, yes, but he
based himself on the process of the
improvement and renewa I of France.
In general, the Communists have not
conducted the necessary policy.

The origins of the present

J. POSADAS
This electora I triumph is a defeat
for capitalism, but it is also the
expression of a certain dis integration of capitalism. Mitterand was
supported by former capitalist
ministers, Jobert and two or three
others. In the elections that played
no great role,but is a significant
sign of a destruction in the capitalist apparatus. Also the 'monarch ica I' Giscard, as a centre of
capitalism, expressed in part the
destruction of its politlca I apparatus. After the war, French capita'1r
lism concentrated itse If in severa I
political groupings which were all
weak. De Gaulle saw this weakness and seized the initiative in
order to lead and concentrate the
bourgeoisie, and in that he had to
win the pet it bourgeoisie. That
was his policy for a time in which
the Socia lists were weak; now that
is no .longer the situation. De
Gaulle was the result of a short and
temporary stage,
The Socialist
Party, on the other hand, is a politica I organisation which, with tbe
support of the intellectuals, workers
and pet it bourgeois traders, medium
capita lists, corresponds in a certain
form to the destruction of the
capita list apparatus•'

The triumph of Mitterand is
important, not on account of Mitterand himself but on account of the
meaning of concentration in the
Socialist and Communist parties in
order to stimulate France. This is
an event! It breaks the monopoly
of capitalism - which thought it
had such a monopoly - and will
influence the whole of Europe,
such as Italy where now it will be
discussed. It will also stimulate
the Communist Left in Italy and
Spain.

J. POSADAS
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counter· revolutionary
leadership of the
Chinese
Workers State.
Editorial
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Why not ma:ke a political intervention towards the police, sectors of
whom do not relish their function to
defend capitalism against the population? And the monarchy? Huge
resources are spent on a royal
marriage, when places such as
Toxteth are practically abandoned.
There can be no justification in
speaking of the need for fundamental social change while ignoring
the monarchy, a device of capitalism
to mask its conflicts and ma in ta in
links with the petit bourgeoisie now wearing very thin. If there
were a much more systematic discussion in the Labour Party which
extended itself into the population,
which discussed issues thoroughly.
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discussed Marxism and cultural
matters as well, the Labour Party
wou Id become a source of attraction
and the means would be prepared for
a politically educated cadre fundamenta I in the transformation of
society, the overcoming of capita list custom and functioning.
The Labour Party is now committed to nuclear disarmament, the
35-hour week, and is discussing a
series of improvements in holidays,
rest days, minimum wages and impelling the economy.
This is
excel lent, and will guarantee it
support; but it also has to look
ahead to coping with the class
enemy, attempting to impede its

legislation and the transformation
of social relations, which is meant
by the advance to Socialism. The
population is not a passive force
in social change. It does not cease
to live once it has voted. The Labour Party has to prepare to live a
life with the population, to transform its functioning, to prepare for
popular organs which intervene independently in the factories, the
offices and the schools, against the
normal functioning of the system.
The Labour Party cannot summon
these organs into being just like
that, but it has to foresee that they
will arise and are a fundamenta I
part of the constriction of Socialism.

4.9.81
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THE ATTEMPTED ASSASSINA TJON OF THE POPE.
Although the attempted assassi_nation of the Pope occurred four months
ago, this article of Cde Posadas has lost nothing of its insight into the
reasons for the attack and its link with the chain of assassinations
throughout Europe - Bologna being one of the most atrocious - organised
by the CIA and NA TO as part of the intervention of imperialism in Europe.
The tact that the Christian Democrats are no longer in the Italian government is a pointer to the failure of the terrorist agencies of imperialism to
promote coups and governments totally docile to imperialism. The analysis
over the attitudes of the lesser bourgeoisie is also of extreme importance.

The attempt on the Pope's life
has to be united to the development
of the world process of the class
struggle, of the confrontation of
imperialism in competition with
other capitalist countries, and of all
the capita list countries against the
Workers States. Together with this,
it has to be linked to the stage in
which Italy is living, in which the
discussion of the referendum particularly on abortion - has a
very profound meaning. Before, the
elections in France had a meaning;
afterwards; they have the same
sense, but extended and amplified.
After the elections in France the
world bourgeoisie, the most important sectors of the Socialist Party,
the electoral public in general, the
petit bourgeoisie, the poor bourgeoisie, and the privileged sectors of
tile working class have seen that it
was possible to enter into alliance
with the Communist Party without
any great commotion. On the contrary, they won. The Communists
proposed rightly, 'You won through
us'.
Mitterand himself, without
saying it, affirmed, 'We won because
the Communists supported us'. That
is to say, the Communist support is
not an element of defeat or of containing, but of immense progress.
This is the first aspect of the
elections in France. The second
aspect is that the working class
was the directing force which concentrated the electoral will to vote
for Mitte·rand. Tile numerical difference in the voting is not very great,
but more than a million votes is
significant, and tile real difference
is much greater because, on the
bourgeois side, all those who could
vote did vote. The youth between
fourteen and eighteen do not vote,
although they work, and on the
bourgeois side there are very few
between fourteen and
eighteen who are working. In the
working class and the petit bourgeoisie, above .all in the middle and
poor petit bourgeoisie, there is an
immense percentage who have not
voted and who work. There are more
than two million foreign workers who
form part of the country, who have
lived for thirty years in France,
who have French children and are
of Algerian, Moroccan, Spanish and
lta lian origin, and neither do these
vote. Thus, it is false to say that
of the fifty million French people
aImost ha If were with Gis card
d'Estaing. Less than thirty per
cent were with him, taking into
account aII the population that
works, less than thirty per cent
voted for him. But all those who
voted for MiUerand work in production, that is, seventy per cent; and
the Communists also got an immense
number of votes. The bourgeoisie
has seen this and has judged that it
is necessary to use some device to
stop Italy going on the same path
begun by the USS.R in 1946 when
Germany was defeated.

The· attack on the Pope forms
part of this process. It is a new
assassination of a Moro which was
made with the intention of assassinating the Pope. It was only by
chance that he was not killed,
because the intention was to kill
him. Assassins went to kill the
Pope days before an election which
was fundamenta I, not over whether
they accept abortion or not. This
vote gives an opportunity for a concentration of workers parties with
parties of the petit bourgeoisie and
of tile poor bourgeoisie who are the
republicans, and a very distant
sector of the liberals who, although
they contain some important bourgeoisie, do not have political or social
weight, nor weight of political
thought.
Thus the bourgeoisie
wished to stop all this and prepared
this attack, and it gives the impression that it was prepared at the last
moment, not well prepared but done
at the last moment. The assassin
was selected, stimulated or drugged
in some way perhaps, utilising some
mental obsession, or was given the
hope of receiving some later advantage, i.e. that he would escape
or be given money. It was a stupid
attack in the way it was done, and
gives the impression that it was
made precipitately and hence he was
caught. It was made in the street
to have tile effect of smashing the
'no' and increasing the Christian
Democratic Right, because the vote
has an effect also in the Christian
Democracy. There are important
sectors of the Christian Democracy
who vote for the 'no' and say that it
is not a question of religion, of gods
or of the Pope. But, at the same
time, this shows the immense weakness of world and Italian capitalism
which has to resort to such methods.
Resorting to these means means a
very transitory and superficial
effect. It is important that this is
going to have a considerable effect
against the Christian Democracy.
The attempt is also aimed to exert
a pressure to encourage a coup
d'etat, but there is such a situation
that the organisers are going to
come off worst.
This was organised by the CIA
with the Christian Democrat Right
to contain the process, not to maintain
the Christian Democrat
electora I superiority, but so that
capitalism does not decline in its
authority and to impede the
Socialist-Communist united front
which attracts the republicans,
rad ica Is and socia I democrats.
This attack was made against this
front. Hence the attack on Reagon
and Kennedy, They are aII attacks
to cut short, to impede, sabotage
the ascent of the anti-capita list
political united front which, although it is a front with republicans,
social democrats and liberals, that
is, not anti.-capitalist, limits
enormously the capitalist system.
They killed Moro because, if he
had lived, he would have continued
with his task to make an agreement

with the Communists and, even
without the Communists entering
into the government, there was an
indirect participation of the Communists in the government, and hence
they killed him. Hence the Red
Brigades are doing all that they are
doing, and this is also an aspect
which corresponds to what the Red
Brigades are doing, and have done,
with other assassinations.
THE WORKERS STATES ARE
INCREASING IN INFLUENCE!
This attack is aimed to cut short
the political ascent and the influence over the masses of Italy
at the triumph of Mitterand, represented in the development of the
united front of the workers' parties
against the capitalist system.
Although there may be differences
in the programme, objectives or
forms, there is a united front even
for the abortion law, and it is a
united front with the Communists
showing that such things are
possible, and that nothing terrible
need happen. If they make a united
front for problems like these which
are so important, why are they not
going to have one for the government? The bourgeoisie seeks to
prevent this and to give room for the
Christian Democracy to increase
the support to the Christian Democracy.
They are not going to
increase the support to the Christian
Democracy. They are not going to
achieve either. The 'no' is going to
win and by a great deal, and the
Christian Democracy is not going to
win any political advantage from
this. The old hierarchy of the
Church is not necessarily impH
cated in this. It is possible that
they did not have any idea of what
was happening, but the attack comes
from the Right of the Christian
Democracy with the top circles of
capitalism and the Yanks. The
latter were involved in tile attack
of Tejero and hence, when they
asked Haig what he thought of this,
he only spoke three days after. In
Spain they said openly, 'You supported this', and he did not deny
nor affirm and it is clear that he
was expecting the triumph of tile
coup. It's tile same in lta ly where
the Yanks are involved.
Imperialism in Italy finds itself
in a very complicated position as
is tile case also with the Christian
Democracy. They have to expropriate a great deal of land, including
tile most fertile for agriculture, in
order to give it to NATO. This
means investing a quantity of money
which is ten per cent of the annual
budget of Italy, whilst there is no
money for the unemployed. Tile
workers see that they want to impede the sliding scale of wages
and the Christian Democracy sees
also that this is not in defence of
tile country nor of sovereignty, but
is in favour of the capitalists and
NATO, and they are against NATO.
There is a growing movement which
is quite deep and extensive against
the rearmament of lta ly, not in the
name of peace but of logical reasoning 'all this money which you
invest there, why do you not invest
it in work and production, why are
you going to increase prices and
lower the sliding scale'. tThis
investment is not necessary. Let
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them invest in work and wages.'
There is a very great current among
the Liberals and the Republicans
who now reason in this way.

vote. This is an absolute swindle
because the elections are not going
to represent the will of the population which works, which produces,
in accordance with their criterion,

. THE UNITED FRONT IN ITALY

of the basis for eligibility to vote.
People do not have this electoral
right, and of those from 14 to 18
there are more than four millions,
and two million of these are
Communists.

This attack is to contain the
process. It was made by a sector
perhaps not organised in everything.
It is not a Moro type of plan, but
has the same conclusion as the
attack on Moro. Thus the sense
that they see in the triumph of
Mitterand Moro opened the gates to
the entry of the Communists, to the
united front with the Socialists,
with the radicals, republicans and
even with the liberals. Remember
that the son of the President of the
Liberal Party declared himself a
Marxist, said it openly, and belongs
to the Young Liberals. Thus there
is no incompatibility between
Marxism and these small managers
and small businessmen; that is, tile
lower bourgeoisie, the first rung of
the bourgeois ladder.

Through the attack on the Pope
they want to move, attack and intimidate the allies of the Communist
Party so that they do not go into a
united front with the Communists
and vote for the 'yes'. But, at the
same time, although the action of
the united front is suspended (1 ),
the declaration of Spadolini (2)
saying 'Whatever happens, it is
necessary to vote for the 'no', we
reiterate our 'no' in the vote', is
very important because even weakening in the united front they
appeal for a vote for the 'no' and
seek to win a Catholic sector which
votes for the 'no'.

The CiA sees with fear the rapid
development of tile influence of the
This is the discussion and inUSSR, like the elections in France dicates the warming breezes which
where they see the tendency for a cross the Italian spring.
united front against war. This process of the petit bourgeoisie, in- J. POSADAS
13.5.81
cluding the poorer bourgeoisie who
do not have the means to compete (1) This refers to the affirmation
with large and medium capital,
of
tile united front callmakes them accept the policy of ed by the Communist Party, Sociasocial changes with which they list Party, Republican Party,
hope to live better than now, with Liberal Party and the Party of Proeconomic transformations, nationa- letarian Unity for the 'no' vote
lisations, a certain workers' control, against the annulling of the law on
control of finances, re-organisation abortion.
of the judicial, economic and banking apparatus. This is very serious
and also in France important (2) Spadolini is the principal leader
sectors of the bourgeoisie say, 'We
of the Republican Party.
do not want war', and important
sectors ef Gaullism which are
The 17 May was the date of two
bourgeois support Mitterand in the · referendums, one presented by the
name of an opposition to war, 'The Radical Party which asked for the
war comes and we die. Why? In annulling of tile law on abortion in
the name of the Yanks?'
order to make a more flexible law
where abortion is not control led or
It is very important to interpret regulated by the state; and the other
in this way this process which is referendum of tile 'Movement for
much more profound than tile attack Life', supported by the Christian
on the Pope because there is no Democracy and the Fascists who
motive for an attack on a religious asked for the negation of the present
law and support for a new legislation
basis; they take this as an excuse
which
limits abortion and practi.,and also they are seeking to incally
returns
it to illegality. The
fluence so that votes for the annulCommunist,
Socialist,
Social Demoling of abortion favour the Right and
crat,
Liberal,
RepublicH
and Prothe Christian Democracy. It is a
political conclusion in various letarian Unity parties supported the
aspects, but tile 'no' is going to win present law on abortion and appealand by some way, taking into ed for a 'no' to the two referendums.
account that in these elections Througftout this period, tile Pope
only those of eighteen and above intervened publically and in
vote, yet in lta ly children work meetings of support to the referenfrom the age of ten. A high per dum of the 'Movement for Life', and
centage of the children of Italy there was a great polemic, above all
- from 15 to 20% - work from tile of the parties of the Left against
age of ten and do not vote, and from the Pope for this intervention in
14 to 18 they aII work but do not the political problems of Italy.

CORRE.CTION.
111 the last issue of RF (314), paragraph
6, page 3, line 6 should read: 'The
Socialist Party expelled it •• .' (not him)

The advance of Poland increases
the authority of the workers states
The process in Poland confirms
al/ the analyses made by Cde
Posadas in his /ast texts. It is a
process of profound renovation as
was shown iri the success of the
congrees of the PUWP. The process has led to a massive purge of
the most conservative sectors not
only in the Party but in the admln istration, culminating in the actual
of Gierek
himself.
expulsion
Clearly the disorganisation of the
Workers State is not the responsibility of single individuals, but the
decision to expel from the Party the
former leader is a sign of a desire
to break with the past. The way is
open for the development of new
cadres nurtured, not in the past
traditions of ·conformism and the
traditions of Stallnism, the conceptions of conciliation and privilege,
but in an atmosphere of confidence
and with the way open to learn.
THE VANGUARD CORRECTS THE
PARTY LEADERSHIP.
The problem, as the Soviets now
admit, is the absence of firm cadres
who have a programme to meet the
needs of the Workers State. Although bureaucracy has been dealt
a massive blow from which there
can be no retreat, bureaucracy In
some form can continue, because
it can only disappear with a total
Soviet
democratic
functioning
throughout the life of the country
and with a type of constant discussion which prevents the development of independent apparatuses. But the tact that all that has
happened has been the result of the
action of the Communist vanguard
actually changing its own Party,
In fact leading Its own Party, is a
rare but significant reversal of the
usual norms. This In no way alters
the conception of the role of the
Party, but It also corresponds to a
stage of history where, in spite of
limited or backward leaderships,
the vanguard has the ab/ llty tb
intervene and correct. This applies
particularly to the Workers St ates,
but It has /Jltimately a universal
significance, In the Soviet Union,
the Party - Immensely superior to
the Polish Party - has carried out
a series of major purges; but how
much more Important would the contribution of the Soviet Union be
if the masses o.f the world saw a
greater participation of the Soviet
masses In all decisions and discussions!
The present 'disorder' in Poland
is the result of a lack of programme
and established leadership. Yankee
imperialism has tried to use Poland
as a justification for its coming
attack on the Soviet Union, but it
has had no effect whatsoever. The
food shortage in Poland is entirely
artificial - even so the 'ration'
seems very substantial! There is
plenty of arable and fertile land,
The cause of any obstruction to food
supplies - even apparently tailing
production - is the failure to meet
the issue of the elimination of private property in land - apart from
the small farmers there is a powerful contingent of wealthy farmers
whose interests do not coincide
with the Workers St ate. They particularly resent the attack on the

black market - the preserve of the
A stage has now been reached
relationship with the bureaucracy. in this process when the superiority
Elements of scarcity have been of the Workers States is seen in the
provoked as a means of exerting a concrete example of the resQ/ution
pressure on the government to modi- of differences. Poland ls a classic
fy the structure of the Workers State case, where the elevation of the
in the same way as the discussion Workers State is seen in spite of
over self-management is an attempt many problems, whilst world cap/- '
on the part of some sectors to de- t.alism increasingly flounders in
centra I ise the functioning of the disorder and confrontation between
Workers State. It is true that the the masses and the apparatuses of
proper functioning of the planned the bourgeoisie. Alf th.e attacks
ecocomy means a central plan which used by capi.talism on the Workers
is then applied on a focal scale, States, accusations of repression,
allowing the maximum of productive distortion of the truth, assassinainitiative in accordance with the tions, are seen
be exemplified
objective needs of the workers' not in tfle functioning of the Workers
economy; but decentralisation on States but in capitalism itself.
the level of self-management is no A trade union leader of the air
longer decentralisation but an traffic controllers is put in chains
attempt to limit the functioning of in the United States, where It has
the Workers State. When sectors in also become customary to assassiSolidarity speak of 'authentic self- nate or try to assassinate the
management' do they think of the president.
The morgue In Los
Yugoslav experience which accel- Angeles overflows with dead bodies
erated the emergence of special brought about by the high murder
caste Interests in the Workers State? rate, and black youths are murder(ld
The
All this has to be discussed. systematically in A tian ta.
world sees al I this and makes up
IMPORTANCE OF THE ROLE OF its mind that Poland rewesents
progress, and capitaflsm equals
THE ARMY.
imbecility and homicide as a way of
life.
The role of the army - the tact

tc:

that the premier Is from the army has also some importance because,
in the absence of a firm cadre and
with the need of a period tor government and Party to develop,
change and, above all, to think in
Marxist terms, the army plays a role
of stability: its history linked in
blood and bone with the Red Army
in the crushing of the nazis - the
representative of world capitalism
in the attempt to destroy the Workers
St ates. In part, in this way the
army substitutes ·for the Party: but
only transitionally and limitedly,
(Further on this will be published
in a forthcoming book on Poland by
J. Posadas, where he analyses
recent changes in the army). The
weight given to the army is !"/so
part of the preparation tor the final
encounter with Imperialism to which
the process of political and permament revolution is indrssolubly
linked.)
In all this, the most striking
feature is the behaviour of the
vanguard and fhe masses. In the
big demonstrations recently, there
was an atmostphere of carnival in
which the population gave flowers
to the militia - this represents a
new form of relation between the
population
and
the necessary
apparatus of the Workers State,
Persuasion has replaced confrontation. In protecting the interests
of the population, the Workers State
is strengthened and gives an
example to the world.

.. Fermanagh

Poland shows a'!I actiY:ity of the
masses participating In the construction of society, even if this ls
limited through the lack of Marxist
cadres and Bolshevik tradition capitalism shows only struggles
between small rival cliques, as
with the Interminable number of
financial suandals In Italy or in the
brutal confrontation which led to the
attempted assassination of Reagan.
The problems of Poland are those
of construction - construction on
the solid bases of an economy which
has to improve its collectivised
functioning in order to advance;
those of capitalism are the convulsions caused by its auto destruction
brought on by the viciousness of its
inter-imperialist competition, the
inability as a system socia/Ly to
compete with _the Workers States, or
control the markets of the Workers
States.
The political revolution
in
Poland has raised the capacity of
the Workers States to influence all
the anti-capitalist forces in the
world and the next stages of the
political revolution in the Workers
States, part both of the preparation
to confront imperialism and the construction of the Workers State
towards Socialism will reach levels
tar superior to the process in
Poland. The consciousness of the
Communist vanguard in the Workers
States will augment enormously,
re-affirming and extending profoundly the experience of humanity.

continued from page 1

The conclusions of Fermanagh simply of an independent Socialist
and Toxteth point unequivocaf!y to /re/and. The conditions now allow
the need for a common Socialist the solution of national and social
programme transcending the boun- problems together.
A Socialist
daries of Ireland and Britain.tor a /re/and requires a Socialist Britain.
Socialist Federation
the struggle is joint and inclusive.
The struggle is not now one

Toxteth, Lothian and
the Labour Party
Recent events in this country
have emphasised the necessity for
the Labour Left to adopt methods
and forms of organisation which
correspond to the necessity of the
class struggle. Where the youth
have been prepared to confront the
capita list apparatus, in working
class areas like Toxteth or Moss
Side, the present Tory government
has retreated. These youths on the
streets in confrontation with the
police, had little or no political
leadership, organisation, programme
or policy, but the government retreated. In fa ct the T ory Governme nt has found that there is money
available for Liverpool, the minister
Heseltine has made two visits, and
the Prime Minister one. Even the
Prince of Wales - who has a reputation for meanness even among his
own circle - has found a spare
!:25,000 for the 'inner city' youth.
It is true that the measures proposed
by the Tory government cannot solve
the 'inner city decay', because it is
only an aspect of the decay of the
capita list system. The bourgeoisie
have neither the capability nor the
intention of solving the problems of
the population. However, they have
retreated in front of the mobilisation
of the youth, they are doing all the
things they promised not to do.
They have retreated in front of the
youth in the same way as they retreated in front of the mobilisation
of the miners against pit closures.
These mobilisations have demonstrated the weakness of the Tory
government and the capitalist system in general. Neither the mobilisations of the youth nor that of the
miners was given a political leadership by the Labour Party or trade
unions; but, in common with the
Republican hunger strikers and the
30,000 voters in Fermanagh and
South Tyrone, they draw confidence
from the fact that they are supported
by a world balance of forces which
is favourable to Socialism.

CAPITALISM IS WEAK
In contrast, the Labour majority
on the Lothian Regional Council
has been forced to surrender. Their
policy of maintaining social and
educational services in the face of
government cuts in expenditure has
collapsed. This is in spite of the
fact that the Labour Party has the
support of ttl; working class and a
large sector of the population in the
region. This is proved by the fact
that they were able to organise a
successful 24-hour protest strike
in the region. Now the government
is cutting the rate support grant by
hl.5 million a day, and the education service is to sack over a
thousand teachers. There is a very
simple conclusion to be drawn from
the fact that the government puts
money into Liverpool and takes it
away from Lothian. The conclusion
is that it is not possible to transform society, or even to defend the
gains of a previous period, by
administrating the structure and
apparatus of capitalism.

The crisis of the norms of Labour
Councils functioning within the
system is also seen in the recent
referendum in Coventry, where on
the issue of higher rates or cuts
most of the population stayed away
- which itse If demonstrates that
the issue passes beyond the usua I
electoral forms.
It is no coincidence that the
youth of the major industria I centres
intervened immediately after the
e!ection of Labour majorities onto
the Councils in all these areas. It
is a proof that the Labour masses'
voted for an aspiration. - which the
Labour Party, as a centre, represents - for social transformations
and not for a Labour .representation
to administer the capitalist system.
The intention of the youth of Toxteth and Moss Side was to stimulate
and impel a leadership in the Labour
Party prepared for a struggle to
transform society. These youths
have demonstrated to the Labour
Left how to resolve the crisis in the
Labour Party over whether to cut
social, health and education services, or to increase rates, which
means to lower the standard of
living anyway.
THE
LEFT
MUST
TURN
TOWARDS THE MASSES.
These events show - and this
is what it is necessary for the
Labour Left to discuss - that the
government and the capitalist
system is weak; that little or no
reforms can be gained from the
administration of the apparatus of
the capita list system; and that the
working class and the population
generally are a force for progress,
and not simply voting fodder. There
has been a considerable advance
of the general Left within the
apparatus of the Labour Party.
However, in the context of local
government, Councils like Lothian
or London, which have Left-wing
majorities, have been placed in
exactly the same position as anyone else who confines himself to
functioning in this apparatus. Of
course, local Councils, like Parliament, provide a very good tribune
to put forward programme, policy
and ideas, but other forms are
necessary to implement them. The
Labour Left has to turn itself
outwards towards the population and
the working class at the base of the
trade unions.
Nationalisations
demand workers control and factory
occupations are a means of imposing nationalisations under workers
control, even before there is a
Labour government with such a programme. Above all, it needs at this
moment for the Labour Left to
organise discussions on these
fundamental issues in the factories,
in the workers areas, in the schools
etc. It also needs the Labour Left
to organise itse If as a tendency
which corresponds to this necessity
rather than to simply win positions
inside the apparatus of the Labour
Party and wii·hi'n the confines of
the electora!ist structure.

The Beatles and deathof Lennon
9 12 80
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EDITORIAL
THE PEACE MOVEMENT SHOWS THE
EXISTENCE OF IMMENSE FORCES
FOR THE LABOUR LEFT
The peace demonstrations in Rome, Brussels, London, Paris
cmd, earlier, Spain have been a shattering blow to world imperialism
because the masses have said clearly that the enemy is not the
Soviet Union but the Yankees and their weapons. Whilst imperialism
was powerless in front of a movement headed mostly by Communists
It had to start a polemic with the Peace Movement to show it as
'misguided'. But one thing remains clear: it was misguided, I.e.
guided away from Imperialism and closer to the Soviet Union, whose
social regime and peaceful Intentions no one has put in question.
The mobilisations In Potsdam of the East German masses against
capitalism fills imperialism with terror, because it is clear that,
when the masses of the Workers States will move, it will be to help
the masses of the world to finish with the capitalist system.
It is the Soviet Union that decides the world, and imperialism
has to move constantly to defend itself from what the Soviet Union
says or does. By its abstention from Cancun, the Soviet Union has
said: 'You are the exploiters, the gangsters who robbed the world,
and you cannot, solve world problems'. This educates the world
workers and masses. Without the adequate political life in the
workers parties, the masses reach very elevated conclusions.
They are not impressed by anti-Communist campaigns, and join
the Communists,;everywhere the Communists intervene for the progress of humanity. This affflets whole countries, and Greece can
be expected to move more rapidly now towards the Revolutionary
and Workers State. It is not just a Peace Movement that brought
Papandreou to government, but the determination of the masses of
Greece to construct Socialism. In this, the Soviet Union is their
ally and NATO their enemy. The whole world sees this and learns
from it. In tum, the unilateral disarmament decisions of both
Labour and trade unions In this country influence the world, and
announce big transformations all over Europe, and not just in
Britain. The comrades of the Labour Lett must discuss this, to
see the Immense possibilities now opened to their advance both in
organisation and on the plane of a world-vision and dialectical
method.
CAPITALISM
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For a European policy against NA TO, and
to advance social transformations
The demonstration in Bonn on
October 10th of 300,000 people,
representing every sector of the
population from the Churches to the
army, is a massive .blow to the war
preparations of imperialism. This
'peace rally' was, in reality, a
massive demonstration of opposition to Yankee imperialism and
NATO. There is a powerful movement of the masses against the war
preparations of imperialism in every
country of capitalist Europe, but
the demonstration in Bonn is particularly significant because it took
place in a country which has been,

capitalist system. This is the
measure of the depth of the social
crisis of German and world
ca pita lism.
Movements like this, do not
express a politica I or progr8'111matic
clarity but they do express an unqualified rejection of capitalist
values. This rally, and the peace
movement generally, may not give
a political leadership, but it was a
political objective which attracted
the masses to this demonstration.
It was used as a means of supporting and stimulating Ure growing
Left in the SD P. It served to deep-

Honecker, the leader of the German
Workers· State, said in a speech last
year that the only path of a united
Ge:rmany was through Socialism,
and this was a direct appeal to the
masses of the FDR. The Soviets
sent a letter of greeting to th is
year's conference of the JUSOS,
which was intended to weigh in the
development of the SOP Left. The
Soviet leadership has, for a longer
period, taken advantage of the differences between the German
bourgeoisie and Yankee impeJia!ism,
but now it seeks a greater direct
influence on the anti-capita list

IS BY-PASSED.

As Imperialism offers the world the image of the tiny Reagan
clique mostly sceptical about sending military equipment to Saudi
Arabi~, one of their allies (whom they clearly don't trust any more},
someone Wee Edwardes (of S.l....J, ISJ seen publlcally calling on
Foot to come and sort British Leylands problems out! This is a
picture of the world and of the way this country is part of the world.
The reaction of Foot in support of the Leyland workers and the
maintenance of the previous structure of the Lett on the NEC show
the strength of the Lett In the Labour Party. Meanwhile the Tory
conference has brought into the public eye such divisions in capitalism that can only take place Whfln they feel, as a clan, the
coming disappearance of the social order of private property. This
is because the system Is by-passed. Science, the means of production, technology, productivity, intelligence, have reached a
level that capitalism cannot use. It can only think of sacking
workers. However, Poland and the USSR - which were nothing only
a few years ago - show that productivity can be used to produce
more, and for needs, keeping everyone employed, simply expanding
production. This cannot be done in the capitalist system, but the
Workers States can do It. As it cannot be done by the capitalist
class, then it has to be done by the working class and its Party.
THE FORCE FOR CHANGE LIES IN THE ABILITY OF THE
PARTY.
Leyland brings Into broad daylight the reality of the incapacity
of capitalism. Capitalism cannot destroy the state sector, and it
cannot manage it either. The working class draws its confidence
from the balance of forces, in which it feels that the world is going
to Socialism, Greece and France are advancing, and there is a .very
protound change in the Labour Party. Such events as the tnp of
Murray to Poland and his criticism there of the capitalist system
• / consc 1ousness there
are ways of measuring the depth of politica
·
h
·
must be in the proletariat, but whic is not used or mob 1TisedbY

GERMAN SOLDIERS AGAINST NUCLEAR WEAPONS (BONN

DEMONSTRATION)

mthe economic sense, one of the en the crisis in the SD P and in the forces in the country and in the
most stable capitalist countries
and one which was 'created' by
imperialism as a bulwark against
the influence of the Workers States.
This struggle in Germany is not,
at this moment, led by either the
Socia I Democratic Party or the
trade unions, but is an expression
of the desire of the German masses
to transform society. The German
Churches who organised this demonstration have given the means
for struggle which is developing
inside the SOP and trade unions to
find an open expression. In capita list Germany (FDR), as elsewhere, the opposition to war preparations have a profoundly anticapitalist significance, because the
only perspective the capitalist
system has, the only means it has
to defend itself, is war. What the
German masses were sayi'ng 1·n thi's
demonstrati'on was that they had no
interest in the continuation of the

SD P. It is part of a tactic to orgagovernment. In the event, over a nise world forces in front of the
quarter of the parliamentary repre- war which imperia !ism prepares.
sentation signed a declaration in The pro-capitalist Right in the
support of the demonstration, and a SOP, represented by Schmidt, is
large sector of the SOP, particularly constantly weakened by the fact
of the youth, intervened in the that the German bourgeoisie draw
demonstration. Every effort of the closer to the Workers States because
SOP apparatus, of Schmidt, have they know that the war will be the
failed to prevent the growth of the end of them, that Yanketi imperialLeft. Even the expulsion of leaders ism is prepared to sacrifice them
of the youth (the :JUSOS) have failed in its own interests.(!) At the same
to stop this advance. This is be- time, the economy of the FDR is
cause it is the product of the world more a rd more dependent - and the
balance of forces in favour of supply of gas from the Soviet Union
Socialism, the total crisis of the
is only one instance - on the
capitalist system and the advance
Workers States. It is these condiof the Workers States.
tions which create a favourable
atmosphere
for the development of
The Workers States, the Soviet
the
anti-capitalist
Left in the
Union in particular, have played a
crucial role in the development of SOP.
the ..Left in the FDR. Not only by
This demonstration in Bonn
their existence which demonstrates
· th h I
oe
their superiority over the capitalist forms part of a process m e· w th
of
capitalist
Europe
in
which
e
system, but by a dire ct intervention.
Tum to page 1,
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THE ASSASSINATION OF SADAT AND THE
WEAKNESS OF IMPERIALISM
The assassination of Sadat
The insurrection that broke out kee policy there as a direct threat
opens a new stage in the process at Assuyet signifies only a small to the security of the Soviet Union.
in the Middle East, a new Ieve I of indication of the vast hatred fe It Objectively this is so, because the
instability, as part of the prepara- for the Sadat regime. Sadat repre- strength of the Soviet Union is
tions for the fina I encounter sented a backward step in the de- linked to the advance of the forces
between imperia liS'!ll and the Wor- velopment of the Egyptian people of progress in the Middle East kers States. The former are faced after the process of the revo !uti on anything which goes against that
with a constant and gathering force beginning in 1952 which led to the limits the capacity of the Soviet
ofthe revolution in the Middle East. expulsion of imperialism from the Union.
The force of the world balance of Suez Canal and a mass of nationalnterna fly, the intervention of the
forces favourable to the Soviet lisations and elimination of imperiYanks
is not going to contain a
Union and the revolutionary world alist capita I.
But Nasser was
process determines more and more liquidated by the group around social situation that is daily more
the process in any one individual Sadat who feared that the velocity explosive. The progress of Egypt
country. rhe Sadat regime had of the process in Egypt would end was interrupted by the Sadat regime,
been facing for a who le period a ultimately in a Workers State and whichWasbased on the tightly-knit
of
the
continuous and magnifying internal the fina I liquidation of the EgypHan Egyptian bourgeoisie
resistance, to which he replied bourgeoisie. Sadat's policy has textiles industry and linked to the
with an immense repression, nothing been the crudest glorification of extensive private fa:aming sector.
in itself new, but in the circum- capitalism and the link with Ameri- It is a bourgeoisie which works,
stances of now, panic and fear were can imperialism; opulence for a few nevertheless, in a vast nationalised
uppermcm.
and immense poverty for the sector. The majority of investment
lies in this sector, which means
majority.
The assassination was clearly
there are large layers linked to
arra.nged at the highest level. It is
At the same time, the policy of nationalisation, which, however
not possible for a small group to Sadat has no historic perspective. submitted to bureaucratic control,
achieve such a killing in the cir- His poli~y and that of the structured are a permanent source of weakcumstances of a carefully prepared Egyptian bourgeoisie - much more ness to capitalism. At the same
and rehearsed military parade structured than that of Iran - was time, the conditions of the mass of
without the high
Command being essentially megalomaniac, because the peasantry have worsened,
in a situation where the world Moreover, a!though the pro letar1at
involved.
system
of capitalism was con- is small numerically, it is strong,
The circumstances of the killing,
tractiltg
and,
at the same time,. aII influential and explosive. The inparticularly the apparant disappeathe
inter-capitalist
competition fluences of Libya, Ethi;opia and
rance of the president's persona I
was
immensely
aggravated,
dreams Iran, above aII the influence of the
bodyguard, points to a prepared
liquid ati on at the top Ieve I. of an Egyptian capitalist super- Soviet Union, augment in Egypt.
The Egyptian bturgeoisie does not
The internal isolation of Sadat power were totally illusory. Hence have the strength to exert a conwas the other side of his isolation, the close analogy of Sadat with the frontation with the masses. Ameristemming from the alliance with Shah of Iran dreaming grandiose can military aid does not strengthen
Israel, which meant collaboration dreams of transforming his country the economy, and Am~rican investwith the enemy of the Arab masses, by decree and Yankee support. ment has no ·interest for Egypt.
the enemy of social progress, a The need to liquidate ·sadat was
stooge of Yankee imperialism. imposed by events which rr.either
the Yanks nor the leading teams in
The policy of conciliation with
The intervention of the Soviets
Egypt determine.
lsrae I had led to a growth of Sovie't
is designed to stimulate the reinfluence in the Middle East and
sistance of the masse:, ·:.nd contain
exacerbated aII the interna I oppo- EXPEL YANKEE IMPERIALISM the Yanks, without an immediate
sition to Sadat, leading to his FROM THE MIDDLE EAST.
head-on collision with them. The
aImost tota I isolation. A change
Soviets have sustained the revoluwas necessary in Egypt on all
tion in Iran. Their presence has
The growing weight of the Soviet prevented re latiatory intervention
accounts, to facilitate a modifica ...
tion of American policy to the Arab Union has had great and direct of the Yanks.. At the same time,
states and to contain the accumu- effects on Egypt. The building of relations with· Syria have become
lation of problems in Egypt itself the Aswan Dam was a fundamenta I closer, and relations have been
which were becoming more and more step in the progress of Egypt - developed with Saudi Arabia.
serious. The turn to Saudi Arabia
which Sadat allowed to stagnate - Despite the Iran-Iraq war, Iraq is
is part of an attempt to balance
and the influence of the Soviets
a R'0'volutionary State with a
between Israel and the Arab states
became strong
in the armed predominantly collectivised economy
in the Middle East, but it will hav~
forces. Hence Sadat expelled the in the industrial and agricultural
no perspective because imperialism
Soviets, but the fact that ,a former sectors. The bases for the exdoes not determine the process.
Chief of Staff is a leader in oppQ- tension of Soviet influence extend
sit ion to Sadat shows that sectors and extend.
Yankee policy seeks - as in the
in the Egyptian army are against
AWAKS deal to re-orient relations
the
link with Yankee imperia !ism.
with Saudi Arabia and other Arab
It is necessary to develop the
They
are sectors also who are
States.
But it cannot abandon
united front of the Arab countries
profoundly anti-iinperia list, who
Israel and hence its pol icy is
and masses against Yankee imperiseek
a common front with the Arab
opaque and unsteady, Thus the
alism to expel it from the Middle
liquidation of Sadat represents a masses against the Yankee base East, to incorporate the lsrae Ii
which is Israel, and reject the exblow at a whole line of former
masses into. the struggles against
pulsion of the -Palestinians.
pol icy and there is no security in
imperialism in a systematic way
a new line towards the Arab States.
in the perspective of a SociaHst
The
referendum
supporting
federation, with self-determination
Mubbarak is a farce like aII the
for Israel in such a Federation. It
rotten expedients of ·the miserable
is necessary 'to impel social
In all this, imperialism and the
Sadat. There is no discussion
ruling cliques in Egypt are not
changes in Egypt, ta king the
allowed in Egypt, and the rubber
example of Libya. The process is
taking initiatives which are the
stamp referendum is a swindle
result of domination of the process;
one of incessant revolutionary proihe intervention by Yankee gress shown alteady ira the Syriarather they are thGli responses to a
situation which they do not deter- imperialism, its joint manoeuvres Soviet Union alliance and thll
mine and which they seek to con- with the Egyptian armed forces, united front of Algeria, Libya,
tain. Thus, with death of Sadat thll has met an immediate denunciation Yemen and Ethiopia, The liquidaby the Soviet Union, making it clear tion of Sadat is a sign of the failure
Y.l~~ssought to weigh immediately to
solidify the alliance with Egypt that the Soviet Union regards Yan- of imperialist strategy and tactics·
but, at the same time as Mubbarak
SCIENTIFIC, CULTURAL AND POLITICAL EDITIONS
says he wants to continue the
'peace policy' with Israel, the
remova I of Sadat is a defeat for the
BCM.,Box 6220, l'DNDON WC1
policy of wholesale ~ubmission to
th needs of agreement with Israel.
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Leyland
THE CRISIS AT BRITISH LEYLAND AND THE NEED FOR WORKERS
CONTROL.
The determination shown by the workers of British Leyland (Bl) to
confront the BL management and the Tory government has a profound
significance. If the strike takes place - and at the moment of writing it
is not certain - it could well play the role which the miners' strike
played in the removal of the Heath government. The events at Leylands
express all the desperation and crisis of the capitalist system. The
proposal of Edwardes to confront the workers with a choice of accepting
3.8% - in reality a cut in wages - or the closure of the whole of Ley lands
is an act of desperation. The soc la I, econom le and politica I effects of
such a closure - affecting as it would hundreds of tbousands of workers
outside Ley lands - could spell the end of the·; Thatcher government and
serve to stimulate the class struggle. The prospect of such a crisis
frightens a whole strata of the bourgeoisie, and this is why there has been
such a chorus of opposition to the policy of the Leyland managements and
the government. It is a straight lie to pretend that Edwardes has an
independent policy. He is simply a functionary o.f the government who
runs Leylands for capitalist interests. Leylands underlines the bankruptcy of the capita list system. It offers the workers a choice between
immediate sacking or accepting higher levels of 'productivity', which
only leads to sacking later on. To the country at large it offers the' perspective of either a massive rise in unemploymenti or an enormous expenditure of state funds, which is largely absorbed in maintaining the bureaucratic management apparatus and high salaries of people like Edwardes.
The Leyland workers have been subject, like the rest of the working
class, to a process of declining conditions of wor~, real wages and employment, and to a direct repression. The sacking of the Leyland convenor
Derek Robinson, is a case in point. In all this process, there was not a
major strike at Ley lands. Why, then, at this moment? The politica I
advance of the Left in the Labour Party, as shown in the decisions of the
Labour Party conference, opened th perspective of a consistent, anticapitalist leadership in the Labour Party, and this acts to stimulate the
workers. At the same time, this vanguard sector of the working class
moves, in turn, to encourage and stimulate the Labour Left. The very
fact that Tony Benn spoke to a meeting of Leyland workers has an
importance. Whatever the content of B1enn's speech, his intervention
reflects a growing sense in the Labour Left of the necessity to act as a
leadership in day-to-day development of the class struggle. This needs
to go much further, in the sense of allowing a greater participation of the
working class itself in the discussion and development of ideas.
The AU EW leadership supports, for the first time, the actions of the
workers at Leylands because they sense that the process is much deeper
than simply a struggle for a· wage increase. In fact, the Leyland workers,
even if it is not expressed in a clear form, are putting the control and the
running of the enterprise into question. Leylands is state-owned, but is
run in the interests of the capitalist system. The crisis of Leyland is the
crisis of the capitalist system, and that has no perspective. Millions of
pounds are sunk into Leylands in a process of trantic competition for
profit, while the needs of the population, in every aspect, remain unanswered.
The Leylalid workers are responding to this lunatic situation in w.hich
there is massive and rising unemployment, coupled with a shortage - not
only in this country but on a world scale - of all the basic necessities.
The trade union leadership, and the Labour leadership generally, still
looks for solutions within the capitalist s !stem. There are none! It is
only under workers control that state-owned industries and enterprises
can function for the needs of the population. It may be that the conditions
,.. in the sense of leadership of the Labour movement - are not yet ready;
but the strike at Leylands could be extended beyond the question of a
wage increase to a general mobilisation for workers control in aII the
nationalised industries, and the end of the Thatcher government. There
is a need for the formulation of a programme for this by the Labour Left
and the trade unions, coupled with a plan of production, initially for the
existing nationalised industries, to function for the needs of the population.

THE CRISIS IN THE POLICE
The outbreak In Toxteth and
Brlxton has Intensified the process
of crisis in the po/Ice force. It
takes the form of a discussion over
community po/Icing, but basically
It Is a discussion over the function
of the police. A /ready In countries
such as France and Italy the, civil
po/Ice have objected .to being used
for polltlcal purposes In suppressIng the population. In th.ls country
capitalism has been obllged to develop a special corps of thugs,
the SPG to deal with Interventions
of the population against cap/taflsm

The old Imperial structure of
B11.italn rarely confronted a type of

crisis which divided Its police
force. But now that this structure
Is decomposing and the p/llar of lmper/al empire has disappeared and
humanity has an historic alternative
which guides and Impels It, that ls,
the Soviet Union and the Workers
States, the functioning of the police
Is openly In discussion. The UPsurges In Toxte(h l1flC/ Brlxton show
that sector!$ of the youth and the
most oppressed sectors are not
prepared to tolerate the Imbecility
and brutality of the capitalist system, the exclusion from participation In society, the lack of perspective within capitalism, and the
coercion of the capitalist state.
Sectors of the police who are more
curn to p1119e4

THE BEATLES AND THE DEATH OF JOHN LENNON
This article was written some time before the death of Comrade
Posadas ahd has Importance in its analysis of the Beatie phenomenon in
relation to the process of change in Britain. Lennon and his group belong
-ed to a stage which has now passed. British imperialism is decomposing
rapidly and the brutal regime of the Thatcher government ls the sign at a
system which is worn out. has no authority over the population. and seeks
to survive as an atomic base for the Yanks. In the formative years of
Lennon the influence of the Workers States was very limited. Now it is
augmenting constantly and lays the basis for a superior culture on a world
scale. Much of the work of the Beatles is a melancholy protest, pitched
at a non-combative level against the social order. The world that produced them is vanishing. but to see their role is to see something of the
process at work in Britain.

The basis of the music and of
the voice of the Beatles is sadness,
melancholy. As for the rest of pop
music, it is one of sexual exaltatiop, sensual and completely
individualist. The important aspect
in analysing the Beatles is that
they appeared in a Britain which
was in a process of losing constantly, incessantly • and un interrupted ly its function as centre of
big business, of the world competitive force in the economy,
science, art and sport, and it was
declining - until today it is one of
the less important countries. Any
country can compete with it.
At the same time there was a
process in which the working class
was developing in Britain and with
great power. Three governments of
the working class, Labour governments, took office; although these
governments did not carry out the
necessary policy for the working
class, did not develop the historic
necessity and policy of the working
class - that is, the struggle to
itrahsform society.
To transform society is the
policy of the working class, not
only the struggle for wages, to
defend wages and purchasing power
and trade union rights. It was the
bourgeois Labour leadership which
impeded the development of this
historic capacity of the British
working class.
In this last period there has
been a retreat at all levels in the
function of Britain in the world, in
competition with the rest of capitalism and with the Workers States.
But there has been a constant influence of the Workers States in
Britain, which is now expressed in
the triumph of the Labour Left in
the Labour Party in imposing the
IUdership of Foot.
In Britain after the .. war there
were strikes of the civil servants
and sit-in demonstrations, and
there were demonstrations of the
peUt bourgeoisie who attacked the
homes of the very rich and said that
'homes are for all and not just for
those who have three houses'. The
petit bourgeoisie did this, stimu- •
lated by the war.
These were experiences which
prepared large sectors of the petit
bourgeoisie in the resolution to
intervene in social struggles and
problems. The proletariat influenced the petit bourgeoisie a great
deal and a proof of this was how it
attracted them to vole for Attlee,
through whom they imposed in a
decisive form the first Labour
government.
Th ts triumph, the progress of the
struggles of the prcpletariat, the
actions of the petit bourgeoisie with
the massive occupations of houses,
created the conditions in Britain of

the crisis of capitalism. 'he world
capacity of Britain in science,
technology, the economy; in production, in culture and in sport; was
restricted. At the same time, the
influence and authority of the working class increased over the petit
bourgeoisie, although it was not a
constant leadership over the petit
bourgeoisie.
In the world after the war there
was a very great advance of the
Workers States. All the intelligent
and combative petit bourgeoisie of
Britain did not find in the country
the means to develop itself. It is
for this reason that certain deviations arose - in the first stage
there were the motor cyclists who
competed with each other, acted
like vandals, and ended up dead.
The anger of the well-off petit
bourgeoisie or the sons of the
bourgeoisie drove them to this.
They were the expression of feeling
disconcerted as a result of what
was happening, the arrogance of the
sons of the bourgeoisie who felt
displaced. They wanted to show
that they were the leadership, to
call attention to themselves, and
then t~ey perpetrated killing and
degenerated human life seicualfy or
with. the life of drugs. This social
layer experienced disappointm.nt
and impotence because it clashed
with.the progress of history, which
was . represented by the working
class of Britain, by the advance of
the world working class and of the
Workers States. This layer decomposed and other layers of the
petit · bourgeoisie arose, who were
not organised nor elevated by the
Labour people because the latter
fulfill~d a function of adaptation to
the clipitalist system. The sons
and d~ughters of the well-heeled
bourgeoisie and petit bourgeoisie
showed through the motor cyclists
the brutality of the capitalist
system and they reflected it in feeling that everything was crumbling.
Other •. layers, also of the petit
bourgeoisie, arose with the antecedents of the 'sit-in' of 1945,
with the occupations of empty
houses and the proposal to give
them to those without dwellings,
and from the stage of the Labour
government - who introduced a
series of social benefits in transport, social services, sanitation
and milk in the schools for children.
With this process, the Communist
parties did not develop an anticapitalist policy and in this way
could not influence the Labour
Party except very modestly and
simply as an opposition to capitalism. They did not influence to
prombte struggle against the capitalist system while in the world
revolutionary struggle deve'loped
new Workers States and an immense
quantity of Revolutionary States or
revolutionary movements triumphed
within a few years.
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Thus other sectors of the petit
bourgeoisie came on the scene.
The richness of culture, of intelligence, of scientific and technologica I capacity of the British
created in the petit bourgeoisie
such layers which were not more
profoundly and socially impelled to
the creation of the Workers State
because there was neither Party
nor leadership. In the course of
this, sectors like the Beatles developed. This layer of ~rtists and
musicians was formed wJth ,a cer..;tain limitation in representing the
power of Britain, because they did
not see their country or the Labour
people at all capable. In their
songs, while there are criticisms very general - of society, a whole
combination of sentiments is expressed which come from the disappointment arising from the lack
of social transformations. In the
absence of social transformations,
there was no guide for: their songs
and hence their songs have bases
in sadness or melancholy,
of
anguish and of criticism, but very
general criticisms. At the same
time, these were combined with
vices which were acquired in this
movement, because it··. was not a
movement of ideas, of programme,
of policy and objectives, and
neither did the Labour Party accompany them with a movementof ideas.
The music of the Beatles expresses in a combined way criticisms and complaints against
society - in a limited form and not
as militants for Communism - at
the same time as integration with
certain vices from capitalist soClety. At the same time that they
developed so did brutal crises of
capitalism - German, French,
British, North American. and Japanese. The crisis incFeased, and
so also the disappointment of the
petit bourgeoisie in front of capitalism, but they did not feel attracted by the workers parties because
these did not have the programme of
social transformations.
Hence
arose the current of the homosexuals, the feminist movement,
and a whole series of currents
which originate in the petit bourgeoisie, in not feeling attracted by
the workers parties of the capitalist
countries; but these movements do
not arise in the Workers St ates
because there is no reason for them.
They exist in the capitalist countries where social insecurity develops which all these people transmit.
All these people transmit insecurity
and this comes from their family,
from certain antecedents; but the
social historic base is the insecurity which society transmits.
It is not true as the Press says
now that Lennon and the Beatles
had the importance of the Kennedys
or that millions wept over Lennon.
It's not like this, because only
thousands listen to them now. In
the United States there is an audience, more now than in Britain.
In the United States the social
weight of the petit bourgeois movement is infinitely greater than in
any other part of the world. They
have two hundred million inhabitants, and it is a pelit bourgeoisie which has no organised
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political, scientific, cultural life;
but it has good sentiments and
wants to oppose capitalism, and
hence it does not accompany the
Yanks in the struggle against the
USSR. No North American government has been able to gain the
support of the masses to call
meetings to inform the people of_ all
its reactionary policy, but all the
presidents speak to the House of
Representatives, they do not call
meetings as occurs in other European countries or in the Workers
States.
, THE BEATLE MUSIC - A PURELY
TRANSITORY
PHENOMENON.
The North American petit
bourgeoisie did not accompany imperialism either in the Korean war
nor in Vietnam, nor now in the
policy against the Soviet Union.
All these contradictions in which
the North American bourgeoisie
live is expressed in these people
who follow the Beatles. They are
the ones who take drugs and
alcohol. It is a repudiation of the
old society. They do not take drugs
for the sake of drugs, but as a
repudiation of society and as an
expression of their lack of support
for this society. At the same time
they are not attracted by the
Workers States.
The Beatie s sang for that
public and hence their music combines the frenetic with the sad; the
depth of frenetic music is sadness.
It was not the frenzy of Elvis
Presley which was simpjy walking
sexThe Beatles, even with
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frenzy, have a certain harmony.
Whilst Presley was the frenzy of
sexual sentiment, the Beatles was
the frenzy of sadness. It was not
a vibrating rhythm, but sad because
they cannot be vibrant on the basis
of the decadence of capitalist
society and without being attracted
or organised by the Workers States
and Communist thought.
Hence the character of their
music. This song they recorded,
'Girl', has much harmony. John
Lennon was the one who.,.composed
best of all, the most intellectual
who made political statements unfavourable to capitalism; somewhat
eccentric, but against capitalism.
They are the product of the decomposition of the capitalist system
and the lack of consistent life in
the Communist movement to affect
these layers.
To analyse the
Beatles serves to give a cultural
notion of movements, of small
nuclei which have a certain importance as this was expressed through
music. At the same time, it is
necessary to see that the music of
the Beatles, I ike aII this type of
music, is transitory and superficial.
It is not music of social profundity,
but expresses transitory sentiments
and hence it is basically sad and
melancholic. It is oot a vibrant
music which constructs, but tends
to accompany peopl~ appropriately
in the United States and Britain,
where they had success through the
existence of petit bourgeois layers
who live in the conditions which we
have analysed previously. Thus
their :most success tu I reception was
not in Britain, butthey went to the
United States in search of their
public. J.
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the leaderships. For instance, what would be the result of mobilisations of the working class by the side of the 150,000 'peace
marchers' in London? When McGahey was allowed to speak to them
alongside Foot and Benn, it was because the mass of people who
demonstrated for peace were in favour of the presence of the British
miners; and in favour of the Communists being in the leadership.
Through the Communists, they were seeking the Soviet Union.
The bourgeoisie did not report this, because it is terrified that the
'misguided' people are being guided indeed, by a superior clarity,
on who is the perpetrator of war - the system of private property.
The 'peace marches' all over Europe are the result of the world
balance of forces in which the Soviet Union and the Workers States
are seen as superior, and not as the enemies. The masses are
making the very simple comparison between the Socialist democracy
there is in Poland - the right to tack managers, to remove whole
teams of leaders in the Communist Party, in the state, the government, the prime ministers, the presidents - whereas, in Britain,
the workers cannot change their leaders. The workers see that
capitalism would like to dissolve the trade unions (as they tried
in the us with PATCO ). But, in Poland, the workers decide: and
Poland as a Workers State, corrects itself and learns to let the
worker! govern. This is what teaches the broad masses. It is not
true that people are defecting from the Labour Party. The Labour
Party can and will attract people. Those who are leaving are
agents of capitalism who were in the Party only to hinder it from
a Socialist course. The immense numbers of peace marchers are
potential supporters of Labour, but have not been cal led up on to
participate in the transformations of society which they seek.
The Social Democrats don't represent any strength for capitalism
because, while being no go<Jd to the Labour movement, they are
no good either to the war plans of capitalism. The disarray in the
Tories is truly immense and expresses their historic fear ofdisappearing as a class and as a system. The world decides in Britain
and Britain influences in the world only inasmuch as it participates
increasingly in the process of world transformations. This shows
that the Left can and will advance towards a world-wide vision of
the progress of history, that is determined by the proletariat and
the Workers States. We call on the comrades of the Labour Party
to discuss the immense force that lies outside the Party, and that
one day will be - and must be - the force for the social changes
without which there can be no peace of progress.
31.10.81
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THE TRIUMPH OF THE SOCIALIST PARTY
IN GREECE, AND THE SIGNIFICANCE
OF THE COMMUNIST VOTE
The Greek elections are a
contim.1ation of the process expressed in France. The masses
show in the triumph of the
Socialist Party the desire to
defeat Imperialism and its war,
and to unite with the Workers
State. In the case of Greece, the
increase in votes for the Communists who support the USSR
means a corresponding advance
to the Lett of the Socialist Party
supported by the Soviet Union.
The masses prepare themselves
to adopt the form of the Workers
State, with the support of the

the 70% expressed in votH.
This vote has the significance
of a mobilisation and the advance of the Co~munist Party
indicates that there Is an advance of the sectors of the Left
in the Socialist Party too. This
means that it is a pro-Soviet
advance, a pronouncement of the
masses in favour of the workers
State and of the USSR. As in
France, it is a sign of the mobiUsations to come, which will
not be limited to France but will
unite all the countries of Europe
and the Middle East to the worleers States in the event of
USSR.
imperialism launching war.
The Soviet Union, by its
Greece is surrounded by
intervention
In
Afghanistan workers States. The masses of
which checked imperialism's war Greece were tortured, put to
preparations, has given confi- death, suppressed and crushed
dence to the world. Whole sec- tor the sake of the 'free world'.
tors of the population and But they have thrown 0 ff their
bourgeoisie are attracted to the chains, like those of Portugal
programme of nationalisations and Spain. They were able to do
and opposition to war, while this because Stalinism has ended
even bourgeois sectors are his- and the changes taking place in
torically detached from their the USSR _ the support which
class allegiances and do not the USSR gives to the world
struggle for the triumph of their revolution today _ have given
traditional bourgeois parties. confidence to the Greek masses
The bourgeoisie of Greece is that there will not be another
weaker and has been more op- Yalta. Today, the Soviets are
pressed than many other bourge- denouncing the proposals which
oisies by the rest of imperialism. the Yankees came to Moscow
This gives scope for an immense with, of carving up Europe. The
advance to the Left, whilst the soviet leadership of today, far
Workers States are seen - like from making an agreement to
Poland - to allow continuous share the world with the Yanks,
progress and advance of the are denouncing the visit of Canmasses in the function of lea- cas, US leader who went to
All that imperialit1m Moscow to discuss a possible
dershlp.
demonstrates is that it is anta- carve up of Europe with the
gonistically opposed to the ad- Soviets (denounced by the
vance of the masses anywhere Soviets on 23.10.81 ). This is
(and in the US itself), and pre- what gives the masses confipares militarily against them and dence that they will not be beagainst the Workers States. frayed and sent back forcibly to
This vote In Greece represents the slaughter ot imperialism by
the preparation of the masses for an agreement of a Yalta type
social transformations, and is a (made at the time of Stalin).
fundamental blow to the war The significance of the Socialist
preparations
of
imperialism vote is immensely greater than a
against the Greek masses and simple support for the programme
against
the Soviet Union. of nationalisations and antiThe Left won more than 10% imperialist policies of Pa.panin an electoral process. When dreou. Even if the leadership of
you consider that the masses the Socialist Party does not
could not speak, could not dis- immediately apply this procuss, and that the electoral gramme, this vote shows that
campaign was dominated by there Is no hope to keep the
those who have most money, it masses waiting for ever: they
means that the social will ot the show thit they are prepared to
matrses. is iminitely greater than struggle.

continued trom pege1 •••

masses seek to confront imperra11st
war preparations. The appearance
of soldiers in uniform from the
armies of Holland and the FDR at
the Bonn rallv
means that nat
even the armed forces are prepared
to defend capitalism. There were
delegations from practically every
European capitalist country present
on the demonstration. If the aspirations of the masses to transform
society are expressed in such
events, it is because the war is the
fina I encounter between capita !ism
and the system of the Workers
States, and because, in general,
the workers parties in capitalism
do not lead in this process. The
question of war is the most crucial
and dramatic issue, but the class
-4

ON THE SO CALLED AFGHAN uRES/STANCE"

J. POSADAS

The vote for the Communist
Terrorism against invaders is
logical and correct, as in Ireland.
Party is much more important
But terrorism against the Soviets is
than appears on the surface.
not correct, because there is no
The Communist Party obtained
invader. An invader is one who
10% of the votes when all the
enters a country in order to prevent
other parties were wiped out,
It developing and to submit the
increasing its vote from last
country to the interest of the inelections.
It means that the
vading country. The Soviet Union
masses have voted against Eurois developing Afghanistan, and
communism, against reformism
does
it to protect the USSR which
and conciliation. For historic
is the force which is developing
reasons, the masses have a large
the progress of the world; that is,
Socialist Party and will impel
there is no invasion independently
progress through that centre.
of the fact that the Afghan governBut the vote tor the Communist
Party comes from the secure, , ment called in tile Soviets, and it
is true, it called them in. The fact
conscious and militant cadres of
that the Soviets may have put in
the Greek working class, which
thi.s government has nothing to do
has much experience and maturwith it. It is the 1-evernment
ity. This is a conquest of huwhich the people recognises.
manity which no bomb will ever
d~stroy. In Greece, our PosaNone of those who write against
dist s comrades_ supported the
the Soviet Union can say, 'There
Greek Commumst Party prowas such and such a meeting' in
Sovle.t ('.o! the exterior'!, and
Afghanistan. In one area they say
t~e ~ust1~1catlon for _domg ~o
that
they killed all the Soviets,
lies m this. Also, this vote 1s
those
who were there and those
integrally tor the Socialist Party
coming.
· But they killed them on
and. h~s to be oounted with the
paper. It is no great task in reports
Socaal1st vote.
It is a vote
to kill three or five hundred, or only
aga~nst . NA~o•• agains.t war,
one. There is not a single example
agamst 1mper1alu1m, agamst the
from the Press which says, 'Here
EEC and for social transformathere is a committee which functions.
The 10% expressed
tions, which develops the economy,
electorally tor the CP represent
which
has relations with the people;
90% in social terms, because
there
is
a normal life of the school
they can and. will lead the rest
and the factory'. There is nothing
of the population in the process
of this. A guerrilla appears in the
of the construction of the Sociafilms which capitalist television
'ist Republic.
The Soviets have made an
mmense progress and shown
'lexibillty in supporting the
Socialist Patty of Greece.
Indeed, it is the Socialist Party
which could and did win the
elections, and it is part of ths
progress of the USSR leadership
which sees that the Communists
are not always the centre of
world policy. it means that the
Soviets are leaming to use the
forces of the masses to intervene
as a system against imperialism
and its war. The advance of the
Lett in Greece in this way is
doing much harm to the military
alliance of Imperialism
and
this is true even in the event
that Greece does not withdraw
immediately from NATO. This
increases the sentiment of imperialism that war will mean its
final destruction.

against Nato
struggle develops in all its torms. unilateral nuclear disarmament is
In the FDR and Holland, in parti- a particularly important influence
cular, there is a very large move- in this process. The Labour Left
ment against the shortage of housing can have an even greater weight
- what is
absent is a political by making direct appeals to, and
leadership prepared to link, in a organising discussions with, the
programmatic form, the opposition movement in the rest of capitalist
to. the Yankee missile~ and NATO, Europe. These appeals have to be
wit~ dem~nds for social '.ransfor- made not simply on the basis of
mat1ons tn every other field. In opposition to the Yankee missiles
industry, housing, the social - which is correct anyway - but
services, educatian.
on the basis of a programme for
Socia list transformations.
The existence of a Socia list/
Communist government in France (1) The same is shown in the
and the electoral victory of PASOC Liberals (FDP) with Borm, the FOP
in Greece express the favourable president saying at the Bonn rally
conditions which exist to unite the that 'Europe should not allow
anti-capitalist movement in Europe. itself to be an accomplice in the
The Labour Party in this country, world struggle of the Yanks against
which has adopted a programme of the> Soviet Union.

make, saying that he is a guerrilla
and an Afghan, but he is very well
clothed and straight from the
trouser press, with watch plus new
strap, and they are supposed ro be
returning from battle. The true
guerrilla is exhausted through the
fighting which can be seen in the
eyes and the movements, but in
these films we see concern for
filming, and then showing off new
and large armaments.
Previously they showed on the
~levision Afghan 'guerrillas' in

... THE POLICE

heroic form, making arms to throw
out the invader. They would show
a forge and two people with an
anvil and a hammer making a revolver in the mountains,. and the
idiot who spoke from Europe said,
'In this room the heroic and brave
Afghan guerrillas make arms to
conquer Soviet injustice'.
Then in the newspapers it
appeared that 'these guerrillas
who made their arms, shot down a
Soviet plane'. It was shot down
while flying at five thousand feet,
and they say it was shot down.
How? With a hand gun? They
showed someone making a rifle and
they say, 'Such heroism of those
who have to make a rifle out of
nothing'.
They show someone
making a gun and say, 'With this
they stopped and destroyed a Soviet
tank'. A tank appears, but no one
is around, only the tank. One sees
a figure from the back and a tank
from the first world war. This tank,
however <rid, needs at least artillery
to destroy it, not a rifle or 'having
a fighting spirit' as they say.
Afghanistan is a new preparation
of war by Yankee imperialism and
a sabotage to exert pressure on the
Soviets, and also on the capitalist
countries so that they support and
let the Yanks intervene. Thus they
have to justify their position by
saying there is a resistance movement in Afghanistan, and they do
not have a team to justify it. They
could get hold of any group - there
are thousands and thousands of
Afghans who come and go between
Pakistan and Afghanistan - and
pass near the Soviets who let
them go on. They are nomads, and
have always done this as with the
frontier with the Soviet Union.
None speaks English as they show
them on television, but the dialect
of Afghanistan, Pakistan and,
partly, the nearby zone of the Soviet
Union. J. POSADAS
12.5.81
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sensitive to the attitudes of the right to organise a trade union, to
population seek to associate with strike, and to reject participation In
them and thus overcome their own
The
anti-trade union actions.
Isolation. They do not want to be police structure Is a political forused to batter the population. to act mat/on to defend capitalist Interas defenders of a system which has ests.
It Is necessary to Impel
nothing to offer to the mass of the discussion of this Inside and outpopulatlon but racialism, unemployslde the police force.
ment; poverty, bad housing, decayA sector In the police has even
ing cities and violence. A type of
spoken of bow the term democracy
polemic has been In evidence for
is to be Interpreted, even posing an
some time between the two sectors
Athenian model. Such Issues are
of the police. Those most linked
raising decisive aspects about the
to the capitalist apparatus are only
nature of society. When a sector Is
concerned to arm the police more
prepared to raise such Issue, It
thoroughly but, when th re Is a
shows that the decomposition of
layer which does not accept this,
capita/Ism has gone very far.
It Is because the need for social
sectors most linked to it through
transformations ls influencing the discipline and training tall to
po/Ice.
accept Its pre-suppositions.
It is important also that the
The process of Interior preLabour Party ls In part at Issue
with the usual conception of the occupation and lack of confidence
police. A member of the Liverpool In capitalism is going to augment
_Labour Party Po/lee Authority was In the police even if the police
obliged to say that the Inhabitants apparatus in part manage to contain
had no choice but to rebel. and un- It, because the system has only one
qualified support was not given to perspective - to get worse. The
the police. But there is opportunity Labour Left has to intervene confor a much more profound discuss- sistently and deeply on this Issue,
Ion and orientation. There must be which means publications and disan Intervention towards the police cusslons stemming from a better
as citizens and voters, tor their life In the Labour Party.

THE DISCUSSION IN THE ITALIAN
16.2.81
COMMUNIST PARTY
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The strength of the forces against nuclear armament In Western Europe
impelled as they are by the Workers States who have no interest in world
war but are not prepared to conciliate with Yankee imperialism, has
obliged imperialism to try to mask its intentions and discuss moderating
the arms race - which it of course foments as part of its aggressive
character. Rarely has world imperialism given such an abject image of
itself as now. Its attempts to orientate a new policy following the assassination of Sadat, of trying to counteract Soviet influence over the Arab
bourgeoisie, has little perspective, particularly when the massive bomb
explosion in Damascus shows the real face of Yankee imperialism support for Zionism, assassination and war. The rival currents in American policy neutralise its capacity. The Seychelles episode, an attempt
by the South Africans to overthrow a Left government, has brought out
their inability to act with the necessary force and to resort to putchist
methods.
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The struggle at Leyland poses the need for workers'
control and the socialist planning of the economy
The strike at Leyland's Longbridge for the 39-hour week without
loss of benefit is one of principle.
What is at stake is that the benefits
of automation have to go to the
workers and not produce unemp loyment. The decision to make the
workers pay for the lowering of
working hours out of their muchneeded rest time (Longbridge has
the higher productivity level in the
Leyland car division) is an action of
.wa.r. by capitalism and. requires.
nationa I and mass action to counter
it.

the management's pay offer, on the
basis that their jobs would be preserved, and immediately after this
they were faced with the sack! The
battle is not about wages only; it
is about who decides and controls!
A FEW DECIDE
COUNTRY'.

FOR

'THE

A struggle for a leadership
adequate to this stage is going on
in the. wQrkers' organisations, i~
the trade unions and, indirectly but
fundamentally, in the Labour Party.
The workers were told that they
wou Id not be sacked if they took a
wage cut. Workers• leaders, able
to visualise capitalism as the inexorable enemy, confident in the
sole ability of the working class to
lead and control, are going to arise.
It is more and more evident that
nationalisations under workers'
control are the very condition for
higher wages, better working conditions and ••• a job at aII.

This action at Longbridge shows
that the previous dec.ision of the
workers not to strike for a higher
wage increase did not mean that the
workers accepted the plans of capita !ism. A11 that it meant is that
there was not the leadership adequate for the battle,
the workers
CELEBRATION OF THE OCTOBER REVOLUTION IN RED SQUARE.
were we II aware of it. The workers
WORKERS PARADE AGAINST IMPERIALIST W.A.i1 PLANS AND NUCLEAR could not be engaged in a struggle
which would have involved the
MISSILES.
At the meeting of Brezhnev and Schmidt in Bonn, the Soviet leader made problem of the government without a
it clear that there was no possibility of a limited nuclear war confined to leadership. However, they are not
The truck and bus division to be
Europe - nuclear war would involve all the continents. The Soviet going to accept the war of capitalism
either.
As
a
result,
there
is
a
closed
was kept going with 'public
leadership speaks in a firm and confident language. It wants peace, but
continuing
strike
at
Longbridge
money'
(which is essentially the
there is no question of a new Yalta with the Yanks. At the same time, it
which
for
all
his
talks
and
threats
money
of
the working class)
influences the German bourgeoisie by augmenting trade links and supplying
Edwardes
has
not
been
able
to
However, the
an Indispensable gas pipe line. The German bourgeoisie is unwillingly
put
an
end
to
by
sacking
every
one.
decision
for
closure
was
not taken
linked to the Yanks in the common interests of capitalist private property,
Indeed,
the
Leyland
management
is
in
the
name
of
that
'public'
who
but they are also competitors and do not wish to submit totally to Yankee
now
proposing
not
to
implement
the
pays,
but
in
the
name
of
the
ruling
imperialism. Thus, Schmidt is obliged to say that the Soviets want peace
class and for the benefit of very
and tries to balance between Yankee imperial ism and the Workers States. cuts in relaxation time.
few people indeed· The heads of
All this weakens the world system of capitalism. This weakness and the
nationa Ii sed industries are not in
disintegration is shown also in the attitude of a whole layer of ex-NATO
'conspiracy' with the government.
commanders from all the countries of Western Europe. This attitude is
What
there is between them is an
paralleled by the statements of Heath, a former leader of the Conservative
identity
of interest, a belief in and
The
decision
by
the
Leyland
!'arty and prime minister of British imperialism, who says that the West
respect
for
private property. The
has no leadership and criticises Yankee policy severely, as recently over management to sack 4,100 workers
nationalised
industries are made to
Polisario with whom he is in favour of negotiation. Such attitudes reflect and cIose down the bus and truck
serve
the
interests
of private proa most profound defeatism and rejection of centralisation within the ranks division in various parts of the
perty
and
don't
even
compete on
country,
is
possible
only
because
of capitalism. The attitude of the NATO generals and Heath is objectively
their
own
account
against
the primanagement
knows
that
the
trade
casting doubt on the value of the capitalist system even if they do not
vate
sector.
The
managers
of
union
leadership
is
not
prepared
to
draw all the conclusions. It means whole sectors of capitalism, including
nationalised
industries,
even
if
confront
them,
with
all
that
it
means
quite high layers, are in their hearts abandoning conviction in the possithey
don't
own
the
company,
think
bilities of the system. Without accepting Socialism, they are a weight for the nationalised industries and
and act like proprietors and the
the government.
against capitalism.
whole structure of the industry is
Even without the massive intervention of the Labour Party and trade
It is also a blow at the trade designed to fulfil the requirements
unions, the Thatcher government has failed hopelessly in its objectives union leaders who argued that it of the private market. The governthat is, to give a new lease of life to capitalism by breaking the working was necessary to accept a sma 11 ment simply ensures, to a greater or
class and developing a virulent hostility to the Workers States. It has all wage increase in exchange for keep- lesser degree, that the enterprises
failed and brought about disillusionment within the Conservative Partv ing jobs. What happened was the serve this well. Previous Labour
tum to page 3
truck and bus division settled for governments have not done much to

change this reality, in part because
they were not interested, but a!so in
part because this reality cannot be
changed in the present state
structure.

THE WORKING CLASS REPRESENTS

'THE

COUNTRY'.

The working class is the sole
protagonist of its own interests.
For this, it needs its own leadership, its.own.economic and political
planning, its own form of state.
This action at Longbridge points in
the direction of the necessity of
workers' control. In a sense, by
not striking for a wage increase but
over working conditions, these workers are seeking a more advanced
programme, one which answers the
needs of social transformations.
The same goes for the occupations
at Lawrence Scott and the P & O
ferrv. Bv these actions, a sector
of the workers' vanguard is pushing
the Labour movement towards the
conclusion that there is no future
in trying to gain concessions from
capitalism. They show that the
struggle is firmly about who controls
and which class leads, for whose
interests; and that it is the workers
themse Ives who are interested and
capable to put the economy at the
service of society.
This is a much more profound
struggle than appears on the surface. It is influenced fundamentally
by the Workers States, particularly
by Poland which is showing how the
Workers State is the form that allows
the intervention of the masses in the
leadership of the economy and
society. There is an awareness in
the workers' vanguard that these
fundamental problems cannot be
solved in isolation, and they seek
to stimulate a national and political
movement. If the organised Labour
Movement launched a unified struggle for the 35-hour week, without
loss of pay or conditions, this
problem at Leyland would be settled
very quickly and conditions would
be laid for immediate and fundamenta I advances like work-sharing,

to page 4
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THE DISCUSSION IN THE ITALIAN COMMUNIST PARTY AND
THE FAILURE OF THE BOURGEOISIE.
1G.2.a1
The trade unions have to intervene in politics, and politics has to
intervene in the trade unions, and
the Party has to intervene in both
aspects: the trade union and the
Party. The nature of the problems
determines the function of the trade
union .and in this case, and now the
nature of the problems comes from
the world crisis of the capitalist
system. It is not a consequence of
its own economic structure but of
its social crisis, the product of
world competition and antagonism
with the Workers States. Any important progress has as a norm the
Workers State, not the right to vote
at nighteen but the right to send
capitalism down the tubes.

The concept of democracy and
its function is determined by the
world relation of class forces and
this is based on the existence of
the Workers States. AII the initiatives come·~ from there. No country
of the non-aligned group in their
last meeting was animated to speak
of the Soviet Union when they criticised the actions of 'some countries'. Every one of them fears the
reaction of the Workers Srares and
the reaction of their own masses,
particularly India which has two of
its most important states led by
Communists.
The progress in the internal
discussion in the Italian Communist
Party is one of the great events of
humanity. It opens the gates and
develops the conditions for the influence of the experience already
made of the masses of the world.
and concentrates In the deVielopment
of the Workers States. This influences the C'A>mmunist Party and
teaches it to discuss. Even if the
reference made by B erlinguer in a
UNITA article is very limited and
short (UNITA, paper of the ICP),
that 'we want the experience in
Poland not only for Poland but also
for Italy', it means that the Communists are extending the experience
and the evaluation of the process
to apply it in Italy. This time they
refer to Poland not to criticise the
USSR, warning 'don't intervene' but
to propose that the example of
Poland is useful for Italy, to see
how the trade unions discuss in a
democratic Socialist form and to
impel the country.
The difference between the
democracy of Italy and that of
Poland is that Italy is a bourgeois
democracy, in that democracy
expresses itself in agreement with
the power which the class who
governs has - and if it is a revolutionary leadership, it is not now
the power which leads but ideas
and reasoning. In Poland Socialist
democracy exists: between the trade
union, Party and army there is a
unity in the objectives which is
progress. Hence in Poland the
trade unions can discuss with a
general of the army and come to an
agreement.
All this process is helping to
develop the judgement of the lta lian
masses, not only of a sector but of
everyone, and this is going to be
expressed in the internal discussion

in the Communist and Socia list
parties. The world weighs not
only in conditions of revolutionary
armed movements, but also of
trade union, political or social
revolutionary movements even if
they do not reach the level of armed
confrontation as in Italy.
In the Communist cadres and
leaders, world events have their
effect and they see and observe,
because in all their minds they see
what is happening in Poland and
how they resolve problems. The
Polish workers do not make a
single complaint against the Soviet
Union, but they threw out twentyfive
leaders of the Party and the govern ...
ment. The Italian masses see this
and ask, 'And why cannot we throw
out our leaders who work as a
function of bureaucratic interest
which drives them to ally with capitalism'. The masses see that in
Poland they have thrown out the top
leaders of the Central Committee,
of the government, including the
president. This is an event of history. This is not China. Poland
has more importance than China.
No one takes China as an example.
No one takes as an example 'the
tria I of the gang of four'. On the
contrary, people joke about the
Chinese leadership. But, in the
case of Poland, no. The masses
see that Poland is correcting the
functioning of the country, that the
workers who are on strike discuss,
mobilise, and the conclusion is
that they are throwing out the bad
leaders. The Polish workers say,
'We do not make great demands,
but want to throw out the following••
etc.' The Central Committee does
nott say that they are bandits,but
sti II throws them out.

In the Communist Party there is
a line of change, a line which is
aimed to impel the Communist Party
to block the Right and influence the
Socialist and Christian Democrat
Left. The declarations of Berlinguer express this. Within this,
there is the pol_emic over the representation which each trade union
centre must have {Communist,
Socialist and Christian Democrat)
within the trade union federation.
The Communists proposed rightly
to the Socialists, 'We represent
fifty per cent of the working class,
and you ten per cent, and you do not
accept .the right that we have more
representation, more delegates.
What type of democracy is this?'
If the Communists have fifty per
cent members, democracy should
mean that they have a representation which corresponds to this fifty
per cent. But, in turn also, if the
workers have decided to make a
strike, the trade union leaders have
to respect this decision and to carry
out the decisions and discussions
voted· upon. But the trade union
leaders resolve by decree. This has
a certain similarily with the methods
of fascism. Fascism says, 'You are
ignorant and do not know how to
vote.
I will vote for you'.

but he made a declaration which
was not favourable to them. He
criticised the Soviets but proposed
to the Chinese that whoever threatened peace was not the Soviets
but the Yanks, and that they are all
exposed to attack and to be destroyed. Mitterand cannot have his
own policy because it is not possible. European capitalism does not
have its own policy. The French
Socialists, as Socialists, are under
the influence of what is occurring in
the European workers movement,
which is going to the Left.
The events in Italy indicate an
advance in the opposition to the
Communists which is going to have
an influence in trade union activity.
Berlinguer insisted a great deal in
one of his artlcles that they wanted
a real trade union democracy where
the workers could elect freely and
directly the Ir leaders. The other
aspect is the better ordering of the
political thought of the Communists.
On the problem of FIAT, they are
preparing a new offensive, and
hence Berlinguer proposed, 'We
cannot depend on FIAT'; that is to
say, on the leadership of FIAT.
It is necessary to defend FIAT because it is a conquest of Italy, but
who manages it? This is the depth
of the proposal of Berlinguer. He
is proposing the problem in terms
evolutionary-democratic-revoluevolutionary-democratlc-revolutionary. This is the definition because
he is proposing, 'We cannot submit
ourselves to FIAT, we want to intervene, to see what we can do with
this industry'. On the need to increase production and improve it
he proposed that 'it must not be at
the cost of the workers but on the
basis of a rationalisation of production. We are in agreement with
increasing productivity, but not at
the cost of the workers; otherwise
it means greater wealth for the boss
at the expense of the workers. The
increase in productivity must be
accompanied with the increase in
the standard of living, of the conditions of life of the workers. But
now the opposite takes place, such
that the productivity goes to the
benefit of the capacity of competition of the capitalists and against
the Italian masses.

The trade union leadership
partly do the same, and say to the
workers, 'You cannot decide, we
are the ones who know'. Berlinguer
confronts Benvenuto in this problem
(general secretary of the Socialist
trade union) and the reaction of the
Communist Party is logical because
it sees that Benvenuto wants to
make a bourgeois apparatus. For
Benvenuto to extend democracy is
to make the technicians intervene,
the bosses and the professional
workers. He is seeking an improved
alliance with capitalism.
In this process the Workers
There is a confrontation still
States develop towards a superior limited to the plane of discussion,
level of functioning and, as a con- of a part of the Communist Party,
sequence of better intervention of but on the part of the tendency of
the masses through Socialist demo- Berlinguer there is a decision to
cracy. The masses are seeing what go further.
Socialist democracy is, and that
formal democracy is dried up.
Berlinguer proposes this in part
over the problem of FIAT when he THE STRUGGLE AGAINST THE
calls upon the workers to intervene. TRADE UNION LEADERSHIPS.
FIAT is not Italy. Italy has FIAT
which is a result of the strength of
lta ly, and where the workers have
Berlinguer partly proposed this
These are the worst conditions
to intervene and resolve. It is not
and
reproaches the trade unions
the same, but similar to the engin- in which Italian capitalism finds that they have not been concerned
eering factory 'Viborg' which had itself. There is a reaction of the with these problems. Without sayabout 40,000 workers in Russia. In Communist Party which limits all ing it openly, he says that the duty
the beginning of the revolution, the plans of Italian capitalism of of the trade union is to be prethe Bolsheviks said, 'This is a surrendering to the Yanks. Now occupied with these problems and
Russian factory made by the efforts is a moment in which capitalism that freedom and democracy are to
of the Russian people, not of the needs the policy of the 'historic resolve them. His intervention is
compromise', and the attitude of the
capita lists.'
very dee ided, because it is an inCommunists delivers a blow to this
ternal confrontation against the
as dt1es the attitude of Marchais.
bureaucratic
wing of the trade
In part, Berlinguer is proposing The result of the policy of the PCF
unions. The proposal of Benvenuto
the same for FIAT, but basically even being mistaken in tactics is
on the factory councils and his
he is taking the image of the Rus- quite good from the programmatic
sian Revolution. FIAT does not point of view and obliges Mitterand criticism of them is because he
bel(;)ng to a family, it belongs to to have to say, 'We continue with seeks to make the technicians weigh
ttaly. Now it has an owner, but the programme of the Popular Union' more and replace the workers with
everyone constructed FIAT. To- and, in his going to China, there is technicians in the leadership of the
gether with these propositions over no attack on the USSR and, on the factory councils, but on the contrary
the technical cadres must be under
FIAT, Berlinguer also proposed contrary, he goes to North Korea
1the
leadership of the proletariat.
that it is necessary to take the which is entirely different to the
example of Poland, and the latter Chinese. Mitterand proposed that
The strategy of imperialism, of
does not mean only that the workers the Soviets are Socialists who seek the Italian bourgeoisie - whether
secure demands from the govern- peace, and that it is necessary to in a common or in an Independent
ment, but that they throw out rotten seek disarmament. He did not come form, is to prepare the weakening,
out in open defence of the Yanks, the Isolation of the Communist
leaders.
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Party to push forward an attack
against it, to weaken , to wall it
up and to make it abandon positions
to make the Communists break with
the Soviet Union, which means a
break in the Party. This is their
objective: to break the Party, and
this is the function of Craxi and
Longo (secretaries of the Socialist
Party and Social Democratic Party
respectively). It is not the same
with the Republicans and the
Liberals, for whom it is not convenient. The Liberals feel that
they have no perspective, and
besides, have no notion of history.
But it is convenient to the Socialist
and the Social Democrats. Their
game is this, and all their social
base circulates in an ambience that
is anti-Communist and antiSocialist, particularly the Socialists
whose right wing is not all Crax i.
There is another sector more to the
Right, and Craxl is a mediator and
this plan which they all had has
failed them.

THE TACTIC OF CAPITALISM
HAS FAILED.

This offensive of Berlinguer
means that within the Party he
seeks now a stable majority, and to
assail the government knowing that
the Soviets are going to support
them. Berlinguer has the opportunity of criticising the Soviets and to
gain the support of the bourgeoisie,
but over Poland he proposed that
no one must intervene in Poland,
which ls not only aimed at the
Soviets but at imperialism, which
the Communists have recognised is
intervening.
This ls an aspect of the strategy
of imperialism which has failed.
The offensive which Berlinguer
develops is founded programmatic:..
cally, although it is not a very
extensive programme. It is an anticapitalist programme of a reordering of the leadership which
tenets to throw out the ~ureaucracy
of the trade unions and to substitute
workers and which answers the
concern of the vanguard which sees
that it has a centre. The vanguard
sees also that among the Socialists
and the Republicans there is a Left
quite close to measures of transformations. This includes a son of
one of the leaders of the Liberal
Party who said he was a Marxist.
These layers of small proprietors, small traders and financiers see that the 'big shots'
are taking them over.
they seek protection in defence of private property,
but they have not achieved this
because the 'big shots' are the ones
who dominate. Thus they have to
navigate with the parties of the
Left. This creates the conditions
for the acceptance, on the part of
these sectors, of measures which
are not capitalist. These sectors,
as a current, do not accept Marxism
but, in one or another way, they
have to accept It, accepting the
Communist Party.
The programme which capltaUsm
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Editorial

THE CONCERT , MUSIC, SPORT AND SOCIALISM.

J. POSADAS
The present form of playing
music is going to be surpassed
in Socialist society. In the concerto, some play and others
listen.
Thus, between the
executant and the listener there
is no unity because the one who
goes to listen goes tor the satisfaction of his or her concern, of
musical interest, or of transitory
interest in understanding, in
knowing, in being entertained,
or in seeking a form of calm,
rest, tranquility or security.
But, between the intention of the
one who listens and the music,
there is a difference.
The
musician has the intention of
playing. He can have the same
intentions as the listener, but
cannot have them in the act of
interpreting, and the composer
is also independent of the musician and the audience.
The composer has the intention of creating music and
afterwards it is played with
another conclusion in the form
of interpretation. In Socialist
society the composer, musician
and listener will be integrated.
It will be a part of human activity to concentrate relations
through music. Then it is an
integration and the one who
composes music will do it with
this intention. Between audience
and interpreter and author there
will be identity.
MUSIC WILL BE INTEGRAL WITH
SOCIAL RELATIONS.

This is not the case now,
because society is divided into
particular interests and, as a
consequence in different cultural
levels which are not always
based on social or economic
interests.
Socialism will not
have such social differentiation
and thus music will be a part of
human relations. Millions and
mi /lions will be able to listen
at once, but it will be a part of
human relations. Now it is not
the case; now music has a specific character in which it is
possible to see the function of
the artist in society. In Social-
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ism the artist will not have this
function, it will be infinitely
superior, but the creation will
also be superior. This is not
going to equalise or level out all
creative qualities, but is going
to equalise the social intention
and necessity of creation in
music etc.

The best athletic and spe>rting activities are still not being
attained
Even in part, the
Soviets and the East German
State, who are the most elevated,
have not done it. There is still
in sporting competition the
national
or
local sentiment.
For the Workers State, although
. it is legitimate to be represented
SOCIALISM
ENDS
THE
OB- as a particular country to influSTACLES TO THOUGHT.
ence the world, this limits in
any case the limitless possibilities of development of sport.
In Socialism, the dance will
In the future sport as we know it
change. Even the popular dance
will not exist. Sport today is a
which has no sensual intentions
particular activity, but will bebut is an excuse to forget things
come a normal activity of humaor enjoy entertainment, even this
nity. It is not going to be as
provincial,
local,
domestic,
now the sport of competition, of
regional dance, all the different
winning and losing, but an
forms of expression in the music
organisation with the effect of
of local origins, are going to be
uniting with nature: which means
surpassed by a world basis.
that the runner will do the
Without the elimination for a
time of the initiatives which maximum to unite with the wind,
come from peculiar places or the stars, the light and the sun,
means that are a hundred thouditferent places, the human being sand times more elevated than
is going to integrate knowledge, those that exist now will be
consciousness, intelligence and
found in jumping, running and
capacity, is going to eliminate
swimming.
every social and economic obstacle, to eliminate from thought
the problems of war, the trade
Everything will be accompanunion, the strike and the Party. led ?Y the harmony of hum~n
H
"t .
.
t
r . t relations. Hence sport today IS
umam Y is go~ng 0 e imtna e amressive because relations are
every aspect which leads to conn~ th·
t th OJ
•
trontation and to a certain basis are 1 e is. 8 u
e ympics
of .antagonism. It is going to
· . .
eltmmate, consequently, also
,,, t'
d .
t he struggI es ot 1rac ions an is
thus going to make a level of
knowledge and of culture, so
that the most elevated invention
•
•
to be accepted 1·mmed"11s
g0 mg
at eI y, and at the moment Of
··
.._ s uraccept ed w"ll
1
uv
bemg
passed. This is going to be
..
t
t th
e
t ne permanen process 0
• t 111
of
m e gence
deve Iopment
whose source is that all the
problems which obstruct, make
difficult, attack and assassinate
the objective development of
human thought, money, exploitation, dividend and competition
are being eliminated.
Hence,
I said in the text on the Moscow
Olympics (1 ), 'In Socialism
sport will be an activity destin. ed to unite with nature'.

~f Moscow "!ere harmonious. It

1s not possible to measure sport
tod
't·.. S . •
sporf
ay w1 ,, oc1a1ism.
tod
h
.
t ff, t
ay . as a ser~es 0 e e~ s •
It P~v~des secu11ty, c~lculat1on,
pr~cision, concentr~tion of
will, because
relations
•
• outside
•
•
,.,
sport m capita 11st society ue•
·
d ....
s
·
8 ut oc1a1ism ts mt
man
. t111s.
.
.
gomg to need. anythmg of this.
Thus sport will be a means of
•
.
elevatmg the relation of humanity with nature, respiration and
movement, in relation with the
sun, air, night and day. Hence
there are Soviet and non-Soviet
scientists who believe that the
human being can live tor two
hundred years as a norm.
(1 J 'Th.e Triumph of Humanity
in the Moscow Olympics', 3.8.80
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has to weaken the Communist Party given a plan that they ware going to against the Socialist countries, we
(that is, in provoking an uprising win and they now see that this will lose before we have begun' in the army and in the police) has means nothing. In part, this is the because they see that there is a
failed them completely. It is not product of the influence 'of the great resistance in their own capithat they are going to continue Communist Party through the work- talist countries. The depth of the
promoting repressions, uprisings, ing class. The Socialists have not speech of Giscard d'Estaing is this:
but the plan of uprisings against the contributed to this. They do not do war means not only external bu\
Communist Party has failed them. anything, but the working class, internal risks. He says apparently,
They are going to try to return to it. through the Communist Party, did. 'military expenditure is very gre.at,
This is the plan which they have All this is a clear symptom of where it is very expensive', etc. but in
reality what concerns him is that the
had for many years, but now there Europe is going.
preparations of the war of capitalism
a very great number of terrorists
are being made In the conditions of
If
Mitterand
wins,
as
Is
possible
who see that what they are doing is
stupid, and they will finish with he will have to go to the Left in- tlie Left Front; tn France, the latter
killing. The terrorists have killed evitably, even with all his oscilla- has reached fifty per cent, that is
many people, but quite a few of tions, and this is going to influence half the population Is against
them have also been killed. Many the Communists of lta ly. France is capitalism. Electorally it Is necesof them say, 'Where does this lead going to have a very great influence sary to consider that 20% of the
to, what guarantees do we have?' in Germany, and this Is going to gu people who vote for capitalism are
As regards many of the terrorists very badly for the Yanks. Within no use, have nothing to do with
who repent and then give information imperialism there is a sector which life. From the social point of view,
this is not a manoeuvre. They were says, 'If we launch a war now capitalism has thirty per cent, the
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itself, that is, in wealthy bourgeois sectors some of whom seek a solution
in the Social Democrats. In the final analysis, the Thatcher line, as that
of Reagan, has been defeated by the existence ot the Workers States which
does not give room for domestic repression of the necessary character nor
success in the field of foreign policy - that is, reversing the tide of
world revolution. The victory of Shirley Williams in Crosby was fundamentally secure'd by votes from the Conservatives - Labour votes for the
SOP were to help ensure the defeat of the Conservative candidate. If the
Labour Party had a more consistent life and application of policy, sue~
voting would not occur or would not be felt to be necessary. Crosby has
significance because it is a profoundly bourgeois area and the inroad of
the Social Democrats indicates the disintegration in the ranks of the
bourgeoisie and those petit bourgeoisie under their influence. As part of
the generalised debacle of capitalist institutions, the issue of the Scarman
Report also has importance. Here, a sector of capitalism criticises the
functioning of the capitalist system, the coercive system of the police alld
the bad social conditions in which whole layers of the population are
obliged to live. When a sector of the top judiciary is prepared to condemn
aspects of the system, then it is clear that capitalism is losing support
in its own precincts.
IMPROVE THE FUNCTIONING OF THE PARTY
If the Labour Party and the trade unions had been adequately prepared
the Thatcher government would long ago have been dispatched to the
shades, but the crisis of the capitalist system also passes through both
Labour Party and unions. These organisations were constructed in the
period when British imperialism could offer goodies to the aristocracy d'f
labour, and later on the onset of Stalinism in the Workers States allowed
the, forces of the Labour Right to impose a ruthless control of ideas where
only the desert could flourish and the combative Socialist was either domesticated or thrown out. Now history has gone in reverse, and the ideas
of the Right no longer apply. The Right are being ejected by the Party
but there is still a lack of consistent functioning and application of a
consistent political life. The trade union structures are also non-representative of the new phase of human history - much conservatism, lack of·
life and lack of communication with the population. The liquidation of the
Right, the various controversies within the Party - such as that now over
parliamentary democracy - the noises over the Militant Group in the Labour
Party are all symptoms of a very deep and continuous process towards a
transformation of the Labour Party. It is a very healthy process. It is not
one of decline - as is the crisis of the capitalist system and its culture.
The discussion over parliamentary democracy shows the search for the
way beyond electoralism, the search for organs which meet the needs bf
the population and take politics out of the hands of a few and gives it to
the many. Inevitably, it raises the most profound issues which cannot be
dismissed as •extreme Left', full stop. Certainly parliament can pass
important laws against the functioning of the capitalist system, but
Socialism requires a transformation of the whole functioning of society whenever has any social system accepted this without using all manner of
means to survive? Parliamentary democracy corresponds to certain phases
of history. There is nothing eternal about It
It has its uses, but
parliamentary democracy is very limited and has to be accompanied, even
in the limited functioning of electoral campaigns, by mass demonstrations.
meetings, mobilisations and discussions. Occupations, factory committees
are all fundamental aspects of popular intervention in which the population
directly participates and contain a more elevated democracy than purely
parliamentary elections. But all this has to be discussed logically and
fully, not in one exchange of opinion but regularly and with publications
where aII the forces of the Left can participate. Marxism has a fundamental contribution to make in aII this, Marx, Lenin, Entels Trotsky and
Posadas. The Labour Party and trade unions are accompanying a fundamental world process led by the Soviet Union gofna towards Socialism.
Poland has given an indelible example that It is possible to get rid of
bureaucrats without reverting to capitalism, that collectivised property is
superior to capitalism. The activity of the Polish masses has achieved in
a year more than parliamentary democracy throughout the whole of its
history - and in spite of the limitations of the leadership and Party of
the Workers State.

rest are sectors of the medium petit
bourgeoisie, which even living from
big business are not against social
progress, but electorally do not
express this behaviour because
there is not a social confrontation
and thus they vote for capitalism.
This is the situation, and this is
going to happen shortly in Germany.

fifty parliamentary representatives
of the Conservatives voted against
many motions of its own government.
The intensification of the struggle
in Ireland is very great, and now the
strike of the transport w.orkers Is
being prepared and they have Left
leadership.
This situation in Europe Is influencing the progress In Italy and
In Britain also there is a very the discussion in the Communist
important situation. The effort to Party.
form the new Social Democratic
J. POSADAS
Party with the dissidents of the
Labour Party has no great echo. In
spite of the departure of these sectors of the Labour Party, the polls
continue to give the Labour people
more than 40% of the votes. These
dissident sectors can reach at a
maximum twen1y per cent, but take
from the Conservatives. At least
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THE DISINTEGRATION OF SPANISH CAPITALISM ..
Throughout Europe the political
and social structures of capita !ism
are fa Iii ng apart. The failure of
the Thatcher government, the election of Mitterand, the victory of
PA KSOS, the stricken government
of Schmidt and the non-alignment
of the Spadolini government with
the .principle interests of Yankee
imperialism and the decomposition
of capitalist authority in Belgium
create an ambience which gives no
support to any one capitalist government. The agony of the whole
world capita list system deprives
them of will, imagination and capacity. They tend to be disorderly
supervisors of their own obsequies.
There is no way in which any capitalist country can free itself from
the web which links it to the whole
structure of world capitalism, to its
world market and its incapacity in
face of the antagonistic world system of the Workers States. There is
no third way out of this mess. The
European bourgeoisie whimpers at
the United St ates which imperiously
seeks to dictate to it and submit
its interests to the needs of the
world strategy of Yankee imperialism.
Everything is reduced to
chaos and criminality.
The abortive coup last February
is an example of the disorder at the
heart of Spanish capita !ism. The
dissolution of the Franco regime in
the final analysis did not favour
Spanish capitalism. Various gentlemen rapidly donned 'democratic
clothes, aIthough these were peculiarly i !I-fitting.
The workers
parties and workers commissions
began to move but, at the same time,
the Francoist apparatus remained in
the army and the police. Spanish
capitalism remains in the historical
weakness of the time of Franco,
even if the economy is more productive. It cannot compete with the
great capitalist powers and, at the
same time, it has to confront a
proletariat which has triumphed
over Franco and is sustained and
guided by the existence of the
Soviet Union. Like all capitalist
countries, Spanish
!ism has
to cope not only with its own proletariat but historica !ly it conffronts the Soviet Union. The disorder over the February. coup
reflects ultimately the disorder and
indecision at the heart of Spanish
capitalism. At the same time, its
feverish political agitations lead
towards another coup. Since the
February episode, there has been
no serious purging of the Franco
apparatus - indeed, the cynicism
of Spanish 'democracy' has been
exemplified in the
award of a
meda I to General Bosch, one of the
organisers of the coup, by the Spanish commander in charge of military
awards! The Spanish army still
remains apart from any contact with
the life of the population, a caste
with its separate interests linked
to private property.
CRISIS OF EURO-COMMUNISM.

The most capitalism in its progressive phase,
recent split, in which a sector of the which meant the unification of a
Communist Party has fused with the country on the bas is of a national
Basque nationalists, is the logica I market. Nationalism has now coldonclusion from the steady aban- lapsed into regionalism. The latter
donment of Scientific Socialism. is the resu It basically of the failure
The people who have gone have no of Spanish capitalism to develop
belief in Communism and, in fact, the country. Thus the loca I sectors
go towards the other side - the of capitalism, in face of the multiclass enemy. This split is linked nationals and with no security in
to the whole layer in rebellion at future prospects, fall back into
the last Congress of the Spanish regionalism. The workers parties
Communist Party, with their con- have tended to adapt themse Ives to
ce.ptions of third ways and giving this situation instead of proposing
less importance to the proletariat. the logical organisation and centraAt the same time, the Left of the lisation of the economy on the basis
Party has tried to maintain basic of Socialist planning. A whole game
class positions.
has been set up - even worse in

reaffirmed the programme against
NATO and called for the nationalisation of the banks.
The struggle against the eurocommunists in the Spanish Communist
Party, show the search for a po !icy
and programme to answer the needs
of the population. It is not only
the proletarian masses which confront capitalism but the spirit of
the rejection of capitalism has
affected the youth even of sectors
of the bourgeoisie. Thus, at the
last UCD conference, the youth
sectors came out tooppose military
service and to reduce the officer
caste. Such demands go against the
interests of capitalism and show the

THE SPANISH MASSES DEMONSTRATE AGAINST N.ATO.
Yankee imperialism has been
preoccupied to secure Spain within
the system of the NA TO alliance
and, at the same time, they would
naturally prefer a 'stable' regime of
the Right, which means support for
a military coup. Th is in itse If is a
sign of enormous social and politica I weakness.
A milltary coup tends to
favour the multi-nationa Is and the
top layers of business and the
banks. Thus the army is the party
of the bourgeoisie, but only of a
sector.
The
of capitalism to undertake a coup is sapped by the great
fear of the direct resistance of the
masses, who are far more disposed
to intervene than their leaderships.
The massive intervention after the
military coup and the recent demonstration against NATO are forces
which deter the bourgeoisie and
disorganise their decision. The
Spanish employers, by withdrawing
from the tripartite pact with the
government and the unions over
wage stabilisation on the grounds
that they reject government subsidy
for the unions social fund, are trying to force the Sotelo government
to take a harder line against the
masses as part of the preparation
for a more authoritarian regime.

Belgium - whereby the full force
of the cen.tralised class struggle is
diminished by local and regional
preoccupations. On the other hand,
for the top layers of capita Hsm the
degree of decentra Ii sat ion is not
convenient. It means that there is
a fall in central authority, and again
the forces of coercion tend to be
the only forces which possess
centralised authority.

possibility of a united front of the
population to proceed on a programme of socia I transformations.
sectors of the UDC youth even came
out to destroy the Spanish military
structure, quite rightly attacked for
being 'Prussian'.

mortal agony. All its structure is
falling and, at the same time, this
provokes crises in the workers
parties, posing the end of conciliating with the Spanish bourgeoisie
on the basis of defending 'democracy'. It is necessary to defend
democracy, not in a passive way but
combining the struggle for democratic rights with the struggle for
socia I change, for a statified economy under workers control, not
separating minimum trade union
demands from the struggle for
funda menta I soc ia I transformations.
The struggle against NA TO, against
the military, against nuclear weapons which will be aimed not just
at the Soviets but against the
masses of Spa in and the rest of
Europe, requires the united front of
the broad masses against the
positions of the bourgeoisie. Th is
is also the way to unite Spain and
diminish the weight of regionalism.
The Spanish Cortes recently
passed leg is la ti on in favour of
entering NATO, but the struggle
against the war plans of world
imperialism knows no boundaries,
and Spa in is not exam pt from the
laws of the class struggle. As for
the economy, the class differentiation is sharp. Agriculture and industry have mass unemployment and
unemployed agricti ltura I workers
do not even receive unemployment
pay. Thus a profound crisis links
town and country in Spa in. The
attempt to modernise the Spanish
economy takes place in the ambience of a previously very backward country.

There is no contradiction between
local initiatives of local cultural
life. wi.thin the framework of .the
centralised economy. The Soviets
particularly intervened well on the
The fact that such a demand diplomatic plane to weigh against
on the army is put forward in the NATO. What is necessary is the
bourgeois camp shows the enormous elevation of the struggle against
weakness within the camp of capi- nuclear war with the Socialist
talism. A coup is an urgency for struggle for social transformations.
capita !ism, and hence the atmos- The parties lack sufficient politica I
phere of killings and assassinations life and cadres, but develop in a
to encourage a coup, carried on for favourable world ambience. The
some time - as in Italy - through coup which capitalism is trying to
'groups', including Basques, who organise is part directly of the
are utilised by the CIA
preparations for the final encounter
between imperia !ism and the Workers
TO 'DEFEND DEMOCRACY'
States,
and logically the workers
MEANS SOCIAL TRANSFORMATION
parties and centres should denounce
The struggle against Spanish
these preparations and signal their
capitalism takes place in a situasupport for aII the struggles against
tion where all capitalism is in
the Spanish reactionaries.

The complications of the 'autonomy' issue have shown themse Ives
in the disputes in July, in which
the Basque and Cat aIan parties
boycotted meetings with the other
major nationa I parties on the
efforts to curb local 'rights'. All
th is makes it appear that somehow
the regional issues have a life
which is independent of the class
struggle. On the other hand, the
top layers and the military are preoccupied with the disintegrating
effect of regionalism. Thus capitalism is caught in hopeless contradictions, allowing objectively a
SCIENTlfiC, CULTURAL AND POUTICAL EDITIOH
powerful response of the workers
parties and the unions. But all the
latter have been caught within the
BCM lox 6220. LONDON
web of the existing political
arrangements and have been unable
to express an objective and consistent class position.
But the most significant aspect
Leyland from page l
The decomposition and the inof
the
process is the beginnings of production for need, re-conversion centra I ise support - even in the
capacity of Spanish capita !ism has
been demonstrated very c!early over currents in workers parties who do of industries for the production of etectora I sense - for the Labour
the whole autonomy issue. This not accept the status quo.
necessary goods and for exports. Party. C!early 1 neither the Labour
brings out the morass of Spanish In the Congress of the Socia list There is a tremendous need for Party nor the trade unions can be
capita !ism. The 'autonomy' process Party Gonzales declared against
buses and trucks aII over the world, pushed to this position overnight,
is a retreat on the whole function of social transformations but the left and the idea of shutting this branch but the conditions are ripe for a
of production is simply ludicrous. political and programmatic disAII the po!itica I structure and Ed1toriol continued t1om Page 3
There
is a need for a political cuss ion - not just inside the
parties in Spain receive the effects
The process in the labour Party and the trade unions is immensely leadership from the Labour Party apparatus, but in the factories and
of the world confrontation of system
progressive, but it is necessary to develop all the organs of discussion, essentially, and from the trade workers' areas - for workers' conversus system, and this includes
to encourage publications on the new stage in the Party, to discuss what unions. There is nothing to prevent trol and the need to let the masses
the workers parties, particularly
i~ meant by democracy, and to develop a Party that lives the needs of the the Labour Party, as a Party, and and workers produce for the need
that of the Spanish Communist Party
population, the world process of the advance to Socialism. In this way the unions pledging themselves in of the masses and country and not
which is now going through a proa new bond is made with the population which, in turn, elevates and support of factory occupations and for a few capitalists who spoil and
found crisis. This has an historic
impels the Party.
ransack 'the country' and its means
workers' control.
significance because the crisis has
of
production.
This can aIt but shorten the life
developed through the struggle over
5.12.81
of the Th::itcher government and
eurocommunis1 ~
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